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METHODAND APPARATUS FORBODYFLUID SAMPLINGAND
ANALYTE SENSING

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
Lancing devices are known in the medical health-care products industry for

piercing the skin to produce blood for analysis. TypicaUy, a drop ofblood for this type of

analysis is obtamed by making a small incision in the fingertip, creating a small wound,

which generates a small blood droplet on the surface ofthe skin.

Early methods of lancing included piercing or sHcing the skin with a needle or

razor. Current methods utilize lancmg devices that contain a multitude of spring, cam and

mass actuators to drive the lancet. These include cantilever springs, diaphragms, coil

springs, as well as gravity plumbs used to drive the lancet. The device may be held

against the skin and mechanically triggered to balHstically launch the lancet.

Unfortmiately, the pain associated with each lancing event using known technology

discourages patients firom testing. In addition to vibratory stimulation of the skin as the

driver impacts the end of a launcher stop, known spring based devices have the possibility

.
of firing lancets that harmonically oscillate against the patient tissue, causing multiple

strikes due to recoil. This recoil and multiple strikes of the lancet is one major

hnpediment to patient compliance with a structured glucose monitoring regime.

Another impediment to patient compliance is the lack of spontaneous blood flow

generated by known lancmg technology. In addition to the pain as discussed above, a

patient may need more than one lancing event to obtain a blood sample since spontaneous

blood generation is unreUable usmg known lancing technology. Thus the pam is

multiplied by the number of attempts required by a patient to successfiiUy generate

spontaneous blood flow. Different skin thickness may yield different results in terms of

pain perception, blood yield and success rate of obtaining blood between different users

of the lancing device. Known devices pooriy account for these skin thickness variations.

A still fiirther impediment to improved compliance with glucose monitoring are

the many steps and inconvenience associated with each lancing event. Many diabetic

patients that are insulin dependent may need to self-test for blood glucose levels five to
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six tunes daily. The large number of steps required in traditional methods of glucose

testing, ranging fiom lancing, to milking ofblood, q)plying blood to a test strip, and

getting the measurements from the test strip, discourages many diabetic patients from

testing their blood glucose levels as often as reconunended. Older patients and those with

5 deteriorating motor skills encounter difficulty loading lancets into launcher devices,

transferring blood onto a test strip, or inserting thin test strips into slots on glucose

measurement meters. Additionally, the wound channel left on the patient by known

systems may also be ofa size that discourages those who are active with their hands or

who are worried about healing ofthose wound channels from testing their glucose levels.

10

SUMMARY OFTHE INVENTION

The present invention provides solutions for at least some ofthe drawbacks

discussed above. Specifically, some embodunents ofthe present invention provide a

multiple lancet solution to measuring analyte levels in the body. The invention may use a

1 5 high density design. The invention may provide a plurality of analyte detecting members

used to sample fluid from tissue. At least some ofthese and other objectives described

h^em will be met by embodiments ofthe present invention.

In one aspect ofthe present invention, a body fluid sampling system is provided

for use on a tissue site. In one embodiment, the system comprises a cartridge; a

20 penetrating member driver, a plurality ofpenetratmg members arranged in a radial

configuration on the cartridge wherein diarpened distal tips ofthe penetrating members

point radially outward; wherein an active one ofthe penetrating members may be

operatively coupled to the penetrating member driver, the penetratmg member driver

moving the active one along a path out ofa housing having a penetrating member exit,

25 mto the tissue site, stoppingm the tissue site, and wiflidrawing out offee tissue site; and a

plurality of analyte detecting members, wherein at least one ofthe analyte detecting

members is positioned to receive fluid from a wound created by the active one ofthe

penetrating members, wherem the detecting members are not pierced by the active one of

the penetrating members.

30 In one embodiment of flie present invention, a body fluid sampling system for use

on a tissue site is provided. The system comprises a cartridge; a penetrating member

driver, a plurality ofpenetrating members, each having a proximal end, an elongate
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portion, and a sharpened distal end, the members arranged in a radial configuration on the

cartridge wherein sharpened distal tips ofthe penetrating members point radially outward;

wherein an active one ofthe penetratmg members may be operatively coupled to the

penetrating member driver, the penetrating member driver moving the active one along a

path out of a housing having a penetrating member exit, into the tissue site, stopping in

the tissue site, and withdrawing out of the tissue site; and a plurality of analyte detecting

members, wherein at least one ofthe analyte detecting members is positioned to receive

fluid from a wound created by the active one ofthe penetrating members; wherein the

unused analyte detecting members are arranged in a stack, the penetrating member driver

configured to be controlled to follow a velocity trajectory into the tissue and out ofthe

tissue, wherein the velocity into the tissue is at an average speed greater than an average

speed ofthe penetrating member on the withdrawal.

In another embodiment ofthe present invention, a body fluid sampling system for

use on a tissue site is provided. The system comprises a cartridge; a penetrating member

driver, a plurality ofpenetrating members arranged in a radial configuration on the

cartridge wherein sharpened distal tips ofthe penetrating members point radially outward;

wherein an active one ofthe penetrating members may be operatively coupled to the

penetrating member driver, the penetrating member driver moving the active one along a

path out ofa housing having a penetrating member exit, into the tissue site, stopping in

the tissue site, and withdrawing out ofthe tissue site; and a plurality ofanalyte detecting

members, wherein at least one ofthe analyte detecting members is positioned to receive

fluid from a wound created by the active one ofthe penetrating members, wherein the

detecting members are not pierced by the active one ofthe penetrating members; a

position sensor positioned to provide an indication of a position ofthe penetrating

member during actuatioa

In yet another embodiment ofthe present invention, a body fluid sampling system

for use on a tissue site is provided. The system comprises a cartridge; a penetratmg

member driver; a plurality ofpenetrating members arranged in a radial configuration on

the cartridge wherein sharpened distal tips ofthe penetrating members point radiaUy

outward; wherein an active one ofthe penetratmg members may be operatively coupled

to the penetrating member driver, the penetrating member driver moving the active one

along a path out of a housing having a penetrating member exit, into the tissue site.
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Stopping in the tissue site, and withdrawing out of the tissue site; aaid a plurality of

analyte detecting members, wherein at least one ofthe analyte detecting members is

positioned to receive fluid from a wound created by the active one ofthe penetrating

members, wherein the detectmg members are not pierced by the active one ofthe

5 penetrating members; a coupler on the penetrating member driver configured to engage at

least a portion ofthe elongate portion of flie penetrating member and drive the member

along a path mto a tissue site and withdrawn from a tissue site.

In a still further another embodiment ofthe present invention, a body fluid

sampling system for use on a tissue site is provided. The system comprises a cartridge; a

10 penetrating member driver, a plurality ofpenetrating members arranged in a radial

configuration on the cartridge wherein sharpened distal tips ofthe penetrating members

point radially outward; wherein an active one of the penetrating members may be

operatively coupled to the penetrating member driver, the penetrating member driver

moving the active one along a path out ofa housing havmg a penetrating member «dt,

1 5 into the tissue site, stopping in the tissue site, and withdrawing out ofthe tissue site; and a

plurality of analyte detecting members, wherein at least one ofthe analyte detecting

members is positioned to receive fluid fix>m a wound created by the active one ofthe

penetrating members, wherein the detecting members are not pierced by the active one of

the penetrating members; a sterility enclosure covering at least a tip of the penetrating

20 member, the sterility enclosure removed ftom the penetrating member prior to actuation

of the member and positioned so that the penetrating member will not contact the

enclosure during actuation.

In another embodiment ofthe present mvention, a body flvud sampling system for

use on a tissue site is provided. The system comprises a cartridge; a penetrating member

25 driver; a plurality ofpenetrating members arranged in a radial corxfiguration on the

cartridge wherein sharpened distal tips ofthe penetrating members point radially outward;

wherein an active one ofthe penetrating members may be operatively coupled to flie

penetrating member driver, the penetrating member driver moving the active one along a

path out of a housing having a penetrating member exit, into the tissue site, stoppmg in

30 the tissue site, and withdrawing out ofthe tissue site; and a plurality of analyte detecting

members, wherein at least one ofthe analyte detecting members is positioned to receive

fluid from a wound created by the active one ofthe penetratmg members, wherein the
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detecting members are not pierced by the active one ofthe penetrating members; a user

interface for transmitting at least one input between a user.

In one aspect, a body fluid sampling device is provided using a penetrating

member to extract fluid firom an anatomical feature. The device comprises a penetrating

5 memb^ actuator for moving the penetrating member inbound towards the anatomical

feature and a non-spring based, penetrating member retractor for moving the penetrating

member outbound away from the anatomical feature. The penetrating member actuator

may be adapted to move the penetrating member at a velocity greater than a velocity

achieved by the penetrating member retractor.

10 In another embodiment ofthe present invention, a body fluid sampling device is

provided for extractrng bodily fluid from an anatomical feature. The device comprises a

cartridge having a plurality ofcavities. . The device may also include a plurality of

penetrating members, each slidably movable between a first position and a second

position to extend outward from the cartridge to penetrate the anatomical feature. The

1 5 device may further include a penetrating member driver structured to selectively and

independently engage the penetrating members, the driver comprising a first resilient

member for moving an active one ofthe penetrating members on an inbound path toward

the anatomical feature to create a wound, and a second resilient member for moving the

active one ofthe penetrating members on an outbound path away &om the woimd.

20 In yet another embodiment, a body fluid sampling device is provided using a

penetrating member to extract fluid from an anatomical feature. Tbe device comprises a

penetrating member driver, the driver selected from one ofthe following: a motor and

gear box, a nanomuscle, pneumatic device, a liquid magnetic coil actuation device, a

stepper motor, a micro-clutch device, and an inductive motor. The device may also

25 include a penetrating coupler attached to the driver, the coupler for releasably connecting

the penetrating member to the driver.

The system may further comprise means for coupling the force generator with one

ofthe penetrating members.

The system may further comprise a penetrating member sensor positioned to

30 monitor a penetrating member coupled to the force generator, the penetrating member

sensor configured to provide information relative to a depth ofpeaetration ofa

penetrating member through a skin surface.
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The dq)th ofpenetration may be about 100 to 2500 microns.

The depih ofpenetration may be about 500 to 750 microns.

The depth ofpenetration may be, in this nonlimiting example, no more than about

1000 microns beyond a stratum comeum thickness ofa skm surfece.

The depth ofpenetration may be no more than about 500 microns beyond a

stratum comeum thickness of a skin surface.

The depth ofpenetration may be no more than about 300 microns beyond a

stratum comeum thickness ofa skin surface.

The depth ofpenetrationmay be less than a sunci ofa stratum comeum thickness

ofa skin surface and 400 microns.

The p^etrating member sensor maybe fiirther configmred to control velocity of a

penetrating member.

The active penetrating member may move along a substantially Imear path into

the tissue.

The active penetrating member may move along an at least partially curved path

into the tissue.

The drivermay be a voice coil drive force generator.

The driver may be a rotary voice coil drive force generator.

The penetratmg member sensor may be coupled to a processor with control

instructions for the penetrating mraiber driver.

The processor may include a memory for storage and retrieval ofa set of

penetrating member profiles utilized with the penetrating member driver.

The processor may be utilized to monitor position and speed of a penetratmg

member as the penetrating member moves in a first direction.

The processormay be utilized to adjust an application of force to a penetrating

member to achieve a desired speed of the penetratingmember.

The processor may be utilized to adjust an application of force to a penetrating

member when the penetrating member contacts a target tissue so that the penetratmg

member penetrates flie target tissue within a desired range of speed.

The processor maybe utilized to monitor position and speed of apenetratmg

member as the penetrating member moves in the first direction toward a target tissue.
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wherein the apphcation ofa launching force to the penetrating member is controlled

based on position and speed ofthe penetrating member.

The processor may be utilized to control a withdraw force to the penetrating

member so that the penetrating mraiber moves m a second direction away from the target

tissue.

In the first direction, the penetrating member may move toward the target.tissue at

a speed that is different than a speed at which the penetratmg xnember moves away from

the target tissue.

In the first direction the penetrating member maymove toward the target tissue at

a speed that is greater than a speed at which the penetrating member moves away from

the target tissue.

The speed ofa penetrating member in the first direction may be the range ofabout

2.0 to lO.Om/sec.

The average velocity ofthe penetrating member during a tissue penetration stroke

m the first direction may be about 100 to about 1000 tnnes greater than the average

velocity ofthe penetrating member during a withdrawal stroke in a second direction.

A further understanding ofthe nature and advantages ofthe invention will become

apparent by reference to the remaining portions ofthe specification and drawings.

BRIEF DESCMPTION OF THE DRA'WINGS
Figure 1 is a perspective view illustrating a system, according to an embodiment

for use in piercing skin to obtain a blood sample;

Figure 2 is aplau view ofaportion of a replaceable penetrating member cartridge

forming part ofthe system;

Figure 3 is a cross-sectional end view on 3-3 in Figure 2;

Figure 4 is a cross-sectional end view on 4-4 in Figure 2;

Figure 5 is a perspective view ofan 2q)paratus forming part ofthe system and used

for maiiipulating components ofthe cartridge, illustratmg pivoting ofa penetrating

member accelerator in a downward direction;

Figure 6A is a view similar to Figure 5, illustrating how the cartridge is rotated or

advanced;
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Figure 6B is a cross-sectional side view iUustrating how the penetrating member

accelerator allows for the cartridge to be advanced;

Figure 7A and 7B are views similar to Figures 6A and 6B, respectively,

illustrating pivoting of the penetrating member accelerator in an opposite direction to

5 engage with a select one ofthe penetrating members in the cartridge;

Figures 8A and 8B are views similar to Figures 7A and 7B, respectively,

illustrating how the penetrating member accelerator moves the selected penetrating

m^ber to pierce skin;

Figures 9A and 9B are views similar to Figures 8A and 8B, respectively,

10 Ulustrating how the penetrating member accelerator returns the penetrating member to its

original position;

Figure 10 is a block diagram illustrating fimctional components ofthe apparatus;

and

Figure 1 1 is an end view Ulustrating a cartridge according to an optional

15 embodiment that allows for better adhesion of steriHzatioai barriers.

Figure 12 is a cross-sectional view of an embodiment having features ofthe

invention.

Figure 13 is a cross-sectional view ofan embodiment having features ofthe

invention in operation.

20 Figure 14 is a cross-sectional view illustrating a low-ftiction coating applied to

one penetratingmembw contact surface.

Figure 15 is a cross-sectional view Ulusfaating a coating appUed to one penetrating

member contact surface which increases ftiction and impxoves the microscopic contact

areabetween tiie penetrating member and the penetrating member contact surface.

25 Figure 16 illustrates a portion ofa penetratingmember cartridge having an annular

configuration withaplurahtyofradially oriented penetrating member slots andadistal

edge ofa drive member disposed in one oftiie penetrating member slots.

Figure 17 is an elevational view in partial longitudinal section ofa coated

penetrating member in contact wifli a coated penetratingmember contact surface.

30 Figure 18 illustrates an embodiment ofa lancing device having feafaures ofthe

invention.
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Figure 1 9 is a perspective view ofa portion of a penetrating member cartridge

base plate having a plurality ofpenetrating member slots and drive member guide slots

disposed radially inward ofand aligned with the penetrating member slots.

Figures 20-22 illustrate a penetrating member cartridge in section, a drive

5 member, a penetrating member and the tip of a patienfs finger during three sequential

phases of a lancing cycle;

Figure 23 illustrates an embodiment ofa penetrating member cartridge having

features ofthe inventiorL

Figure 24 is an exploded view of a portion ofthe penetrating member cartridge of

10 Figure 12.

Figures 25 and 26 illustrate a multiple layer sterility barrier disposed over a

penetrating member slot being penetrated by the distal end of a penetrating member

during a lancing cycle.

Figures 27 and 28 illustrate an embodiment ofa drive member coupled to a driver

IS wherein the drive member includes a cutting member having a sharpened edge which is

configured td cut through a sterility barrier ofa penetrating member slot during a lancing

cycle in order for the drive member to make contact with the penetrating member.

Figures 29 and 30 illustrate an embodiment ofa penetrating member slot in

longitudinal section having a ramped portion disposed at a distal end ofthe penetrating

20 member slot and a drive member with a cuttmg edge at a distal end thereoffor cutting

through a sterility barrier during a lancing cycle.

Figures 31-34 illustrate drive membo: slots in a penetrating member cartridge

wherein at least a portion ofthe drive member slots have a tapered opening which is

larger in transverse dimension at the top ofthe drive member slot than at the bottom of

25 the drive member slot

Figures 35-37 illustrate an embodiment of a penetrating member cartridge and

penetrating member drive member wherein the penetrating member drive member has a

contouredjaws configured to grip a penetrating member shaft.

Figures 38 and 39 show a portion ofa lancing device having a lid that can be

30 opened to expose a penetrating member cartridge cavity for removal of a used penefriating

member cartridge and insertion ofa new penetrating member cartridge.
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Figures 40 and 41 illustrate a penetrating member cartridge that has penetrating

member slots on both sides.

Figures 42-44 illustrate end and perspective views of a penetrating member

cartridge having a plurality ofpenetrating member slots formed from a corrugated surface

ofthe penetrating member cartridge.

Figures 45-48 illustrate embodiments ofa penetrating member and drive member

wherem the penetrating member has a slotted shaft and the drive member has a

protuberance configured to mate with the slot in the penetrating member shaft.

Figure 49 is a perspective view of a cartridge according to the present invention.

Figures 50 and 5 1 show close-ups of outer peripheries various cartridges.

Figure 52 is a perspective view ofan underside of a cartridge.

Figure 53A shows a top down view ofa cartridge and ttie punch and pusher

devices.

Figure 53B is a perspective view ofone embodiment ofa punch plate.

Figures 54A-54G show a sequence ofmotion for tiie punch plate, the cartridge,

and the cartridge pusher.

Figures 55A-55B show cross-sections ofthe system according to the present

inventioDL.

Figure 56A shows a perspective view ofthe system according to the present

invention.

Figures 56B-56D are cut-away views showing mechanisms wifliin the present

invention^

Figures 57-65B show optional embodiments accordmg to the present invention.

Figure 66-68 shows a still further embodiment ofa cartridge according to the

present invention.

Figures 69A-69L show the sequence ofmotions associated with an optional

embodiment of a cartridge according to the present invention.

Figure 70-72 show views of a sample modules used witii still finrther embodiments

ofa cartridge according to the present invention.

Figure 73 shows a cartridge with a steriUty barrier and an analyte detecting

member layer.
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Figure 74-78 show still further embodiments of analyte detecting members

coupled to a cartridge.

Figures 79-84 show optional configurations for a cartridge for use with the present

invention.

Figure 85 shows a see-through view ofone embodiment ofa system according to

the present invention.

Figure 86 is a schematic of an optional embodiment ofa system according to the

present invention.

Figures 87A-87B show still further embodiments ofcartridges according to the

present invention.

Figure 88 shows a cartridge havmg an array of analyte detecting members.

Figures 89-90 show embodiments ofillumination systems for use with the present

invention.

Figures 91-96 show fiirther embodiments using optical methods for analyte

detection.

Figure 97 shows a chart ofvarying penetrating member velocity in different parts

ofthe tissue.

Figures 98 and 99 show schematic views ofpenetrating member drivers according

to the preset invention.

Figure 100 shows a penetrating member driver according to the present invention

for use with a cartridge containing a plurality ofpenetrating members.

Figures 101 and 102 show a penetrating member driver using a magnetically

controllable fluid device.

Figures 103-104 show embodiments ofan improved penetrating member.

Figures 105-109 shows a penetrating member driver using a spring and a non-

spring based retractor device.

Figure 1 10 shows an embodiment ofa damper according to the present invention.

Figures 111-116 shows a cartridge and a penetrating member driver accordmg to

the present invention.

Figures 1 17 and 118 show penetratingmember drivers according to the present

invention.

Figures 119-120 show a depth setting device according to the present mvention.
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Figure 121 shows a cam groove according to the present invention.

Figures 122-124 show various penetrating member devices according to the

present invention.

Figures 125A-125B show kits according to the present invention.

5 Figures 126-129 show embodiments ofthe present invention according to the

present invention using a test strip.

Figure 130 shows one embodiment ofa cartridge according to the present

invention.

Figures 131 and 132 shows a top down view and side view of another

10 embodiment according to the present invention.

Figures 133 and 135 show a still fiirther embodiment ofa cartridge according to

the present inventioiL

Figure 136 shows a penetrating member device used with a stack of analyte

detecting members.

15 Figure 137 shows one embodiment of a voice coil based actuator.

Figure 138 shows another embodiment ofa voice coil based actuator.

Figure 139 shows another embodiment ofa voice coUbased actuator.

Figure 140 shows an embodiment ofa voice coil based actuator with a shaped

20

core.

Figure 141 illustrates a displacement over time profile ofa penetrating member

driven by a harmonic spring/mass systwn.

Figure 142 illustrates the velocity over time profile ofa penetrating member driver

by a harmonic spring^mass system.

Figure 143 illustrates a displacement over time profile ofan embodiment ofa

25 controllable force driver.

Figure 144 illustrates a velocity over time profile ofan embodiment ofa

controllable force driver.

Figure 145 is a graph of force vs. time during the advancement and retraction ofa

penetrating member showing some characteristic phases ofa lancing cycle.

30 Figure 146 is a graph showing displacement ofa penetratingmember over time.
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Figure 147 is a graph showing an embodiment ofa velocity profile, which

includes the velocity ofa penetrating member over time including reduced velocity

during retraction ofthe penetrating member.

Figure 148 is a grq)hical representation ofposition and velocity vs. time for a

5 lancing cycle.

Figure 149 illustrates a sectional view ofthe layers of skin with a penetrating

member disposed therein.

Figure 150 is a gr^hical rqpresentation ofvelocity vs. position ofa lancing cycle.

Figure 151 is a gr£5)hical rg)resentation ofvelocity vs. time ofa lancing cycle.

10

DESCRIFnON OF THE SPECIFIC EMBODIMENTS

The present invention provides a multiple analyte detecting member solution for

body fluid sampling. Specifically, some embodiments ofthe present invention provides a

multiple analyte detecting member and multiple penetrating member solution to

15 measuring analyte levels in the body. Theinventionmay use a high density design. It

may use penetrating members ofsmaller size, such as but not limited to diameter or

length, than known lancets. The devicemay be used for multiple lancing events without

having to remove a disposable firom the device. The invention may provide improved

sensing capabilities: At least some of these and other objectives described herein will be

20 met by embodiments ofthe present invention.

It is to be understood that both the foregoing general description and the following

detailed description are exemplary and explanatory only and are not restrictive ofthe

invention, as claimed. It must be noted that, as used in the specification and the appended

claims, the singular forms "a", "an*' and "the" include plural referents unless the context

25 clearly dictates otherwise. Thus, for example, reference to "a material" may include

mixtures ofmaterials, reference to "a chamber" may include multiple chambers, and the

like. References cited herein are hereby incorporated by reference in their entirety, except

to the extent that they conflict with teachings explicitly set forth in this specification.

In this specification and in the claims which follow, reference will be made to a

30 number ofterms which shall be defined to have the following meanings:

"Optional" or "optionally" means that the subsequentiy described circumstance

may or may not occiir, so that the description includes instances where tiie circumstance
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occurs and instances where it does not For example, if a device optionally contains a

feature for analyzing a blood sample, this means that the analysis feature may or may not

be present, and, thus, the description includes structures wherein a device possesses the

analysis feature and structures wherem the analysis feature is not present.

5 "Analyte detecting member" refers to any use, smgly or in combination, of

chemical test reagents and methods, electrical test circuits and methods, physical test

components and mefliods, optical test components and methods, and biological test

iieagents and methods to yield information about a blood sample. Such methods are well

known in the art and may be based on teachmgs of, e.g. Tietz Textbook ofClinical

10 Chemistry, 3d Ed., Sec. V, pp. 776-78 (Burtis & Ashwood, Eds., W.B. Saunders

Company, Philadelphia, 1999); U.S. Pat. No. 5,997,817 to Chrismore et al. Pec. 7,

1999); U.S. Pat. No. 5,059,394 to PhiUips et al. (Oct. 22, 1991); U.S. Pat. No. 5,001,054

to Wagner et al. (Mar. 19, 1991); and U.S. Pat. No. 4,392,933 to Nakamura et al. (July 12,

1983), the teachings ofwhich are hereby incorporatedby reference, as well as others.

1 5 Analyte detecting member may include tests in the sample test chamber that test

electrochemical properties ofthe blood, or they may include optical means for sensing

optical properties ofthe blood (e.g. oxygen saturation level), or they may include

biochemical reagents (e.g. antibodies) to sense properties (e.g. presence of antigens) of

the blood. The analyte detecting member may comprise biosensing or reagent material

20 that will react with an analyte in blood (e.g. glucose) or other body fluid so that an

appropriate signal correlating with the presence ofthe analyte is generated and can be

read by the reader apparatus. By way ofexample and not limitation, analyte detecting

member may be "associated with", "mounted wifliin", or "coupled to" a chambea: or other

structure when the analyte detecting member participates in the function ofproviding an

25 appropriate signal about the blood sample to the reader device. Analyte detecting

membermay also include nanowire analyte detecting mmbers as described herein.

Analyte detecting member may use any, singly or in combination, potentiometric,

coulometric, or other method useful for detection of analyte levels.

Figures 1-1 1 ofthe accompanying drawmgs illustrates one embodiment ofa

30 system 10 for piercing tissue to obtain a blood sample. The system 10 may include a

replaceable cartridge 12 and an apparatus 14 for removably receivmg the cartridge 12 and

for manipulating components ofthe cartridge 12.
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Referring jointly to Figures 1 and 2, the cartridge 12 may include a plurality of

penetrating members 18. The C2artridge 12 maybe in the form of a circiilar disc and has

an outer circular surface 20 and an opening forming an inner circular surface 22. A
plurality ofgrooves 24 are formed in a planar surface 26 ofthe cartridge 12. Each groove

5 24 is elongated and extends radially out firom a center point of the cartridge 12. Each

groove 24 is formed through the outer circular surface 20. Although not shown, it should

be understood that the grooves 24 are formed over the entire circumference ofthe planar

surface 26. A.s shown in Figures 3 and 4, each groove 24 is relatively narrow closer to the

center pomt ofthe cartridge 12 and shghtly wider further from the center point. These

10 grooves 24 may be molded into the cartridge 12, machined into the cartridge, forged,

pressed, or formed using other methods useful in the manufacture ofmedical devices.

In the present embodiment, each penetrating member 18 has an elongated body 26

and a sharpened distal end 27 having a sharp tip 30. The penetrating ihember 1 8 may

have a circular cross-section with a diameter in this embodiment ofabout 0.3 1 5 mTn All

1 5 outer surfaces ofthe penetrating member 1 8 may have the same coeflBcient of friction.

The penetrating member may be, but is not necessarily, a bare lancet. The lancet is

"bare", in the sense that no raised formations or molded parts are formed thereon that are

complementarily engageable with another structure. Traditional lancets include large

plastic molded parts that are used to facilitate engagement. Unfortunately, such

20 attachmaits add size and cost. In the most basic sense, a bare lancet or bare p^etrating

member is an elongate wire having sharpened end. If it is of suflBciently small diameter,

the tip may be penetrating without having to be sharpened. A bare lancet may be bent

and still be considered a bare lancet. The bare lancet in one embodiment may be made of

one material.

25 la the present embodiment, each penetrating member 1 8 is located in a respective

one ofthe grooves 24. The penetrating m^bers 18 have their sharpened distal ends 27

pointed radially out from the center point ofthe cartridge 12. A proximal end ofeach

penetrating member 15 may engage in an interference fit with opposing sides of a

respective groove 24 as shown in Figure 3. Other embodiments ofthe cartridge 12 may

30 not use such an interference fit. As a nonlimiting example, they may use a fracturable

adhesive to releasably secure the penefarating member 18 to the cartridge 12. As shown in
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Figure 4, more distal portions ofthe penetrating member 18 are not engaged with the

opposing sides ofthe groove 24 due to the larger spacing between tie sides.

The cartridge 12 may further include a sterilization barrier 28 attached to the

upper surface 26. The sterilization barrier 28 is located over the penetrating members 1

8

5 and serves to insulate the penetrating members 18 from external contaminants. The

sterilization barrier 28 is made ofa material that can easily be broken when an edge of a

device applies a force thereto. The sterilization barrier 28 alone or in combination with

other barriers may be used to create a sterile environment about at least the tip ofthe

penetrating member prior to lancing or actuation. The sterilization barrier 28 may be

10 made of a variety ofmaterials such as but not limited to metallic foil, aluminum foil,

ps^er, polymeric material, or laminates combining any ofthe above. Other details ofthe

sterilization barrier are detailed herein.

In the present embodiment, the apparatus 14 may include a liousing 30, an

initiator button 32, a penetrating member movement subassembly 34, a cartridge advance

15 subassembly 36, batteries 38, a capacitor 40, a microprocessor controller 42, and switches

44. The housing 30 may have a lower portion 46 and a lid 48. The Ud 48 is secured to

the lower portion 46 with a hinge 50. The lower portion 46 may have a recess 52. A

circular opening 54 in the lower portion 46 defines an outer boundary ofthe recess 52 and

a level platform 56 of flie lower portion 46 defines a base ofthe recess 52.

20 In use, the lid 48 ofthe present embodiment is pivoted into a position as shown in

Figui« 1. The cartridge 12 is flipped over and positioned in the recess 52. The planar

surface 26 rests against the level platform 56 and the circular opening 54 contacts the

outer circular surface 20 to prevent movement ofthe cartridge 12 in a plane thereof The

lid 48 is then pivoted in a direction 60 and closes the cartridge 12,

25 Referring to the embodiment shown in Figure 5, the penetrating member

movement subassembly 34 includes a lever 62, a penetrating member accelerator 64, a

linear actuator 66, and a spring 68. Other suitable actuators including but not lunited to

rotary actuators are described in commonly assigned, copending U.S. Patent Application

Ser. No. 10/127,395 (Attorney Docket No. 38187-2551) filed April 19, 2002. The lever

30 62 may be pivotably secured to the lower portion 46. The button 32 is located in an

accessible position external ofthe lower portion 46 and is connected by a shaft 70

through the lower portion 46 to one end ofthe lever 62. The penetrating member
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accelerator 64 is mounted to an opposing end ofthe lever 62. A user depresses the button

32 m an upward direction 66 so that the shaft 70 pivots the end oftbe lever 62 to which it

is connected in an upward direction. The opposmg end ofthe lever pivots in a downward

direction 66. The spring 46 is positioned between the button 32 and the base 40 and

5 .compresses when the button 32 is depressed to create a force that tends to move the

button 32 down and pivot the penetratmg member accelerator upward in a direction

opposite to the direction 64.

Referring,to Figures 6A and 6B in this particular embodiment, the movement of

the button into the position shown in Figure 5 also causes contact between a tenninal 74

10 on the shaft 20 with a terminal 70 secured to the lower portion 46. Contact between the

tenninals 74 and 76 indicates that the button 32 has been fiilly depressed. With the button

32 depressed, the cartridge 12 can be rotated without interference by the penetrating

member actuator 64. To this effect, the cartridge advancer subsysteatn 36 includes a

pinion giear 80 and a stepper motor 82. . The stepper motor 82 is secwed to the lower

IS portion 46. The pinion gear 80 is secured to the stepper motor 82 and is rotated by the

st^per motor 82. Teeth on the pinion gear 80 engage with teeth oa the inner circular

surface 22 ofthe cartridge 12. Rotation ofthe pinion gear 80 causes rotation ofthe

cartridge 12 about the center point thereof. Each time tiiat the terminals 74 and 76 make

contact, the stepper motor 82 is operated to rotate the cartridge 12 through a discrete

20 angle equal to an angular spacmg firom a centerline ofone ofthe penetrating members 1

8

to a centerline ofan adjacent penetrating member. A select penetrating member 18 is so

moved over the penetrating member accelerator 64, as shown in Figure 6B. Subsequent

depressions ofthe button 32 will cause rotation of subsequmt adjacent penetrating

members 18 into a position over the penetrating member accelerator 64.

25 The user then releases pressure fiom the button, as shown ia Figure 7A. The force

created by the spring 68 or other resilient member moves the button. 32 ia a downward

direction 76. The shaft 70 is pivotably secured to the lever 62 so that the shaft 70 moves

the end ofthe lever 62 to which it is connected down. The opposite end ofthe lever 62

pivots the penetrating member accelerator 64 upward in a direction 80. As shown in

30 Figure 7B, an edge 82 ofthe penetrating member accelerator 64 breaks through a portion

ofthe sterilization barrier 28 and comes in to physical contact with a lower side surface of

the penetrating member 18.
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Referring to Figure 8A, the linear actuator 66 includes separate advancing coils

86A and retracting coils 86B, and a magnetizable slug 90 within the coils 86A and 86B.

The coils 86A and 86B are secured to the lower portion of46, and the slug 90 can move

within the coils 86A and 88B. Once the penetrating member accelerator 64 is locatedm

the position shown in Figures 7A and 7B, electric current is provided to the advancing

coils 86 only. The current in the advancing coils 86 creates a force in. a direction 88 on

the slug 90 according to conventional principles relating to electromagnetics.

A bearing 91 is secured to the lever and the penetrating member accelerator 64 has

a slot 92 over the bearing 91. The slot 92 allows for the movement of the penetrating

member accelerator 64 in the direction 88 relative to the lever 62, so that the force created

on the slug moves the penetrating member accelerator 64 in the direction 88.

The spring 68 is not entirely relaxed, so that the sprmg 68, througji the lever 62,

biases the penetratmg member accelerator 64 against the lower side surface ofthe

penetrating member 18 with a force Fl. The penetrating member 18 rests againstabase

88 ofthe cartridge 12. An equal and opposing force F2 is created by the base 88 on an

upper side surface ofthe penetrating member 18.

The edge 82 ofthe penetrating member accelerator 64 has a much higher

coefficient of friction than the base 88 ofthe cartridge 12. The higher coefficient of

friction ofthe edge contributes to a relatively high friction force F3 oix the lower side

surface ofthe penetrating member 18. The relatively low coefficient of friction ofthe

base 88 creates a relatively small friction force F4 on the upper side surfece ofthe

penetrating member 18. A difference between the force F3 and F4 is a resultant force that

accelerates the penetrating member in the direction 88 relative to the cartridge 12. The

penetrating member is moved out ofthe interference fit illustrated in Figure 3. The bare

penetrating member 18 is moved without the need for any engagement formations on the

penetratmg member. Current devices, in contrast, often make use a plastic body molded

onto each penetrating member to aid in manipulating the penetrating members.

Movement ofthe penetrating member 18 moves the sharpened end thereofthrough an

opening 90 in a side ofthe lower portion 46. The sharp end 30 ofthe penetrating

member 18 is thereby moved fiiom a retracted and safe position within, the lower portion

46 into a position wherem it extends out ofthe opening 90. Accelerated, high-speed
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movement ofthe penetrating member is used so that the sharp tip 30 penetrates skin ofa

person. A blood sample can then be taken from the person, typically for diabetic analysis.

Reference is now made to Figures 9A and 9B. After the penetrating member is

accelerated (for example, but not limitation, less than .25 seconds thereafter), the current

5 to the accelerating coils 86A is turned offand the current is provided to the retracting

coils 86B. The slug 90 moves in an opposite direction 92 together with the penetrating

member accelerator 64. The penetrating member accelerator 64 theix returns the used

penetrating member into its origuial position, i.e., the same as showa in Figure 7B.

Subsequent depression ofthe button as shown in Figure 5 will then cause one

10 repetition ofthe process described, but with an adjacent sterile penetrating member.

Subsequent sterile penetrating members can so be used until all the penetrating members

have been used, i.e., after one complete revolution ofthe cartridge 12. In this

embodiment, a second revolution ofthe cartridge 12 is disallowed to prevent the use of

penetrating members that have been used in a previous revolution aad have become

15 contaminated. The only way in which the user can continue to use the apparatus 14 is by

opening *the Ud 48 as shown in Figure 1, removing the used cartridge 12, and replacing

the used cartridge with anotiier cartridge. A detector (not shown) detects whenever a

cartridge is removed and replaced with another cartridge. Such a detector may be but is

not limited to an optical sensor, an electrical contact sensor, a bar code reader, or the like.

20 Figure 10 illustrates the manner in which the electrical components may be

fimctionally interconnected for the present embodiment The battery 38 provides power

to the capacitor 40 and the controller 42. The terminal 76 is connected to the controller

42 so that the controller recognizes when the button 32 is dq)ressed. The capacitor to

provide power (electric potential and current) individually through the switches (such as

25 field-effect transistors) to the advancing coils 86A, retracting coils 86B and the stepper

motor 82. The switches 44A, B, and C are all under the control ofthe controller 42. A
memory 100 is connected to the controller. A set of instructions is stored in the memory

100 and is readable by the controller 42. Further functioning ofthe controller 42 in

combination with the terminal 76 and the switches 44A, B, and C should be evident from

30 the foregoing description.

Figure 1 1 illustrates a configuration for another embodiment ofa cartridge having

penetrating members. The cartridge 1 12 has a corrugated configuration and a plurality of
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penetrating members llSingrooves 124 formed in opposing sides ofthe cartridge 112.

Sterilization barriers 126 and 128 are attached over the penetrating members 1 18 at the

top and the penetrating monbers 1 18 at the bottom, respectively. Such an arrangement

provides large surfaces for attachment offlie sterilization barriers 126 and 128. All the

5 penetratingmembws 1 1 8 on flie one side are used first, wliereafter tiie cartridge 1 12 is

turned over and die penetrating members 1 18 on tiie otiier side are used. Additional

aspects of such a cartridge are also discussed in Figures 42-44.

Referring now to Figures 12-13, a frictionbased mefliod ofcoupling wifli and

driving bare lancets or bare peneti^iting members will be described in further detail Any

10 embodiment ofthe present invention disclosed hereinmay be adapted to use these

methods. As seen in Figure 12, surface 201 is physically in contact with penetrating

member 2(». Surface 203 is also physically in contact with penetrating member 202. In

the present embodiment ofthe invention, surface 201 is stainless steel, penetrating

member 202 is stainless steel, and surfece 203 is polytetrafluoroethylene-coated stainless

15 steel.

Figure 13 illustrates one embodiment oftiie friction based coupling in use.

Normal force 206 may be appUed vertically to surfece 201, pressing it against penetrating

mCTiber202. Penetrating member 202 is tiiereby pressed against surface 203. Normal

force 206 is transmitted throu^ surface 201 and penetrating member 202 to also act

20 between penetrating member 202 and surface 203. Surfece 203 is held rigid or stationary

with respect to a target of flie lancet Using the classical static friction model, the

maximum fiictional force between surfece 201 and penetrating member 202 is equal to

tiie friction coefficient between surface 201 and penetratingmember 202 multiplied by

flie normal force between surfece 201 and penetrating member 202. In tiiis embodiment,

25 flie maximum frictional force between surfece 203 and penetratingmember 202 is equal

to flie coefficient of friction between flie surfece 203 and flie penebratingmember 202

multiplied by tiie normal force between flie surface 203 and flie penetrating member 202.

Because friction coefficient between surfece 203 and penetrating member 202 is less fliat

friction coefficient between surfece 201 and penetrating member 202, flie interfece

30 between surface 201 and penehating member 202 can develop a higher maximum static

friction force flian can flie interfece between surfece 203 and penetrating member 202.
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Driving force as indicated by arrow 207 is apphed to surface 201 perpendicular to

normal force 206. The sum of the forces acting horizontally on surface 201 is the sum of

driving force 207 and the friction force developed at the interface of surface 201 and

penetrating member 202, which acts in opposition to driving force 207. Since the

5 coefiBcient of friction between surface 203 and penetrating member 202 is less than the

coefficient of friction between surface 201 and penetrating member 202, penetrating

member 202 and surface 201 will remain stationary with respect to each other and can be

considered to behave as one piece when driving force 207 just exceeds the maximum

fiictional force that can be supported by die interface between surface 203 and

10 penetratmg member 202. Surface 201 and penetrating member 202 can be considered

one piece because the coefficient of friction between surface 201 and penetrating member

202 is high enough to prevent relative motion between the two.

In one embodiment, the coefficient of friction between surface 201 and

penetrating member 202 is approximately 0.8 corresponding to the coefficient of friction

15 between two surfaces of stainless steel, while the coefficient of friction between surfece

203 and penetrating member 202 is approxhnately 0.04, correspondmg to the coefiBcient

of friction between a surface of stainless steel and one ofpolytetrafluoroeUiylene.

Normal force 206 has a value of202 Newtons. Using these values, the maximum

frictional force that the interface betwera surface 201 and p^etrating mranber 202 can

20 siq>port is 1 .6 Newtons, while the maximum fiictional force that the interface between

surface 203 and penetrating member 202 can support is 0.08 Newtons. Ifdriving force

207 exceeds 0.08 Newtons, surface 201 and penetratmg member 202 will begin to

accelerate together with respect to surface 203. Likewise, if driving force 207 exceeds

1.6 Newtons and penetrating member 202 encounters a rigid barrier, surface 201 would

25 move relative to penetrating member 202.

Another condition, for example, for sur&ce 201 to move relative to penetrating

member 202 would be in the case ofextreme acceleration. In an embodiment, penetrating

member 202 has a mass of 8.24 x 10-6 kg. An acceleration of 194,174 m/s2 of

penetrating member 202 would flierefore be required to exceed the fiictional force

30 between penetrating member 202 and surface 201, corresponding to ^proximately

19,800 g*s. Without being bound to any particular enibodiment or theory ofoperation,

other methods of applying fiiction base coupling may also be used. For example, the
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penetrating member 202 may be engaged by a coupler using a interference fit to create

the frictional engagement with title member.

Figure 14 illustrates a polytetrafluoroethylene coating on stainless steel surface

203 in detail. It should be understood that the surface 203 may be coated with other

5 materials such as but not limited to Telfon®, silicon, polymer or glass. The coatingmay

cover all of the penetrating member, only the proximal portions, only the distal portions,

only the tip, only some other portion, or some combination ofsome or all of the above.

Figure 15 illustrates a dopmg of lead applied to surface 201, which conforms to

penetratmg member 202 microscopically when pressed against it. Both ofthese

10 embodiments and other coated embodiments of a penetrating member may be used with

the actuation methods described herein.

The shapes and configurations of surface 201 and surface 102 could be some form

other than shown in Figures 12-15. For example, surfece 201 could be the surface of a

wheel, which when rotated causes penetrating member 202 to advance or retract relative

15 to surface 203. Surface 201 could be coated with another conformable material besides

lead, such as a plastic. It could also be coated with particles, such as diamond dust, or

^ven a surface texture to enhance the Mction coefficient of surface 201 with poietrating

member 202. Surface 202 could be made ofor coated with diamond, fluorinated ethylene

propylene, perfluoroalkoxy, a copolymer of ethylene and tetrafluoroethylene, a

20 copolymer of ethylene and chlorotrifluoroethylene, or any other material with a

coefficient of fiiction with penetrating member 202 lower than that ofthe material used

for surface 201.

Referring to Figure 16, a portion of a base plate 210 ofan embodiment ofa

penetrating member cartridge is shown witih a plurality ofpenetrating member slots 212

25 disposed in a radial direction cut into a top surface 214 ofthe base plate. A drive member

216 is shown with a distal edge 218 disposed within one ofthe penetrating member slots

212 ofthe base plate 210. The distal edge 218 ofthe drive member 216 is configured to

slide within the penetrating member slots 212 wifli a minimum of fiiction but with a close

fit to minimize lateral movement during a lancing cycle.

30 Figure 17 shows a distal portion 220 ofa coated penetrating member 222 in partial

longitudinal section. The coated penetrating member 222 has a core portion 224, a

coating 226 and a tapered distal end portion 228. A portion of a coated drive member 230
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is shown having a coating 234 with penetrating member contact surface 236. The

penetrating member contact surface 236 forms an interface 238 with an outer surface 240

ofthe coated penetrating member 222. The interface 238 has a characteristic friction

coefficient that will depend m part on the choice ofmaterials for the penetrating member

5 coating 226 and the drive member coating 234. If silver is used as the penetrating

member and drive member coating 226 and 236, this yields a friction coefficient of about

1.3 to about 1.5. Other materials can be used for coatings 226 and 236 to achieve the

desired friction coefficient For example, gold, platinum, stainless steel and other

materials may be used for coatings 226 and 236. It may be desirable to use combinations

10 of different materials for coatings 226 and 236. For example, an embodiment may

include silver for a penetrating member coating 226 and gold for a drive member coating.

Some embodimoits ofthe interface 238 can have friction coefficients of about 1.15 to

about 5.0, specifically, about 1 .3 to about 2.0.

Embodiments ofthe penetratingmmber 222 can have an outer transverse

1 5 dimension or diameter of about 200 to about 400 microns, specifically, about 275 to about

325 microns. Embodiments ofpenetratingmember 222 can have a length of about 10 to

about 30 millimeters, specifically, about 15 to about 25 millimeters. Penetrating member

222 can be made from any suitable high strength alloy such as stainless steel or the like.

Figure 1 8 is a perspective view ofa lancing device 242 having features ofthe

20 invention. A penetrating member cartridge 244 is disposed about a driver 246 that is

coiq)led to a drive member 248 by a coupler rod 250. The penetrating member cartridge

244 has a plurality ofpenetrating member slots 252 disposed in a radial configuration in a

top surface 254 a base plate 256 of the penetrating member cartridge 244. The distal ends

253 ofthe penetrating member slots 252 are disposed at an outer surface 260 ofthe base

25 plate 256. A fracturable sterility barrier 258, shown partially cut away, is disposed on the

top surface 254 ofbase plate 256 over the plurality ofpenetrating member slots 252. The

sterility barrier 258 is also disposed over the outer surface 260 ofthe base plate 256 in

order to seal the penetrating member slots fix>m contamination prior to a lancing cycle. A
distal portion ofa penetrating member 262 is shown extendmg radially &om the

30 penetrating member cartridge 244 in the direction of a patient's finger 264.

Figure 19 illustrates a portion ofthe base plate 256 used with the lancing device

242 in more detail and without sterility barrier 258 in place (for ease of illustration). The
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base plate 256 includes a plmality ofpenetrating member slots 252 which are in radial

alignment with corresponding drive member slots 266. The drive member slots 266 have

an optional tapered input configuration that may faciUtate alignment ofthe drive member

248 during downward movement into the drive member slot 266 and penetrating member

5 slot252.
Penetratingmemberslots252aresizedandconfiguredtoacceptapenetrating

member 262 disposed therem and allow axial movement ofthe penetrating member 262

within the penetrating member slots 252 without substantial lateral movement

Referring again to Figure 1 8, in use, the present embodiment ofpenetrating

member cartridge 242 is placed in an operational configuration with the driver 246. A

0 lancing cycle is initiated and the driv^ member 248 is brought down through the steriUty

barrier 258 and into a penetratingmember slot 252. A penetrating member contact

surface ofthe drive member thenmakes contact with an outside surface ofthe penetrating

member 262 and is driven distally toward the patient's finger 264 as described above with

regard to the embodiment discussed in Figure 20. The Mction coefficient between the

15
penetratingmembercontacts«rfaceofthearivemember248andthepenetratmgmember

262 is greater than the friction coefficient between the penetrating member 262 and an

interior surface ofthe penetrating member slots 252. As such, the drive member 248 is

able to drive the penetratmg member 262 distally through Ihe steriUty barrier 258 and into

the patient's finger 264 without any relative movement or substantial relative movement

20 between the drive member 248 and the penetrating member 262.

Referring to Figures 20-22, a lancing cycle sequence is shown for a lancing device

242 with another embodiment ofa penetratmg member cartridge 244 as shown in Figures

23 and 24. The base plate 256 ofthe penetrating member cartridge 242 shown inFigures

23 and 24 has a plurality ofpenetrating member slots 252 with top openmgs 268 th^ do

25 notextendradiallyto1heoutersurface260ofthebasepl8te256.
hithisway.the

penetrating member slots 252 can be sealed with a first steriUty barrier 270 disposed on

the top surface 254 ofthe base plate 256 and a second steriUty barrier 272 disposed on the

outersurface260ofthe baseplate 256. Penetrating member outlet ports 274 are disposed

at the distal ends ofthe penetrating member slots 252.

30
ReferringagaintoFigure20.thepenWratingmember262isshowninthe

pioxhnallyretractedstartingpositionwithmthepenetratingmemberslot252.
Theouter

surface ofthe penetrating member 276 is in contact with the penetrating member contact
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surface 278 ofthe drive member 248. The Motion coefficient between the penetrating

member cpntact surface 278 ofthe drive member 248 and the outer surface 276 of tlie

penetrating member 262 is greater than the J&iction coefficient between the penetrating

member 262 and an interior surface 280 ofthe penetrating member slots 252. A distal

5 drive force as indicated by arrow 282 in Figure 10 is then applied via the drive coupler

250 to the drive member 248 and the penetrating member is driven out ofthe penetrating

member outlet port 274 and into the patient's finger 264. A proximal retraction force,, as

mdicated by airow 284 in Figure 22, is then app^ed to the drive member 248 and the

penetrating member 262 is withdrawn fix>m the patient's finger 264 and back into the

10 penetrating member slot 252.

Figures 25 and 26 illustrate an embodiment ofa multiple layer sterility barrier 258

in the process ofbeing penetrated by a penetrating member 62. It should be understood

that this barrier 258 may be adapted for use with any embodiment ofthe present

invention. The sterility barrier 258 shown in Figures 25 and 26 is a two layer sterility

15 barrier 258 that facilitates maintaining sterility ofthe penetrating member 262 as it passes

through and exits the sterility barrier 258. In Figure 25, the distal end 286 ofthe

penetrating member 262 is applying an axial force in a distal direction against an inside

surface 288 ofa first layer 290 ofthe sterility barrier 258, so as to deform the first layer

290 ofthe sterility barrier 258. The deformation 291 ofthe first layer 290 in turn applies

20 a distorting force to the second layer 292 ofthe sterility barrier 258. The second layer of

the sterility barrier is configured to have a lower tensile strengfli that the first layer 290.

As such, the second layer 292 fails prior to the first layer 290 due to the strain imposed on

the first layer 290 by the distal end 286 ofthe penetrating member 262, as shown in

Figure 26. Aft^ the second layer 292 fails, it then retracts from the deformed portion 291

25 ofthe first layer 290 as shown by arrows 294 in Figure 26. As long as the inside surface

288 and outside sur&ce 296 ofthe first layer 290 are sterile prior to failure ofthe second

layer 292, the penetrating member 262 will remain sterile as it passes through the first

layer 290 once the first layer eventually fails. Such a multiple layer sterility barrier 258

can be used for any ofthe embodiments discussed herein. The multiple layer sterility

30 barrier 258 can also include three or more layers.

Referring to Figures 27 and 28, an embodiment of a drive member 300 coupled to

a driver 302 wherein tibe drive member 300 includes a cutting member 304 having a
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shaipened edge 306 which is configured to cut through a sterility barrier 258 ofa

penetrating member slot 252 during a lancing cycle in order for the drive member 300 to

make contact with a penetratmg member. An optional lock pin 308 on the cutting

monber 304 can be configured to engage the top surface 310 ofthe base plate in order to

5 prevent distal movement ofthe cutting member 304 witii the drive member 300 during a

lancing cycle.

Figures 29 and 30 illustrate an embodiment ofa penetrating member slot 316 in

longitudinal section having a ramped portion 318 disposed at a distal end 320 oftiie

penetrating member slot. A driive member 322 is shown partially disposed withm the

10 penetrating member slot 316. The drive member 322 has a cutting edge 324 at a distal

end 326 tiiereof for cutting through a sterility barrier 328 during a lancing cycle. Figure

30 illustrates the cutting edge 324 cutting through ttie sterility barrier 328 during a lancmg

cycle with the cut sterility barrier 328 peeling away from the cutting edge 324.

Figures 31-34 illustrate drive member slots in a base plate 330 ofa penetrating

15 member cartridge wherem at least a portion ofthe drive member slots have a tiered

opening which is larger in transverse dimension at a top surface ofthe base plate than at

tiie bottom ofthe drive member slot. Figure 31 illustrates a base plate 330 witii a

penetratingmember slot 332 that is tapered at the input 334 at the top surface 336 ofthe

base plate 330 along the enthre length ofthe penetrating member slot 332. In such a

20 configuration, the penetrating member slot and drive member slot (not shown) would be

in communicatiion and continuous along the entire length ofthe slot 332. As an optional

alternative, a base plate 338 as shown in Figure 32 and 33 can have a drive member slot

340 fliat is axially sqjarated firom the corresponding penetratingmember slot 342. With

fliis configuration, the drive member slot 340 can have a tiered configuration and the

25 penetrating member slot 342 can have a straight walled configuration. In addition, tins

configuration can be used for corrugated embodiments ofbase plates 346 as shown in

Figure 34. In Figure 34, a drive member 348 is disposed within a drive member slot 350.

A penetrating member contact surface 352 is disposed on the drive member 348. The

contact surface 352 has a tapered configuration that will facilitate lateral alignment ofthe

30 drive member 348 with the drive mCTiber slot 350.

Figures 35-37 illustrate an embodiment of a penetrating member cartridge 360 and

drive member 362 wherein the drive member 362 has contouredjaws 364 configured to
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grip a penetrating member shaft 366. In Figure 35, the drive member 362 and penetrating

member shaft 366 are shown in transverse cross section with the contoured jaws 364

disposed about the penetrating member shaft 366. A pivot point 368 is disposed between

the contouredjaws 364 and a tapered compression slot 370 in the drive member 362. A
compression wedge 372 is shown disposed within the tapered conapression slot 370.

Insertion of the compression wedge 372 into the compression slot 370 as indicated by

arrow 374, forces the contouredjaws 364 to close about and grip the penetrating member

shaft 366 as indicated by arrows 376.

Figure 36 shows the drive member 362 in position about a penetrating member

shaft 366 in a penetrating member slot 378 in the penetrating meoiber cartridge 360, The

drive member can be actuated by the methods discussed above with regard to other drive

member and driver embodiments. Figure 37 is an elevational view in longitudinal section

ofthe penetrating member shaft 166 disposed within the penetrating member slot 378.

The arrows 380 and 382 indicate in a general way, the pafli foUov^red by the drive member

362 during a lancing cycle. During a lancing cycle, the drive meaiber comes down into

the penetrating member slot 378 as indicated by arrow 380 through an optional sterility

barrier (not shown). The contouredjaws ofthe drive member then clamp about the

penetrating member shaft 366 and move forward in a distal direction so as to drive the

penetrating member into the skiii ofa patient as indicated by arrow 382.

Figures 38 and 39 show a portion of a lancing device 390 having a lid 392 that can

be opened to expose a penetrating member cartridge cavity 394 for removal ofa used

penetratmg member cartridge 396 and insertion of a new penetratiiig member cartridge

398. Depression ofbutton 400 m the direction indicated by arrow 402 raises the drive

member 404 fi-om the surface ofthe penetratmg member cartridge 396 by virtue of lever

action about pivot point 406. Raising the lid 392 actuates the lever arm 408 m the

direction indicated hy arrow 410 which in turn applies a tensile force to cable 412 in the

direction indicated by arrow 414. This action puUs the drive member back away from the

penetrating member cartridge 396 so that the penetrating member cartridge 396 can be

removed from the lancing device 390. A new penetrating member cartridge 398 can then

be inserted into the lancing device 390 and the steps above reversed in order to position

the drive member 404 above the penetratmg member cartridge 398 in an operational

position.
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Figures 40 and 41 illustrate a penetrating member cartridge 420 that has

penetrating member slots 422 on a top side 424 and a bottom side 426 ofthe penetrating

member cartridge 420. This allows for a penetrating member cartridge 420 of a diameter

D to store for use twice the number ofpenetrating members as a one sided penetrating

5 member cartridge ofthe same diameter D.

Figures 42-44 illustrate end and perspective views ofa penetrating member

cartridge 430 having a plurality ofpenetrating member slots 432 formed from a

corrugated surface 434 of the penetrating memh&c cartridge 430. Penetrating members

436 are disposed on both sides ofthe penetrating member cartridge 430. A sterility

10 barrier 438 is shown disposed over the penetrating member slots 432 in Figure 44.

Figures 45-48 illustrate embodiments of a penetrating member 440 and drive

member 442 wherein the penetrating member 440 has a transverse slot 444 in tlie

penetrating member shaft 446 and the drive member 442 has a protuberance 448

configured to mate with the transverse slot 444 in the penetrating member shaft 446.

15 Figure 45 shows a protuberance 448 having a tapered configuration that matches a

tapered configuration ofthe transverse slot 444 m the paietratmg member shaft 446.

Figure 46 illustrates an optional alternative embodiment wherein the protuberance 448

has straight walled sides that are configured to match the straight walled sides ofthe

transverse slot 444 shown in Figure 46. Figure 47 shows a tapered protuberance 448 that

20 is configured to leave an end gsp 450 between an end ofthe protuberance 448 and a

bottom of flie transverse slot in the penetrating member shaft 446.

Figure 48 illustrates a mechanism 452 to lock the drive member 442 to tiie

penetrating member shaft 446 that has a lever arm 454 with an optional bearing 456 on

the first end 458 thereofdisposed within a guide slot 459 ofthe drive member 442. The

25 lever arm 454 has a pivot point 460 disposed between the first end 458 ofthe lever arm

454 and the second end 462 ofthe leva: arm 454. A biasing force is disposed on the

second end 462 ofthe lever arm 454 by a spring member 464 that is disposed betwerai the

second end 462 ofthe lever arm 454 and a base plate 466. The biasing force in the

direction indicated by arrow 468 forces the penetrating member contact surface 470 ofthe

30 drive member 442 against the outside surface ofthe penetrating member 446 and, in

addition, forces the protuberance 448 ofthe drive member 442 into the transverse slot 444

ofthe penetrating member shaft 446.
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Referring now to Figure 49, another embodiment ofa replaceable cartridge 500

suitable for housing a plurality ofindividually moveable penetrating mem'bers (not

shown) will be described in further detail. Although cartridge 500 is shown with a

chamfered outer periphery, it should also be understood that less chamfered and

5 unchamfered embodiments ofthe cartridge 500 may also be adapted for use with any

embodiment ofthe present invention disclosed herein. The penetrating members shdably

coupled to the cartridge may be a bare lancet or bare elongate member without outer

molded part orbody pieces as seen in conventional lancet. The bare design reduces cost

and simplifies manufacturing ofpenetrating members for use with the present invention.

10 The penetrating members may be retractable and held within the cartridge so that they are

not able to be used again. The cartridge is replaceable with a new cartridge once all the

piercing members have been used. The lancets or penetrating members nxay be fidly

contained in the used cartridge so at to minimize the chance ofpatient contact with such

waste.

15 As can be seen in Figure 49, the cartridge 500 may include a plurality ofcavities

501 for housing a penetrating member. In this embodiment, the cavity 50 1 may have a

longitudinal opening 502 associated with the cavity. The cavity 501 may also have a

lateral opening 503 allowing the penetrating member to exit radially outwrard firoin the

cartridge. As seen in Figure 49, the outer radial portion ofthe cavity may^ be narrowed.

20 The upper portion ofthis narrowed area may also be sealed or swaged to dose the top

portion 505 and define an enclosed opening 506 as shown in Figure 50. Optionally, the

narrowed area 504 may retain an open top configuration, though in some embodiments,

the foil over the gap is unbroken, prevextting the penetrating member firona lifting up or

extending iq>ward out ofthe cartridge. The narrowed portion 504 may act as a bearing

25 and/or guide for the penetrating member. Figure 5 1 shows that the opening 506 may have

a variety of shapes such as but not limited to, circular, rectangular, triangular, hexagonal,

square, or combinations ofany or all ofthe previous shapes. Openings 507 (shown in

phantom) for other microfluidics, capillary tubes, or the like may also be incorporated in

the inunediate vicinity ofthe opening 506. In some optional embodiments, such openings

30 507 may be configured to surround the opening 506 in a concentric or otbLer manner.

Referring now to Figure 52, the imderside ofa cartridge 500 will be described in

further detail. This figures shows many features on one cartridge 500. It should be
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understood that a cartridge may include some, none, or all ofthese features, tut they are

shown in Figure 52 for ease of illustration. The underside may mclude indentations or

holes 5 10 close to the inner periphery for purpose ofproperly positioning the cartridge to

engage a penetrating member gripper and/or to allow an advancing device (shown in

5 Figure 56B and 56Q to rotate the cartridge 500. Indentations or holes 5 1 1 maybe

formed along various locations on the underside of cartridge 500 and may assmne various

shapes such as but not limited to, circular, rectangular, triangular, hexagonal, square, or

combinations ofany or all ofthe previous sh^es. Notches 512 may also be formed along

the inner surface ofthe cartridge 500 to assist in aligranent and/or rotation of the

10 cartridge. It should be understood ofcourse that some ofthese features may also be

placed on the topside ofthe cartridge in areas not occupied by cavities 501 that house the

penetrating members. Notches 513 may also be incorporated along the outer periphery of

the cartridge. These notches 513 may be used to gather excess material from the sterility

barrier 28 (not shown) that may be used to cover the angled portion 514 ofthe cartridge.

15 In the present embodiment, the cartridge has a flat top surface and an angled surface

around flie outside. Welding a foil type sterility barrier over that angled surface, the foil

folds because ofthe change in the surfaces which is now at 45 degrees. This creates

excess material. The grooves or notches 513 are there as a location for that excess

material. Placing the foil down into those grooves 513 which may tightly stretch the

20 material across the 45 degree angled surface. Although in this embodiment the surface is

shown to be at 45 degrees, it should be understood that other angles may also be used

For example, the surface may be at any angle between about 3 degrees to 90 degrees,

relative to horizontal. The surface may be squared off. The surface maybe

unchamfered. The surface may also be a curved surface or it may be combinations of a

25 variety of angled surfeces, curved and straights surfeces, or any combmation ofsome or

all ofthe above.

Referring now to Figures 53-54, the sequence in which the cartridge 500 is

indexed and penetratmg members are actuated will now be described. It should be

understood that some steps described herein may be combined or taken out of order

30 without departmg from the spirit of flie mvention. These sequence of stq)s provides

vertical and horizontal movement used with the present embodunent to load a penetrating

member onto the driver.
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As previously discussed, each cavity on the cartridge may be mdiAddually sealed

with a foil cover or other sterile enclosure material to maintain steriUty until or just before

the time ofuse. In the present embodiment, penetrating members are released from their

sterile environments just prior to actuation and are loaded onto a launcher mechanism for

5 use. Releasing the penetrating member £rom the sterile environment prior to launch

allows the penetrating member in the present embodiment to be actuated -without having

to pierce any sterile enclosure material which may dull the tip ofthe penetrating member

or place contaminants on the member as it travels towards a target tissue. A variety of

methods may be used accomplish this goal.

10 Figure 53A shows one embodiment ofpenetrating member release device, which

in this embodiment is a punch plate 520 that is shownm a see-through depiction for ease

of illustration. The punch plate 520 may include a first portion 52 1 for piercing sterile

material covering the longitudinal opening 502 and a second portion 522 for piercing

material covering the lateral opening 503. A slot 523 allows the penetrating member

15 gripper to pass through the punch plate 520 and engage a penetratingmember housed in

the cartridge 500. The second portion 522 ofthe punch plate down to engage sterility

barrier angled at about a 45 degree slope. Of course, the slope ofthe barrier may be

varied. The punch portion 522 first contacts the rear ofthe fiont pocket sterility barrier

and as it goes down, the cracks runs down each side and the barrier is pressed down to the

20 bottom ofthe front cavity. The rear edge ofthe barrier first contacted by the punch

portion 522 is broken offand the barrier is pressed down, substantially cleared out ofthe

way. These features may be more clearly seen in Figure 53B. The punch, portion 521 may

include a blade portion down the centerline. As the punch comes down, that blade may

be aligned with the center ofthe cavity, cutting the sterility barrier into two pieces. The

25 wider part ofthe punch 521 then pushes down on the barrier so the they align parallel to

the sides ofthe cavity. This creates a conq)lete and clear path for the gripper throughout

the longitudinal opening ofthe cavity. Additionally, as seen in Figure 53B and 54A, a

plurality ofprotrusion 524 are positioned to engage a cam (Figure 55A) which sequences

the punching and other vertical movement ofpunch plate 520 and cartridge pusher 525.

30 The drive shaft 526 from a force generator (not shown) which is used to actuate the

penetrating member 527.
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Referring now to Figures 54A-F, the release and loading ofthe penetrating

members are achieved in the following sequence. Figure 54A shows the release and

loading mechanism in rest state with a dirty bare penetrating monber 527 held in a

penetrating member gripper 530. This is the condition ofthe device between lancing

evraits. When the time comes for the patient to initiate another lancing event, the used

penetrating member is cleared and a new penetrating member is loaded, just prior to the

actual lancing event. The patient begins the loading of a new penetrating memberby

operating a setting leva: to mitiate the process. The settii^ levrar may operate

mechanicaUy to rotate a cam (see Figure 55A) that moves the punch plate 520 and

cartridge pusha- 525. hi olher embodiments, a stepper motor or other mover such as but

not limited to, a pneumatic actuator, hydraulic actuator, or the like are used to drive the

loading sequence.

Figure 54B shows one embodunent ofpenetrating member gripper 530 in more

detail. The penetrating member gripper 530 may be in the form ofa tuning fork with

sharp edges along the mside ofthe legs contacting the penetrating member. In some

embodiments, the penetrating member may be notdied, recessed, or otiierwise shaped to

receive the penetrating member gripper. As the gripper 530 is pushed down on the

penetrating member, the legs are spread open elastically to create a fiictional grip with the

penetrating member such as but not hmited to bare elongate wires wifliout attachments

molded or otherwise attached thereon. In some embodiments, the penefaating member is

made ofa homogenous material wifliout any additional attachments tiiat are molded,

adhered, glued or otherwise added onto flie poietrating monber.

In some embodiments, the gripper 530 may cut into flie sides ofthe penetrating

member. The penetratingmember in one embodiment may be about 300 microns wide.

The grooves that form in the side ofthe paietratingmember by the knife edges are on the

order of about 5-10 microns deep and are quite small. In this particular embodiment, tiie

knife edges aUow flie apparatus to use a small insertion force to get tiie gripper onto the

penetrating member, compared to the force to remove tiie penetrating member ftom the

gripper tiie longitudinal axis ofan elongate penetrating member. Thus, the risk ofa

penetratingmember being detached during achiation are reduced. The gripper 530 may

be made ofa variety ofmaterials such as, but not limited to high strengfli carbon steel that

is heat treated to increased hardness, ceramic, substrates with diamond coating, composite
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reinforced plastic, elastomer, polymer, and sintered metals. Additionally, the steel may

be surface treated. The gripper 130 may have high gripping force with low friction drag

on solenoid or other driver.

As seen in Figure 54C, the sequence begins with pimch plate 520 being pushed

5 down. This results in the opening ofthe next sterile cavity 532. In some embodiment,

this movement ofpunch plate 520 may also result in the crimping ofthe dirty penetrating

member to prevent it from being used again. This crimping may result from a protrusion

on the punch plate bending the penetrating member or pushing the penetrating member

into a groove in the cartridge that hold the penetrating member in place through an

10 interference fit As seen m Figures 53B and 54C, the punch plate 520 has a protrusion or

punch shaped to penetrate a longitudinal opening 502 and a lateral opening 503 on the

cartridge. The first portion 521 ofthe punch that opens cavity 532 is shaped to first

pierce the sterility barrier and then push, compresses, or otherwise moves sterile

enclosure material towards the sides ofthe longitudinal opening 502. The second portion

15 522 ofthe punch pushes down the sterility barrier at lateral opening or penetrating

member exit 503 such that the penetrating member does not pierce any materials when it

is actuated toward a tissue site.

Referring now to Figure 54D, the cartridge pusher 525 is engaged by tiie cam 550

; (not shown) and begins to push down on the cartridge 500. The punch plate 520 may also

20 travel downward with the cartridge 500 until it is pushed down to it maximum downward

position, while the penetrating member gripper 530 remains vertically stationary. This

joint downward motion away from the penetrating member gripper 530 will remove the

penetrating member from the gripper. The punch plate 520 essentially pushes against the

penetrating member with protrusion 534 (Figure 55A), holding the penetrating member

25 with the cartridge, while the cartridge 500 and the punch plate 520 is lowered away from

tiie penetrating member gripper 530 which in this embodiment remains vertically

stationary. This causes the stripping ofthe used penetrating member from the gripper 530

(Figure 45D) as the cartridge moves relative to the gripper.

At this point as seen in Figure 54E, the punch plate 520 retracts upward and the

30 cartridge 500 is pushed ftiUy down, clear ofthe gripper 530. Now cleared ofobstructions

and in a rotatable position, the cartridge 500 increments one pocket or cavity in the

direction that brings the newly released, sterile penetrating member in cavity 532 into
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alignment with the penetrating member gripper 530, as see in Figure 54F. The rotation of

the cartridge occurs due to fingers engaging the holes or indentations 533 on the

cartridge, as seen in Figure 54A. In some embodiments, these indentations 533 do not

pass completely through cartridge 500. hi other embodiments, these indentations are

holes passing completely through. The cartridge has apluiality of Uttie indentations 533

on the top surfece near the center ofthe cartridge, along the inside diameter. In the one

embodiment, the sterility barrier is cut short so as not to cover these plurality of

indentations 533. It should be understood ofcourse that these holes may be located on

bottom, side or other accessible surface. These indentations 533 have two purposes. The

apparatus may have one or a plurality oflocator pins, static pins, or other keying feature

that dos not move, hi this embodiment, the cartridge will oxdy set down into positions

where the gripper 530 is gripping the penetrating member. To index the cassette, the

cartridge is lifted offthose pins or other keyed feature, rotated around, and dropped onto

those pins for the next position. The rotating device is throu^ the use oftwo fingers: one

is a static pawl and the other one is a sUding finger. They engage with the holes 533. The

fingers are driven by a sUder that maybe automatically actuated or actuated by the user.

This maybe occur mechanically or through electric or oflier powered devices. Halfway

through the stroke, a finger may engage and rotate around the cartridge. A more

complete description can be found with text associated with. Figures 56B-56C.

Referring now to Figure 54G, with tiiie sterUe penetrating member in aUgnment,

the cartridge 500 is released as indicated by arrows 540 and brought back into contact

with the penetrating member gripper 530. The new penetrating member 541 is inserted

into the gripper 530, and the apparatus is ready to fire once again. After launch and in

between lancing events for the present embodiment, the bare lancet or penetrating

member 541 is held in place by gripper 530, preventing the penetrating member6om

accidentally protruding or sliding out ofthe cartridge 500.

It should be understood ofcourse, that variations can be added to the above

embodiment without departing firom the spirit ofthe invention. For example, the

penetrating member 541 may be placed in a parked position in the cartridge 500 prior to

. launch. As seen in Figure 55A, the penetrating member is held by a narrowed portion

542 ofthe cartridge, creating an interference fit whidi pinches ttie proximal end offlie

penetrating member. Friction fix)m flie molding or cartridge holds the penetrating
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member during rest, preventing the penetrating member from sliding back and forth. Of

course, other methods ofholding the penetrating member may also be used. As se^ in

Figure 55B prior to launch, the penetrating member gripper 530 nxay pull the penetrating

member 541 out ofthe portion 542. The penetrating member 541 may remain in this

5 portion until actuated by the solenoid or other force generator coupled to the penetrating

member gripper. A cam surface 544 may be used to pull the penetrating member out of

the portion 542. This mechanical cam surface may be coupled to the mechanical slider

driven by the patient, which may be.considered a separate force generator. Thus, energy

from the patient extracts the penetrating member and this reduces tiie drain on the

10 device's battery ifthe solenoid or electric driver were to puU out the penetrating member.

The penetrating member may be moved forward a small distance (on the order of about 1

mm or less) from its paik^ position to pull the penetrating member from the rest position

gripper. After penetrating tissue, the penetrating member may be returned to the cartridge

and eventually placed into the parked position. This may also ocemr, though not

15 necessarily, through force provided by the patient. In one embodiment, the placing ofthe

lancet into the parked position does not occur until the process for loading a new

penetrating member is initiated by the patient. In other embodiments, the pulling out of

the parked position occurs in the same motion as the penetratingmember actuation. The

retum into the parked position may also be considered a continuoiis motion.

20 Figure 55A also shows one embodiment ofthe cam and other surfaces used to

coordinate the motion of ttie punch plate 520. For example, cam 550 in this embodiment

is circular and engages the protrusions 524 on the punch plate 520 and the cartridge

pusher 525. Figure 55A also more clearly shows protrusion 534 which helps to hold the

penetrating member in the cartridge 500 while the penetrating member gripper 530 pulls

25 away from the member, relatively speaking. A ratchet surfece 552 that rotates with the

cam 550 may be used to prevent the cam from rotating backwards. The raising and lower

of cartridge 500 and punch plate 50 used to load/imload penetrating members may be

mechanically actuated by a variety ofcam surfaces, springs, or the like as may be

determined by one skilled in the art. Some ^bodiments may also use electrical or

30 magnetic device to perform the loading, unloading, and release ofbare penetrating

members. Although the pimch plate 520 is shown to be punching downward to displace,

remove, or move the foil or other sterile enviroiunent enclosure, it should be uiiderstood
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that Other methods such as stripping, pulling, tearing, or some combination ofone or

more ofthese methods may be used to remove the foU or sterile enclosure. For example,

in other embodiments, the punch plate 520 may be located on an underside ofthe

cartridge and punch upward, hi other embodiments, the cartridge may remain vertically

stationary while o&er parts such as the penetrating member gripper and punch platemove

to load a sterile penetrating member on to the penetrating member gripper.

Figure 55B also shows other features that may be included in the present

apparatus. A fire button 560 maybe included for the user to actuate the penetrating

member. A front end interface 561 may be included to allow a patient to seat their finger

or other target tissue for lancing. The interface 561 maybe removable to be cleaned or

replaced. A visual display 562 may be included to show device status, lancing

performance, error reports, or the like to flie patient

Referring now to Figure 56A, a mechanical sUder 564 used by the patient to load

new penetrating member may also be incorporated on the housing. Tlie sUder 564 may

also be coupled to activate an LCD or visual display on the lancing apparatus. In addition

to providing a source ofenergy to index the cartridge, the sUder 564 may also switch the

electronics to start the display. The user may use llie display to select the depth oflancing

or other feature. The display may go back to sleep again until it is activated agam by

motion ofthe slider 564. The undeiside the housing 566 may also be hinged or otherwise

removable to allow the insertion ofcartridge 500 into the device. The cartridge 500 may

be inserted using technology current used for insertion ofa compact disc or other disc

into a compact disc player. In one embodiment, there maybe a tray which is deployed

outward to receive or to remove a cartridge. The traymay be withdrawn into the

apparatus where itmay be elevated, lowered, or otherwise transported into position for

use with the penetrating member driver, hi other embodiments, the apparatus may have a

slot into which the cartridge is partially inserted at which point a mechanical ^paratus

will assist in completing msertion ofthe cartridge and load the cartridge into proper

position mside the apparatus. Such device is akin to the type ofcompact disc player

found on automobUes. The insertions/ejection and loading apparatus ofthese compact

disc players uses gears, pulleys, cables, trays, and/or otherparts that maybe adapted for

use with the present invention.
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Referring now to Figure 56B, a more detailed view ofone embodiment ofthe

slider 564 is provided. In this embodiment, the slider 564 will move initially as indicated

by arrow 567. To complete the cycle, the patient will return the slid^ to its home

position or origmal starting position as indicated by arrow 568. The slider 564 has an arm

5 569 which moves with the slider to rotate the cam 550 and engage portions 522. The

motion ofthe slider 564 is also mechanically coupled to a finger 570 which engage the

indentations 571 on cartridge 500. The finger 570 is synchronized to rotate the cartridge

500 by pulling as indicated by arrow 572 in the same plane as the cartridge. It should be

understood that in some embodiments, the finger 570 pushes instead ofpulls to rotate the

10 cartridge in the correct direction. The finger 570 may also be adapted to engage ratchet

surfaces 706 as seen in Figure 66 to rotate a cartridge. The finger 570 may also

incorporate vertical motion to coordinate with the rising and lowering ofthe cartridge

500. The motion offinger 570 may also be powered by electric actuators such as a

stepper motor or other device usefiil for achieving motion. Figure 56B also shows a

1 5 portion ofthe encoder 573 used in position sensing.

Referring now to Figure 56C, a still further view ofthe slider 564 and arm 569 is

shown. The arm 569 moves to engage portion 522 as indicated by arrow 575 and this

causes the cam 550 to rotate as indicated by arrow 577. In this particular embodiment,

the cam 550 rotates about 1/8 ofan rotation with each pull ofthe slider 564. When the

20 slider 564 is return to its home or start position, the arm 569 rides over the portion 522.

The movement ofthe slider also allows the cam surface 544 to rotate about pivot point

579. A resilient member 580 may be coupled to the cam surface 544 to cause it to rotate

counterclockwise when the arm 569 moves in the direction ofarrow 567. The pin 580

will remain in contact with the arm 569. As the cam surface 544 rotates a first surface

25 . 582 will contact thepm 583 on tiie gripper block 584 and pull the pin 583 back to park a

penetrating member into a coupling or narrowed portion 542 ofthe cartridge 500 as seen

in Figure 55A. As the arm 569 is brought back to the home position, the cam surface 544

rotates back and a second surface 586 that rotates clockwise and pushes the penetrating

member forward to be released fix>m the narrowed portion 542 resulting in a position as

30 seen in Figure 55B. It should be understood that in some embodiments, the release and/or

parking oflancet firom portion 542 may be powered by the driver 588 without using the

mechanical assistance from cam surface 544.
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In another embodiment ofthe cartridge device, a mechanical feature may be

included on the cartridge so that there is only one way to load it into the apparatus. .For

example, in one embodiment holdmg 50 penetrating members, the cartridge may have 51

pockets or cavities. The 51"pocket will go into the firing position when the device is

5 loaded, thus providing a locatioii for tiie gripper to rest in the cartridge without releasing a

penetrating member flora a sterile environment The gripper 530 in that zeroth position is

inside the pocket or cavity and that is the reason why one ofihe pockets may be empty.

Ofcourse, some embodimentsmay have the gripper 530 positioned to grip a penetrating

member as the cartridge 500 is loaded into the device, with the patient lancing themselves

10 soon afterwards so tiiat the penetrating member is not contaminated due to prolonged

exposure outside the sterile enclosure. That zeroth position may be the start and finish

position. The cartridge may also be notched to eng^ed a protrusion on the i?>paratus,

thus also providing a method for allowing the penetrating member to loaded or unloaded

only in one orientation. Essentially, the cartridge 500 may be keyed or slotted in

15 association with the apparatus so that the cartridge 500 can onlybe inserted or removed at

one orientatioa For example as seen in Figure 56D, the cartridge 592 may have a keyed

slot 593 that matches flie outline of a protrusion 594 such that the cartridge 592 may only

be removed upon alignment ofthe slot 593 and protrusion 594 \spon at the start or end

positions. It should be understood that other keyed technology may be used and the slot

20 or keymay be located on an outer periphery or other location on die cartridge 592 in

manner usefiil for allowing insertion or removal ofthe cartridge ftom only one or a select

number of orientations.

Refeiring now to Figure 57, a cross-section ofanother embodiment ofa cavity

600 housing a penetrating member is shown. The cavity 600 may include a depression

25 602 for allowing the gripper 530 to penetrate sufficiently deeply into the cavity to

ftictionally engage the penetrating member 541. The penetratingmembermay also be

housed in a groove 604 that holds the penetrating member in place prior to and after

actuation. The penetratingmember 541 is lifted upward to clear the groove 604 during

actuation and exits trough opexiing 506.

30 Referring now to Figure 58, another variation on the system according to fte

present invention will now be described. Figure 58 diows a lancing system 610 wherein

the penetrating members have their sharpened tip pointed radially inward. The finger or
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member 612. The penetrating member gripper 5 30 coupled to drive force generator 613

operate in substantially the same manner as described in Figures 54A-G. The punch

portions 521 and 522 operate in substantially the same manner to release the penetrating

5 members from the sterile enclosures. The punch, portion 522 may be placed on the inner

periphery ofthe device, where the penetrating member exit is now located, so that sterile

enclosure material is cleared out offlie path of th.e penetrating member exit.

Referring now to Figure 59, a still further variation on the lancing system

according to the present invention will now be described. In the embodiments shown in

10 Figures 53-54, the penetrating member gripper 5 30 approaches the penetrating member

from above and at least a portion ofthe drive system is located in a different plane from
'

that ofthe cartridge 500. Figure 59 shows an embodiment where the penetrating member

driver 620 is in substantially the same plane as the penetrating member 622. The coiq)ler

624 engages a bent or L sh£q)ed portion 626 ofthe member 622, The cartridge 628 can

1 5 rotate to engage a new penetrating member with the coupler 624 without having to move

the cartridge or coupler vertically. The next penetrating member rotates into position in

the slot provided by tiie coupler 624. A narrowed portion ofthe cartridge acts as ia

penetrating member guide 630 near the distal end ofthe penetrating member to align the

penetrating member as it exits the cartridge.

20 The coiq)ler 624 may come in a variety of configurations. For example. Figure

60A shows a coupler 632 which can engage a penetrating member 633 fliat does not have

a bent or L-sh^ed portion. A radial cartridge carrying such a penetrating member 633

may rotate to slide penetrating member into the groove 634 ofthe coiqjler 632. Figure

60B is a front view showing that the coiq)ler 632 may include a tapered portion 636 to

25 guide the penetrating member 633 into the slot 534. Figure 60C shows an embodiment of

the driver 620 using a coupler 637 having a slot 638 for receiving a T-shaped penetrating

member. The coupler 637 may further include a protrusion 639 that may be guided ia an

overhead slot to maintain alignment ofthe drive shaft during actuation.

Referring now to Figure 61, a cartridge 640 for use with an in-plane driver 620 is

30 shown. The cartridge 640 includes an empty slat 642 that allows the cartridge to be

placed in position with the driver 620. In this embodiment, the empty slot 642 allows the

coiq)ler 644 to be positioned to engage an unused penetrating member 645 that may be
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rotated into position as shown by anow 646. As seen in Figure 61, the cartridge 640 may

also be designed so that only the portion ofthe penelxatiiig member that needs to remain

sterile (i.e. the portions thatmay actually be penetrating mto tissue) are enclosed. As seen

in Figure 61, a proxmial portion 647 ofIhe penetrating member is exposed. This exposed

proximal portion maybe about 70% ofthe penetrating member, hi other embodiments it

may be between about 69% to about 5% ofthe pen^ting member. The cartridge 640

may fiirther include, but not necessarily, sealing protrusions 648. These protrusions 648

are releasably coupled to the cartridge 640 and are removed fiom flie cartridge 640 by

remover 649 as the cartridge rotates to place penetrating member 645 into the position of

the active penetrating member. The sterile environment is broken prior to actuation of the

member 645 and the member does not penetrate sterile enclosure material that may dull

the tip ofthe penetrating member during actuation. A fracturable seal material 650may

be appUed to the member to seal against an inner peripheral portion ofthe cartridge.

Referring now to Figure 62, a still further embodiment ofa cartridge for use with

the present invention will be described. This cartridge 652 includes a tapered portion 654

for allowing the coupler 655 to enter the cavity 656. A narrowed portion 657 guides tixe

penetrating member 658. The coupler 655 may have, but does not necessarily have,

movablejaws 659 that engage to grip the penetratingmember 658. Allowing the coupler

to enter the cavity 656 allows the alignment ofthe penetrating mraaber to be better

maintained during actuation. This tapered portion 654 may be adapted for use with any

embodiment ofthe cartridge disclosed herein.

Referring now to Figure 63, a linear cartridge 660 for use wifli the present

invention will be described. Although Ihe present invention has been shown in use vnth

radial cartridges, the lancing system may be adapted for use with cartridges ofother

shapes. Figures 79-83 show other cartridges ofvarying shapes adaptable for use with the

present invention. Figure 63 illustrates a cartridge 660 with only a portion 662 providiaig

sterile protection for the penetrating members. The cartridge 660, however, provides a

base 664 on which a penetrating member 665 can rest. This provides a level ofprotectdon

ofthe penetrating member during handling. The base 664 may also be shaped to provide

slots 666m which a penetrating member 667 may be held. The slot 666 may also be

adapted to have a tapered portion 668. These configurations may be ad^ted for use wdth

any ofthe embodiments disclosed horein, such as the cartridge 652.
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Referring now to Figures 64A-64C, a variety of different devices are shown for

releasing the sterility seal covering a lateral opening 503 on the cartridge 500. Figure

64A shows a rotating punch device 670 that has protrusions 672 that punch out the

sterility barrier creating openings 674 from which a penetrating member can exit without

5 touching the sterility barrier material. Figure 64B shows a vertically rotating device 676

with shaped protrusions 678 that punch down the sterility barrier 679 as it is rotated to be

in the active, firing position. Figure 64C shows a pimch 680 which is positioned to punch

out barrier 682 when the cartridge is lowered onto the punch. The cartridge is rotated and

the punch 680 rotates with the cartridge. After the cartridge is rotated to the proper

10 portion and lifted up, the punch 680 is spring loaded or otherwise configured to return to

the position to engage the sterility barrier covering the next unused penetrating member.

Referring now to Figure 65A-65B, another type ofpunch mechanism for use with

a punch plate 520 will now be described. The device shown in Figures 53-54 shows a

mechanism that first punches and then rotates or indexes the released penetrating member

15 into position. In this present embodiment, the cartridge is rotated first and then the

gripper and punch may move down simultaneously. Figure 65A shows a punch 685

having a first portion 686 and a second portion 687. As seen in cross-sectional view of

Figure 65B, the penetrating member gripper 690 is located inside the punch 685. Thus

the penetrating ofthe sterility barrier is integrated into the step ofengaging the

20 penetrating member with the gripper 690. The punch 685 may include a slot 692

allowing a portion 694 ofthe gripper 690 to extend upward. A lateral opening 695 is

provided fi:pm which a penetrating member may exit. In some embodiments, the punch

portion 687 is not included with punch 686, instead relying on some other mechanism

such as those shown in Figures 64A-64C to press down on barrier material covering a

25 lateral opening 503.

Referring now to Figures 66, a still fiirther embodiment ofa cartridge according to

the present invention will be described. Figure 66 shows a cartridge 700 with a plurality

of cavities 702 and individual deflectable portions or fingers 704. The ends ofthe

protective cavities 702 may be divided into individual fingers (such as one for each

30 cavity) on the outer periphery ofthe disc. Each finger 704 may be individually sealed

with a foil cover (not shown for ease of illustration) to maintain sterility until the time of

use. Along the inner periphery ofthe cartridge 700 are raised step portions 706 to create
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a ratchet type mechanism. As seen in Figure 67, a penetrating member 708 may be

housed in each cavity. The penetrating member may rest on a raised portion 7 lO. A

narrowed portion 712 pinches the proximal portions ofthe penetration member 708.

Each cavitymay include a wall portion 714 into which the penetrating member 708 may

be driven after the penetratmg member has been used. Figure 68 shows the penetrating

member gripper 716 lowered to engage a penetrating member 708. For ease of

illustration, a sterility barrier covering each of the cavities is not shown.

Referring now to Figures 69A-69L, the sequence of steps for actuating a

penetrating member in a cartridge 700 will be described. It should be understood thatm

oflier embodiments, steps may be combined or reduced without departing from the sprit

of die present invention. The last penetratmg member to be used may be left in a

retracted position, captured by a gripper 716. The end ofthe protective cavity 704 may

be deflected downward by the previous actuation. The user may operate amechanism

such as but not limited to a thumbwheel, lever, crank, slider, etc. . .that advances a new

penetratmg member 720 into launch position as seen in Figure 69A. The mechaxiism Ufts

a bar that allows the protective cavity to return to its original position in the plaae ofthe

disc.

hi this embodfanent as shown in Figure 69B, the penetrating member guide 722

presses ftrough foilm rear ofpocket to 'Tiome" penetrating member and control vertical

clearance. For ease of illustration, actuation devices for moving the penetrating member

guide 722 and other mechanisms are not shown. They may be springs, cams, or other

devices that can lower and move the components shown in these figures. Jn some

embodiments, the cartridge 700 may be raised or lowered to engage the penetrating

member guide 722 and other devices.

As seen in Figure 69C, the plough or sterile enclosure release device 724- is

lowered to engage the cartridge 700. In some embodiments, die disc or cartridge 700

may raised part way upward until a plough or plow blade 724 pierces the sterility barrier

726 which may be a foil covering.

Refenring now to Figure 69D, the plough 724 clears foil from front ofpo cket and

leaves it attached to cartridge 700. The plough 724 is driven radially inward, ciatting

open the sterihty barrier and rollmg the scrap into a coil ahead ofthe plough. Foil

naturally curls over and forms tight coil when plough lead angle is around 55degs to
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horizontal. If angle ofthe plough may be between about 60-40degs, preferably closer to

55 degs. Li some embodiments, the foil may be removed in such a manner that the

penetrating member does aot need to pierce any sterile enclosure materials during launch.

Refeiring now to Figure 69E, the gripper 716 may be lowered to engage the bare

5 penetrating member or piercing member 720. Optionally, the disc or cartridge 8000 may

be raised until the penetrating member 720 is pressed feirmly into the gripper 716.

Although not shown in the present figure, the penetratmg member driver or actuator of

the present ^bodiment may remain in the same horizontal plane as the penetrating

member.

10 As seen in Figure 69F, a bar 730 may be pressed downward on the outer end 732

ofthe protective cavity to deflect it so it is clear of the path ofthe penetrating member. In

the present embodiment, the bar 730 is shaped to allow the bare penetrating nxember 720

to pass through. It should be understood that other shapes and orientations of the bar

(such as contacting only one side or part ofend 732) may be used to engage the end 732.

1 5 Referring now to jPigure 69G, an electrical solenoid or other electronic or feed-

back controllable drive may actuate the gripper 716 radially outward, carrying the bare

penetrating member 720 with it. The bare penetratmg member projects from the

protective case and into the skin ofa finger or other tissue site that has been placed over

the aperture of the actuator assembly! Suitable penetrating member drivers are described

20 in commonly assigned, copending U.S. Patent Application Ser. No. 10/127,395 (Attorney

Docket No. 38187-2551) filed April 19, 2002.

Referring now to Figure 69H, the solenoid or other suitable penetratia^ member

driver retracts the bare peaetrating member 720 into a retracted position where it parks

until the beginning ofthe next lancing cycle.

25 Referring now to Figure 691, bar 730 may be ireleased so that the end 150 returns

to an in-plane configuration Avith the cartridge 800.

As seen in Figure 69J, the gripper 716 may drive a used bare penetrating member

radially outward until the sharpened tip is embedded into a plastic wall 714 at or near the

outward end 732 oftiie cavity thus immobilizing the contaminated penetrating member.

30 As se©tt in Figures 69K and 69L, the plough 724, the gripper 716, and. penetrating

inember guide 722 may all be disengaged from the bare penetrating member 720.

Optionally, it should be understood that the advance mechanism may lower the cartridge
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700 ftom the gripper 716. The used penetrating member, restrained by the tip embedded

in plastic, and by the cover foil at the opposite end, is stripped from the gripper. The disc

or cartridge 700 may be rotated until a new, sealed; sterile penetrating member is in

position under ibs launch mechanism.
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Referring now to Figures 70 and 71, one object for some embodiments ofthe

invention is to include blood sampling and sensing on this penetrating member actuation

device. In the present embodiment, tiie drive mechanism (gripper 738 and solenoid drive

coil 739) may be used to drive a penetrating member into the skin and coiq>le this lancmg

event to acquire the blood sample as it forms at the surface of the finger. In a first

embodiment shown in Figure 70, microfluidic module 740 bearing the analyte detecting

member cheriodstry and detection device 742 (Figure 71) is couple on to the shaft ofthe

penetrating member 720. The drive cycle described above may also actuate the module

740 so that it rests at the surface ofthe finger to acquire blood once the penetrating

member retracts firom the wound. The module 740 is allowed to remain on the surface of

the finger or other tissue site until the gripper 738 has reached the back end 744 of the

microfluidics module 740, at which point the module is also retracted mto the casing.

The amount oftime the module 740 remains on the finger, in this embodiment, may be

varied based on the distance the end 744 is located and the amount oftime it takes the

gripper to engage it on the withdrawal stroke. The blood filled module 740, filled while

the module remains on pierced tissue site, may then undergo analyte detection by means

such as optical or electrochemical sensing.

The blood may be filled in the lumen that the penetrating member was in or the

module may have separately defined sample chambers to the side ofthe penetrating

member lumen. The analyte detecting member may also be placed right at the immediate

vicinity or slightly setback firom the module openmg receiving blood so that low blood

volumes will still reach the analyte detecting member. In some embodimeats, the analyte

sensing device and a visual display or other interface may be on board the apparatus and

thus provide a readout of analyte levels without need to plug ^paratus or a test strip mto

a separate reader device. As seen in Figure 71, the cover 746 may also be clear to allow

for light to pass through for optical sensing. The analyte detecting member may be used

with low volumes such as less than about 1 microliter ofsample, preferably less than

about 0.6 microliter, more preferably less than about 0.3 microUter, and most preferably

less than about 0.1 .microUter ofsample.

hi another embodimeiit as seenm Figure 72, sensing elements 760 may be directly

printed or formed on the top ofbottom ofthe penetrating member cartridge^ 700,

depending on orientation. The bare penetrating member 720 is then actuated through a
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hole 762 in the plastic facing, withdrawn into the radial cavity followed by the blood

sample. Electrochemical or optical detection for analyte sensing may then be carried out

(Figure 72). Again the cavity 766 may have a clear portion to allow light to pass for

optical sensing, hi one embodhnent, a multiplicity ofminiaturized analyte detecting

5 member fields may be placed on the floor ofthe radial cavity as shown in Figure 72 or on

the microfluidic module shown in Figure 71 to allow many tests on a single analyte fonn

a single drop ofblood to improve accuracy and precision of measurement Although not

limited in this manner, additional analyte detecting member jBelds or regions may also be

included for calibration or other purposes.

10 Referring now to Figure 73, a still further embodiment ofa cartridge according to

the present invention will be described. Figure 73 shows oae embodiment ofa cartridge

800 which may be removably inserted into an apparatus for driving penetrating members

to pierce skin or tissue. The cartridge 800 has a plurality of penetratmg members 802 that

may be individually or otherwise selectively actuated so that the penetratmg members 802

15 may extend outward &om the cartridge, as indicated by arroAv 804, to penetrate tissue, hi

the present embodiment, the cartridge 800 may be based on a flat disc with a number of

penetrating members such as, but in no way Umited to, (25, 50, 75, 1 00, . . .) arranged

radially on the disc or cartridge 800. It should be understood that although the cartridge

800 is shown as a disc or a disc-shaped housing, other sh£q)es or configurations ofthe

20 cartridge may also work without departing from the spirit of the present mvention of

placmg a plurality ofpenetrating members to be engaged, singly or in some combmation,

by a penetratuig member driver.

Each penetrating member 802 may be contained in a cavity 806 in the cartridge

800 with the penetratmg member's sharpened end facmg radially outward and may be m

25 the same plane as that ofthe cartridge. The cavity 806 may te molded, pressed, forged,

or otherwise formed in the cartridge. Although not limited ixi this manner, the ends ofthe

cavities 806 may be divided into individual fingera (such as one for each cavity) on the

outer periphery ofthe disc. The particular shape of each cavity 806 may be designed to

suit the size or shape ofthe penetrating member therem or the amount of space desired for

30 • placement ofthe analyte detecting members 808. -For example and not Umitation, the

cavity 806 may have a V-shaped cross-section, a U-shaped cross-section, C-shaped cross-

section, a multi-level cross section or the other cross-sections. The opening 810 througji
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which a penetrating member 802 may exit to penetrate tissue may also have a variety of

shapes, such as but not limited to, a circular opening, a square or rectaagular opening, a

U-shaped opening, a narrow opening that only allows the penetrating member to pass, an

opening with more clearance on the sides, a slit, a configuration as shown in Figure 75, or

the other shapes.

In this embodiment, after actuation, the penetrating member 802 is returned into

the cartridge andmay be held within the cartridge 800 in a manner so that it is not able to

be used again. By way ofexample and not limitation, a used penetrating membermay be

returned into the cartridge and held by the launcher in position until the next lancing

event. At the time ofthe next lancing, the launcher may disengage the used penetrating

member with the cartridge 800 tumed or indexed to the next clean penetrating member

such that the cavity holding the used penetrating member is position so that it is not

accessible to the user (i.e. turn away firom a penetratmg member exit opening). In some

embodiments, the tip ofa used penetrating member may be driven mto a protective stop

that hold the penetrating member in place after use. The cartridge 800 is replaceable with

a new cartridge 800 once all the penetrating members have been used or at such other

time or condition as deemed desirable by the user.

Referring still to the embodiment in Figure 73, the cartridge 80O may provide

sterile environments for penetrating members via seals, foils, covers, polymeric, or

similar materials used to seal the cavities and provide enclosed areas for the penetrating

members to rest in. In the present embodiment, a foil or seal layer 820 is applied to one

surface ofthe cartridge 800. The seal layer 820 may be made ofa variety ofmaterials

such as a metallic foil or other seal materials and may be ofa tensile strength and other

quality that may provide a sealed, sterile environment until the seal layer 820 is penetrate

by a suitable or penetrating device providing a preselected or selected amount offeree to

open the sealed, sterile environment. Each cavity 806 may be individually sealed with a

layer 820 in a mamier such tiiat the opening ofone cavity does not interfere with the

sterility in an adjacent or other cavity in the cartridge 800. As seen in the embodiment of

Figure 73, the seal layer 820 may be a planar material fliat is adhered to a top surface of

the cartridge 800.

Depending on the orientation ofthe cartridge 800 in the penetrating member

driver apparatus, the seal layer 820 may be on the top surface, side surface, bottom
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surface, or other positioned surfiace. For ease ofillustration and discussionofthe

embodiment ofFigure 73 . the layer 820 is placed on a top surface ofthe cartridge 800.

The cavities 806 holding flie penetrating members 802 are sealed on by the foil layer 820

and thus create the sterile environments for the penetrating members. The foil layer 820

may seal a plurality ofcavities 806 or only a select number of cavities as desired.

In a still fiirther feature ofFigure 73, the cartridge 800 may optionaUy include a

pluraUty ofanalyte detecting members 808 on a substrate 822 which may be attached to a

bottom surfece ofthe cartridge 800. The substrate may be made of a material such as, but

not limited to, a polymer, a foil, or other material suitable for attaching to a cartridge and

holdmg the analyte detecting members 808. As seen in Figure 73, the substrate 822 may

hold a plurality of analyte detecting members, such as but not limited to, about 10-50, 50-

100, or other combinatioiis of analyte detecting members. This feciUtates the assembly

and integration of analyte detecting members 808 with cartridge 800. These analyte

detecting members 808may enable an integrated body fluid sampling systeai where the

penetrating members 802 create awound tract in a target tissue, which expresses body

fluid that flows into the cartridge for analyte detection by at least one of the analyte

detecting members 808. The substrate 822 may contain any number of analyte detecting

members 808 suitable for detecting analytes in cartridge having a pluraUty ofcavities

806. In one embodiment, many analyte detectmg members 808 may be printed onto a

single substrate 822 which is then adhered to the cartridge to fedUtate manufacturing and

simpUfy assembly. The analyte detecting members 808 may be electrochemical in nature.

The analyte detecting members 808 may further contain enzymes, dyes, or other detectors

which reactwhen exposed to the desired analyte. Additionally, the analyte detecting

members 808 may comprise ofclear optical windows that allow K^t to pass into the

body fluid for analyte analysis. The number, location, and type of analyte detecting

member 808 may be varied as desired, basedm part on the design of flie cartridge,

number of analytes to be measured, the need for analyte detecting member calibration,

and the sensitivity ofthe analyte detecting members. Ifthe cartridge 800 uses an analyte

detecting member arrangement where tiie analyte detecting members are on a substrate

attached to the bottom of the cartridge, there may be through holes (as sho\»n in Figure

76), wicking elements, capillary tube or other devices on the cartridge 800 to allow body

fluid to flow fiom the cartridge to Hbe analyte detecting members 808 for analysis. In
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Other configurations, the analyte detecting members 808 maybe printed, formed, or

otherwise located directly in the cavities housing the penetrating members 802 or areas on

tiie cartridge surface that receive blood after lancing.

The use ofthe seal layer 820 and substrate or analyte detecting member layer 822

may facilitate the manufacture ofthese cartridges 10. For example, a single seal layer

820 may be adhered, attached, or otherwise coiq)led to the cartridge 800 as indicated by

arrows 824 to seal many ofthe cavities 806 at one time. A sheet 822 of analyte detecting

members may also be adhered, attached, or otherwise coupled to the cartridge 800 as

mdicated by arrows 825 to provide many analyte detecting members on the cartridge at

one time. During mamifacturing ofone embodiment ofthe present invention, the

cartridge 800 may be loaded with penetrating members 802, sealed Avith layer 820 and a

temporary layer (not shown) on the bottom where substrate 822 would later go, to provide

a sealed environment for the penetrating members. This assemblywith the temporary

bottom layer is then taken to be sterilized. After sterilization, the assembly is taken to a

clean room (or it may abready be in a clear room or equivalent environment) where the

tenq)orary bottom layer is removed and the substrate 822 with analyte detecting members

is coupled to the cartridge as shown in Figure 73. This process allows for the sterile

assembly of the cartridge with the penetrating members 802 using pxccesses and/or

temperatures that may degrade the accuracy or fimctionality ofthe analyte detecting

members on substrate 822. As a nonlimiting example, the entire cartridge 800 may then

be placed in a fiirther sealed container such as a pouch, bag, plastic molded container,

etc. . .to facilitate contact, improve ruggedness, and/or allow for easier handling.

In some embodiments, more than one seal layer 820 may be used to seal the

cavities 806. As examples ofsome embodiments, multiple layers may be placed over

each cavity 806, halfor some selected portion ofthe cavities may be sealed with one

layer with the other halfor selected portion ofthe cavities sealed with another sheet or

layer, different shaped cavities may use diifferent seal layer, or the like. The seal layer

820 may have diflFerent physical properties, such as those covering the penetrating

members 802 near tiie end ofthe cartridge may have a dijfferent color such as red to

mdicate to the user (ifvisually inspectable) that the user is down to say 10, 5, or other

number ofpenetrating members before the cartridge should be changed out
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Referring now to Figures 74 and 75, one embodiment of flie microfluidics used

with the analyte detecting members 808 in cartridge 800 wUl now be described. For ease

of illustration, flie shape ofcavity 806 has been simplified into a simple wedge sh^e. It

diould be understood that more sophisticated configurations such as that showTi in Figure

73 may be used. Figure 74 shows a channel 826 that assists in drawing body fluid

towards the analyte detecting members 808. In the present embodiment, two analyte

detecting members 808 are shown in the cavity 806. This is purely for iUustra-tive

purposes as the cavity 806 may have one analyte detecting member or any other number

of analyte detecting members as desired: Body fluid entering cavity 806, while filling

part of the cavity, will also be drawn by c^illary action ttirough the groove 826 towards

the analyte detecting members 808. The analyte detecting members 808 may all perform

the same analysis, fliey may each perform different types of analysis, or thwemay be

some combination ofthe two (some sensors perfonn same analysis while others perform

oflier analysis).

Figure 75 shows a perspective view of a cutout of the cavity 806. The penetrating

mranber 802 (diown in phantom) is housed in the cavity 806 and may extend outward

through a poietrating member exit opening 830 as indicatedby arrow 832. Ttie position

ofthe tip ofpenetratingmember 802 may vary, such as bemg near the penetrating

member exit port or spaced apart fixan the exit. The location ofthe tip relative to the

analyte detecting member 808 may also be varied, such as being spaced apart or away

fiom the analyte detectingmember or collocated or in the iimnediate vicinityofthe

analyte detecting member; Fluid may then enter the cavity 806 and directedby channel

826. The channel 826 as shown in Figure 75 is a groove that is open on top. The channel

826 maybe mtirely a groove with an open top or it may have a portion that is las a

sealed top forming a lumen, or still fiirther, the groove may be closed except for an

opening near the penetrating member exit opening 830. It should be understood that

capiUary action can be achieved using a groove having one surface uncovered. In some

embodiments, Ae analyte detecting member 808 is positioned close to the penetrating

member exit opening 830 so that the analyte detecting member 808 may not need a

cjqpillary groove or channel to draw body fluid, such as in Figure 78.

As seen in Figures 75 and 76, flie cavity 806 may include the substrate 822

coupled to its bottom surface containing the analyte detecting members 808. With the
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analyte detecting members 808 located on the underside ofthe cartridge 800 as seen in

the embodiment ofFigm^e 76, the cartridge 800 may include at least one through hole 834

to provide a passage for body fluid to pass from the cavity 806 to the analyte detecting

member 808. The size, location, shape, and other features ofthe through hole 834 may be

varied based on the cavity 806 and number of analyte detecting aiembers 808 to be

provided. In other embodiments, wicking elements or the like may be used to draw body

fluid from the groove 826 to down to the analyte detecting member 808 via the through

hole or holes 834.

Referring now to Figure 77, a variety ofgroove and analyte detecting member

configurations are shown on a single cartridge. These cotifigurations are shown only for

illustrative purposes and a single cartridge may not incorporate each ofthese

configurations. Some embodiments may use any ofthe detecting members, singly or in

combination. It should be understood, however, that analyte detecting member

configuration could be customized for each cavity, such as but not limitai to, using a

different number and location ofanalyte detecting members depending lancing variables

associated with that cavity, such as but not limited to, the time of day ofthe lancing event,

the type of analyte to be measured, the test site to be lanced, stratum comeum hydration,

or other lancing parameter. As a nonlimiting example, the detecting members may be

moved closer towards the outer edge ofthe disc, more oh the side walls, any combination,

or the like.

Figure 77 shows a penetrating member 802 in a cavity 838 with three analyte

detecting members 808 in the cavity. For ease ofillustration, the penetrating member 802

is omitted from the remaining cavities so that the analyte detectiag member

configurations can be more easily seen. Cavity 840 has a channel 826 with two analyte

detecting members 808. Cavity 842 has a channel 844 coupled to a single analyte

detecting member 808. Cavities 846 and 848 have one and two aonalyte detecting

members 808, respectively. The analyte detecting members 808 in those cavities may be

located directly at the penetrating member exit firom the cartridge or substantially at the

penetrating member exit. Other analyte detecting member configmrations are also

possible, such as but not limited to, placing one or more analyte detecting members on a

side wall ofthe cavity, placing the analyte detecting members in particular arrays (for

example, a linear array, triangular array, square array, etc. . .) on tbe side waU or bottom
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surface, using mixed types of analyte detecting members (for example, electrochemical

and optical, or some other combination), or mixed positioning of analyte detecting

members (for example, at least one analyte detectmg member on the substrate below the

cartridge and at least one analyte detectmg member in the cavity).

Figure 78 shows an embodiment of cartridge 800 where the analyte detectmg

member 850 is located near the distal end of cavity 806. The analyte detecting member

850 may be formed, deposited, or otherwise attached there to the cartridge 800. In

another embodiment, the analyte detecting member 850 may be a well or indentation

havmg a bottom with sufficient transparency to allow an optical analyte detecting

member to detect analytes in fluid deposited in the well or mdentation. The well or

indentation may also include some analyte reagent that reacts (fluoresces, changes colors,

or presents other detectable qualities) when body fluid is placed in the well. In a still

further embodiment, analyte detecting member 850 may be rq)laced with a through hole

that allow fluid to pass there through. An analyte detecting member 808 on a substrate

822 maybe attached to the underside ofthe cartridge 800, accessing fluid passing from

the cavity 806 down to the analyte detecting member 808.

As mentioned above, the analyte detecting members 808 may also be placed right

at the immediate vicinity or slightly setback from the module opening receiving blood so

that low blood volumes will still reach the analyte detecting member. The analyte

detecting members 808 may be used with low volumes such as less than about 1

microUter ofsample, preferably less than about 0.6 microliter, more preferably less than

about 0.3 microUter, and most preferably less than about 0.1 .microliter of sample.

Analyte detecting members 808 may also be directiy printed or formed on flie bottom of

the penetrating member cartridge 800. In one embodiment, amultiplicity ofminiaturized

analyte detecting member fields may be placed on the floor pfthe radial cavity or on flie

microfluidic module to allow many tests on a single analyte form a single drop ofblood

to improve accuracy and precision ofmeasurement Although not limited in this manner,

additional analyte detecting member fields or regions may also be included for calibration

or other purposes.

• Referring now to Figures 79-84, further embodiments ofthe cartridge 800 will

now be described. Figure 79 shows a cartridge 860 havmg a half-circular shape. Figure

80 shows a cartridge 862 in the shape ofa partial curve. Figure 80 also shows that the
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cartridges 862 may be stacked in various configurations such as vertically, horizontally,

orm other orientations. Figure 81 shows a cartridge 864 having a substantially straight,

linear configuration. Figure 82 shows a plurality ofcartridges 864 arranged to extend

radially outward &om a center 866. Each cartridge may be on a slide (not shown for

5 simplicity) that allows the cartridge 864 to slide radially outward to be aligned with a

penetrating member launcher. After use, the cartridge 864 is slide back towards the

center 866 and the entire assembly is rotated as indicated by arrow 868 to bring a new

cartridge 864 into position for use with a penetrating member driver. Figure 83 shows a

still further embodiment where a plurality ofcartridges 800 may be stacked for use with a

10 penetrating member driver (see Figure 85). The driver may be moved to align itselfwith

each cartridge 800 or the cartridges may be moved to alight themselves with the driver.

Figure 84 shows a still further embodiment where a plurality ofcartridge 864 are coupled

together with a flexible support to define an array. A roller 870 may be used to move the

cartridges 864 into position to be actuated by the penetrating member driver 872.

1 5 Referringhow to Figure 85, one embodiment ofan apparatus 880 using a radial

cartridge 800 with a penetrating member driver 882 is shown. A contoured surface 884 is

located near a penetrating member exit port 886, allowing for a patient to place their

finger in position for lancmg. Although not shown, the apparatus 880 may include a

human readable or other type ofvisual display to relay status to the user. The display

20 may also show measured analyte levels or other measurement or feedback to the user

without the need to plug apparatus 880 or a separate test strip into a separate analyte

reader device. The apparatus 880 may include a processor or other logic for actuating the

penetrating member or for measuring the analyte levels. The cartridge 800 may be loaded

into the apparatus 880 by opening a top housing of the apparatus which may be hinged or

25 removably coiq>led to a bottom housing. The cartridge 800 may also drawn into the

apparatus 880 using a loading mechanism similar in spirit to that found on a compact disc

player or the like. In such an embodiment, the apparatus may have a slot (similar to a CD

player in an automobile) that allows for the insertion ofthe cartridge 800 into the

apparatus 880 which is th^ automatically loaded into position or otherwise seated in the

30 apparatus for operation therein. The loading mechanism may be mechanically powered

or electrically powered. In some embodimoits, the loading mechanism may use a loading

tray m addition to the slot. The slot may be placed higher on the housing so that the
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cartridge 800 will have enough clearance to be loaded mto the device and then dropped

down over the penetrating member driver 882. The cartridge 800 may have an indicator

mark or indexing device that allows the cartridge to be properly aUgned by the loading

mechanism or aa aligning mechanism once the cartridge 800 is placed into the apparatus

880. The cartridge 800 may rest on a radial platform that rotates about the penetratmg

member driver 882, thus providing a method for advancing the cartridge to bring unused

penetrating members to engagement w^ith flie penetrating member driver. The cartridge

800 on its underside or other surface, may shaped or contoured such as with notches,

grooves, tractor holes, optical markers, or the like to facilitate handling and/or indexing of

the cartridge. These shapes or surfaces may also be varied so as to indicate that the

cartridge is ahnost out ofunused penetrating members, that there are only five penetrating

members left, or some other cartridge status indicator as desired.

A suitable method and apparatus for loading penetratmg members has been

described previously in commonly assigned, copending U.S. patent j?)plications Attorney

Docket 38187-2589 and 38187-2590, and are included here by reference for all purposes.

Suitable devices for engaging the penetrating members and for removing protective

materials associated with the penetrating member cavity are described in commonly

assigned, copending U.S. patent applications Attorney Docket 38187-2601 and 38187-

2602, and are included here by reference for all purposes. For example in the

embodiment ofFigure 78, tiie foil or seal layer 820 may cover the cavity by extending

across the cavity along a top surface 890 and down along the angled surface 892 to

provide a sealed, sterile environment for the penetrating member and analyte detecting

members therein. A piercing element described in U.S. patent applications Attorney

Docket 38187-2602 has a piercing element and then a shaped portion behind the element

which pushes the foil to the sides ofthe cavity or other position so that the penetrating

member 802 may be actuated andbody fluid may flow into the cavity.

Refeiring now to Figure 86, a still further embodiment ofa lancing system

according to the present invention will be described. A radial cartridge 500 may be

incorporated for use with a penetrating member driver 882. A penetrating member may

be driven outward as indicated by arrow 894. A plurality of analyte detecting members-

are presented on a roU 895 that is laid out near a penetrating member exit. The roll 895

may be advanced as indicated by arrow 896 so that used analyte detecting members are
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moved away from the active site. The roll 895 may also be replaced by a disc holding a

plurality of analyte detecting menibers, wherein the analyte detecting member disc (not

shown) is oriented in a plane substantially orthogonal to the plane of cartridge 500. The

analyte detecting member disc may also be at other angles not parallel to the plane of

5 cartridge 500 so as to be able to rotate and present new, unused analyte detecting member

in sequence with new unused penetratmg members ofcartridge 500.

Referring now to Figure 87A, the cartridge 500 provides a high density packaging

system for a lancing system. This form factor allows a patient to load a large number

penetrating members through a single cartridge while maintaining a substantially

10 handheld device. Ofcourse such a cartridge 500 may also be used in non-handheld

devices. The present cartridge 500 provide a high test density per volume ofthe

disposable. For embodiments of a cartridge that includes analyte detecting members in

addition to penetrating members such as cartridge 800, the densitymay also be measured

in terms ofdensity of analyte detecting members and penetrating members in a

15 disposable. In other embodiments, the density may also be expressed in terms ofanalyte

detecting members per disposable. Forexample, by taking the physical volume ofone

embodiment or the total envelope, this number can be divided by the number of

penetrating members or number of tests. This result is the volume per penetrating

member or per test in a cassetted fashion. For example, in one embodiment ofthe present

20 invention, the total volume ofthe cartridge 500 is determined to be 4.53 cubic

centimeters. In this one embodiment, the cartridge 500 holds 50 penetrating members.

Dividing the volume by 50, the volume per test is arrived at 0.090 cubic centimeters.

Conventional test devices such as drum is in the range of0.720 or 0.670 cubic

centimeters and that is simply the volume to hold a plurality oftest strips. This does not

25 include penetrating members as does the present embodiment 800. Thus, the present

embodiment is at a substantially higher density. Even a slightly lower density device

having penetrating members and analyte detecting manbers in the 0.500 cubic centimeter

range would be a vast improvement over known devices since the numbers listed above

for known devices does not include penetrating menibers, only packaging per test strip.

30 Each penetrating member (or penetrating member and analyte detecting member,

as the case may be ) may have a packing density, or occiq>ied volume, in cartridge 500.

In various embodiments, the packing density or occupied volume ofeach penetrating
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member in cartridge 50O maybe no more than about 0.66 cm3, 0.05 cm3, 0.4 cm3, 0.3

cm3, 0.2 cm3, 0.1 cm3, 0.075 cm3, 0.05 cm3, 0.025 cm3, 0.01 cm3, 0.090 cm3, 0.080

cm3, and the like. These numbers applicable to volumes for p^etrating m^bers alone,

or for combined penetrating members and analyte detecting members. In other words, the

5 volume required for each penetrating member does not exceed 0.66 cm3/penetrating

member, 0.05 cm3/penetratmg member, 0.4 cmS/penetrating member, 0.3

cm3/penetrating member, 0.2 cm3/penetrating member, 0.1 cm3/peiietrating member,

0.075 cm3/penetrating member, 0.05 cm3/penetrating member, 0.025 cm3/penetrating

member, 0.01 cm3/penetrating member, 0.090 cm3/penetrating member and the like. So,

10 ifthe total package volume ofthe cartridge is defined as X and the cartridge includes Y

number ofpenetrating members, penetrating members and test area, or other unit 395, the

volume for each unit does not exceed 0.66 cm3, 0.05 cm3, 0.4 cm3, 0.3 cm3, 0.2 cm3, 0.1

cm3, 0.075 cm3, 0.05 cm3, 0.025 cm3, 0.01 cm3, 0.090 cm3, 0.080 cm3, and the like.

Referring now to Figure 87B, a still further embodiment ofa cartridge according

15 to the present invention will now be described. Figure 87B shows a cross-section of a

conical shaped cartridge with the penetrating member being oriented in one embodiment

to move radially outward as indicated by arrow 897. In another embodim^t, the

penetrating member may be oriented to move radially inward as indicated by arrow 895.

The gripper may be positioned to engage the penetrating member from an umer surface or

20 an outer surface ofthe cartridge.

Referring now to Figure 88, nanowires may also be used to create low volume

analyte detecting members used with the cartridge 800. Further details of a nanowire

device is described in commonly assigned, copending U.S. Provisional Patent Application

Ser, No. 60/433,286 (Attorney Docket No. 38187-2605) filed December 13, 2002, fiilly

25 incorporated herein by reference for all purposes. These nanowire analyte detecting

members 898 may be incorporated into the cavity 806 housing the penetrating member

802. They may be placed on the floor or bottom surface ofthe cavity 806, on the wall, on

the top surface, or any combinations ofsome or all ofthese possibilities. The analyte

detectingmemb^ 898 may be designed to have dififerent sensitivity^ ranges so as to

30 enhance the overall sensitivity ofan array ofsuch analyte detecting members. Methods

to achieve this may include, but are not limited to, using nanowires ofvarying sizes,

varying the number ofnanowires, or varying the amount of glucose oxidase or other
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glucose detection material on the nanowires. These nanowire analyte detecting members

may be designed to use low volumes ofbody fluid for each sample, due to their size. In

some embodiments, each ofthe analyte detecting members are accurate using volumes of

body fluid sample less than about 500 nanoliteis. In some embodiments, each ofthe

analyte detecting members are accurate using volumes ofbody fluid sample less than

about 300 nanoliters. Iq still other embodiments, each analyte detecting member is

accurate with less than about 50 nanoliters, less than about 30 nanoliters, less than about

10 nanoliters, less than about 5 nanoliters, and less than about 1 nanoliters ofbody fluid

sample. In some embodiments, the combined array of analyte detecting membeis uses

less than 300 nanohters ofbody fluid to arrive at an analyte measurement.

Referring now to Figure 89, a stiU further embodiment ofthe present invention

will be described. Figure 89 shows one embodiment ofan optical illumination system

910 for use with optical analyte detecting members (Figure 91) that may be in contact

with a body fluid sample. The overall system may include a plurality of analyte detecting

members which provide some optical indicator, a light source 912 for providing light to

shine on the analyte detecting members, at least one light detector 914, and a processor

(not shown). The analyte detecting member or analyte detecting members are exposed to

a sample ofthe fluid of unknown composition. A plurality of analyte detecting meaibers

may be arranged into an airay of analyte detecting members exposed to one fluid sample,

each group targeting a specific analyte and may contain an analyte-specific chemical that

interacts more specifically with one analyte than with some other analytes to be analyzed.

Each analyte detecting member may also have different sensitivity ranges so as to

maximize overall sensitivity of an array ofsuch analyte detecting members. The light

source 912 shines ligjit on at least one analyte detecting member to cause light

interaction. The differences in the analyte detecting members may lead to differences in

the light interaction. The ligiht detector detects the light mteraction by the analyte

detecting members. The processor analyzes the light interaction by the analyte detecting

members to take into account interference in light interaction among the analytes, tbiereby

determining the concentration ofthe desired analyte in the fluid.

Referring still to tiie embodiment ofFigure 89, the light source 912 may be but is.

not limited to an LED. An alternative LED 915 may also be used with the present

invention. Light, illumination, or excitation energy firom LED 912 travels along a path
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through a pinhole 916, a filter 917, and a lens 918. The light then comes into contact with

a beamspUtter 919 such as a dichroic mirror or other device useful for beamsplittmg. The

light is then directed towards lens 920 as indicated by arrow 921 . The lens 920 focuses

hght onto the analyte detecting member (Figure 91). This excitation energy may cause a

5 detectable optical indicator from the analyte detecting member. By way ofexample and

not limitation, fluorescence energy may be reflected bay up the lens 920. This energy

passes through the beamsplitter 919 and to lens 922 which is then received by detector

914 as indicated by anrow 923. The detector 914 measures the energy and this

information is passed on to the processor (not shown) to determine analyte levels. The

10 illumination system 910 may also include cells 924 on the disc surface. In this specific

embodiment, a penetrating member 925 drive by a force generator 926 such as but not

lunited to a solenoidmay be used to obtain the fluid sample. A detent 927 may also be

included with the device along with other bare lancets or penetrating members 928.

Referring now to Figure 90, another embodiment ofthe illumination system 910 is

15 shown for use with a cartridge 929. Cartridge 929 is similar to cartridge 800. Cartridge

929 is a single cartridge having a plurality ofpenetrating members and a plurality of

optical analyte detecting members (not shown). The cartridge 929 further includes a

plurahty of optically transparent portions 930 which may be but is not limited to windows

or the like for the light from LED 912 to shine mto a cavity ofthe cartridge 929. hi one

20 embodiment, each cavity ofthe cartridge 929 may include at least one transparent portion

930. This allows the light to generate energy that may be read by analyte detecting

member 914. The cartridge 929 may be used a driver 882 to actuate penetrating members

and the cartridge 929may rotate as indicated by arrow 93 1

.

Referring now to Figure 91, a cross-section ofa similar embodiment ofthe

25 illumination system is shown. This system 932 has source 912 with a lens 933 havmg an

excitation filter 934. This excitation filter 934, in one embodiment, only allows excitation

energy to pass. This filter 934 allows the excitation energy to pass to dichroic mirror 935,

but does not let it return to source 912. Excitation mergy is reflected down as indicated

by arrow 936, Lens 937 focuses the energy to optical analyte detecting member 938.

30 Fluorescence energy 939 passes through the dichroic mirror 935 and towards a

fluorescent filter 940. In one embodiment, the fluorescent filter 940 only allows

fluorescent energy to pass through to lens 941. Thus, the detector 914 only receives
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fluorescent energy from the analyte detecting member 938. It should be understood of

course, that the filter may be changed to allow the type ofenergy bemg generated by

analyte detectingmember 938 to pass. In some embodiments, no filter may be used. The

dichroic minor 935 may be a Bk7 substrate, 63x40x8mm. The filters may also be a Bk7

substrate about 40mm in diameter and about 6mm thick. The lens 933, 937, and 941 may

be achormat:bfl=53.6, working aperture 38mm.

Referringnow to Figure 92, a still further embodiment ofan illumination system

942 will be described. TMs system does not use a beamsplitter or dichroic mirror.

Instead, both flie source or LED 912 and detector 914 have direct line of sight to the

optical analyte detecting member 938. In this embodiment, multiple elements are

combined into a smgle housing. For example, lens 943, lens 944, and filter 945 are

combined while lens 946, lens 947, and filter 948 are also combined.

Referringnow to Figure 93, a cross-section ofa system similar to that ofFigure

89 is shown in a housing 950. LED 912 sends ligjit to mirror 919 to a light path 951 to

cells 924 on a surface of the disc. A Gngsr access 952 allows a sample to be obtained and

flow along a fluid pathway 953 to be analyzed. A processor 954 may be coirpled to

detector 914 to analyze the results.

Referringnow to Figure 94, a cross-section of a system similar to that ofFigure

90 will be further described. This shows a cartridge 929 used with a driver 882. This

allows for a radial design where the penetrating members extend radially outw^ard as

indicated by arrow 955. The driver 882 may have a coupler portion that reciprocates as

indicated by arrow 956. Figures 95 and 96 provide further views ofa system similar to

that ofFigure 89. Ttie embodiment ofFigures 95 and 96 may include additioaal lenses or

filters as may be useful to refine energy detection.

Referringnow to Figure 97, the area of interest is the velocity profile 1 000 while

the lancet is cutting through the skin layers in the finger until it reaches a predetermined

depth. More specifically, variation oflancet velocity through different phases ofthe

inbound trajectory is shown in Figure 97. In this embodiment. Phase I coiresponds to the

stratum comeum, phiase n to the qpidermis and phasem to the dermis. At eacli phase

(and during the phase), the options are to matntaia current velocity, increase current

velocity or decrease current velocity. Based on the thickness ofthe stratum cameum,

velocity could be monitored and changed in this embodiment at 9 points in the stratum
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comeum, 6 points in the epidermis, and 29 points in the dennis using the four edge

detection algorithm and the 360 strips per inch encoder strip. It should be noted that

although the embodiment ofthe driver discussed herein produces the previously

discussed number ofmonitoring points for a givOT displacement, other driver and position

sensor embodiments may be used that would give higher or lower resolution.

For the purposes ofthe present discussion for this nonlimiting example, the skin is

viewed as having three distinct regions or tissue layers: the stratum comeixm SC (Phase

I), the epidermis E (Phase II) and the dermis D (Phase III). In one embodiment, the lancet

or penetrating member 10 is accelerated to a first desired velocity. This velocity may be

predetermined or it may be calculated by the processor during actuation. The processor is

also used to control the lancet velocity in tissue. At this velocity, the lancet 10 will

impact the skin and initiate cutting through the stratum comeum. The stratum comeum is

hard, hence in this embodiment, maximum velocity ofthe penetratingmember 10 may be

employed to efficiently cut through fliis layer, and this velocity may be maintained

constant until the lancet passes through the layer. Power will likely need to be applied to

the lancet drive 12 while the lancet is cutting through the stratum comeunx in order to

maintain the first velocity. Average stratum comeum tibickness is about 225 nm. Using a

four-edge detection algorithm for the position sensor 14 of this embodiment, the

opportunity to verify and feed back velocity information can be carried oat at 225/17 or

roughly 13 points, fa another embodiment accelerating through the stratum corneum

following impact may improve cutting efficiency. Acceleration may be possible ifthe

lancet has not reached its target or desired velocity before impact. Figure 4 shows the

result ofincreasing ((a) arrows, maintaining ((b) arrows) or reducmg ((c) arrows) velocity

on the lancet trajectory for each ofthe tissue layers.

On reaching the epidermis E (Phase II), an embodiment ofa method may decrease

the velocity ((c) arrows) from the first velocity so that tissue compression is reduced in

this second tissue layer. Thus the lancet 10, in this nonlnniting example, may have a

second desired velocity that is less than flie first velocity. The reduced speed in the

second tissue layermay reduce the pain experienced by the mechano receptor nerve cells

in the deraial layer (third tissue layer), fa the absence oftissue conq)ressioii effects on the
*

demial layer, however, lancet velocity may be kept constant for efficient cutting (i.e.
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embodiment, velocitymay be increased in the second tissue layer from the first velocity.

hi Phase HI, the lancet or penetrating member 10 may reach the Wood vessels and

cut them to yield blood. The innervation of fliis third tissue layer and hence pain

5 perception during lancing could be easily aflfected by the velocity profile chosen. In one

embodiment, a third desired velocity may be chosen. The velocity may "be chosen to

minimize nerve stimulation while maintaining cutting efiSciency. One embodiment

would involve reducing velocity from the second velocity to minimize pain, and may

increase it just before the blood vessels to be cut. The number ofvelocity measurement

10 steps possible for the position sensor described above in the dermis is approximately 58.

The user would determine the best velocity/cutting profile by usage. Thie profile with the

least amount ofpain on lancing, yielding a successful blood sample would be

programmable into the device.

Currentty users optimize depth settings on mechanical launchers by testing

1 5 various settings and through usage, settle on a desired settmg based on lancing comfort.

Embodiments ofthe device and methods discussed herein provide a variety ofvelocity

profiles (Figure 97), which can be optunized by the user for controlled lancing, and may

include: controlling the cutting speed ofa lancet with the lancet within the skm; adjusting

the velocity profile ofthe lancet while the lancet is in the skm based upon the

20 composition of the skin layers; lancing according to precise regional velocity profiles

.
based on variation in cell type from the surface of the skin down through the epidermis

and dermis; lancing at a desired velocity through any tissue layer and varying the

velocity for each layer. This may include maxunum velocity through thie stratum

comeum, mediation ofvelocity through epidermis to minimize shock waves to pain

25 sensors in dermis, and mediation ofvelocity through deimis for efficient cutting ofblood

vessels without stimulating pam recq)tors. Additional details may be found in commonly

assigned, co«pending U.S. Patent Application Ser. No. 10/420,535 (Attorney Docket No.

38187-2664) filed April 21, 2003, included herein by reference.

Referring now to Figure 98, a still further embodiment ofan actuator according to

30 the present invention will now be described. The present invention relates to an actuator

1010 that will launch a lancet or penetrating member 1020 into skin oran anatomical

feature in a controlled manner so as to produce a small drop ofblood or body fluid while
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minimizing patient discomfort As a nonlimiting example, energy stored in a compressed

spring, gas, or other actuation technique is released to actuate a lancet 1020. Through the

use ofprocessor 1012, the motion ofthe lancet or penetrating member 1020 is controlled

by an iron-loaded fluid 1022 that changes viscosity in response to aa imposed magnetic

5 jSeld. A motor or other device (not shown) may be used to control tbie retraction rate of

the lancet 1020 from the skin or other targeted anatomical feature. It should be

understood, ofcourse, that other magnetically controllable fluid as known to tiiose skilled

in the art may also be used.

Figure 98 documents the concept ofusing a magnetic fluid to control the action of

10 a mechanical spring. In the embodiment ofFigure 98, energy is stored in the compressed

spring and released at the time of actuation. As previously discussed, other actuators

besides the compressed spring may also be used without departing fr-om the spirit ofthe

presait invention. The motion ofthe lancet is controlled by means of an electromagnet

that is arranged to produce a magnetic field in a fluid consisting of fixie iron particles

15 suspended in oil, silicone fluid, or other medium. When a magnetic field is imposed on

the fluid, the iron particles align with the field, and resist motion. Fluid firmness

increases with field strength. A suitable fluid can be purchased as MIRF-132AD

Rheonetic Fluid from Lord Corporation (888) 81 1-5673.

Figure 99 provide details about launching and resetting the actuator for the present

20 embodiment A firing catch 1030 is shown to hold the spring 1010 in a cocked position

prior to firing. An optically reflective member such as a flag 1032 is shown attached to

the lancet coupler 1034 to provide position feedback through an optical position,

transducer. In some embodiments, tiie flag 1032 may be attached to a drive shaft (not

shown). This feedback allows a processor 1012 to modulate the current to the

25 electromagnetic coil or other magnetic field generator as known to one skilled in the art,

to control the actuation profile ofthe lancet. A disc 1036 is shown attached to the

penetrating member coupler 1034 and the disc is submerged in the rkeonetic fluid.

Suitable seals may be used to contain the fluid while allowing the shaft 1038 to pass

through the dashpot chamber. In some embodiments, the disc 1036 is mounted about

30 shaft 1040 and the entire dashpot chamber is also mounted about a portion ofthe shaft

1040. A motor 1042, or other retraction device is shown to move the dashpot and carry
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the drive shaft back to the cocked position. The motor then resets the dashpot to the

desired stop position, and the actuation cycle is ready to repeat.

One advantage of this design is that each actuator can be matched to a portion of

the actuation cycle. Rapid energy release is provided by the spring 1010 to bring the

lancet or penetrating member 1020 up to speed. In one embodiment, excess energy stored

in the spring allows the actuator 1010 to maintain the desired lancet speed regardless of

skin or tissue consistency. The rheonetic fluid 1022 in the dashpot, controlled by the

electromagnet, dissipates the excess energy from the spring 1010. A DC reset motor

1042 can be driven at variable speeds by controlling the motor drive current By this

means, the retraction speed ofthe lancet can be controlled.

Another advantage of this present embodiment is that power consumption is

reduced through the use ofa small DC motor instead of a solenoid. The motor draws

CTergy from a battery at a much lower rate and over a longer time, resulting in more

efficient battery use.

In another aspect, the present embodiment provides a device for storing and

rapidly releasing energy. The device controls the release of stored energy to control

motion, controls the release of energy to provide a low impact stop, controls the storage

ofenergy to control retraction motion, and stores energy for r^id release at ttie start of

the next cycle.

Figure 100 shows that embodiments ofthe lancet actuators ofFigures 98 and 99

may be configured for use with a radial cartridge 1050 haiving a plurality ofpenetrating

members 1020. Accordingly, these launchers may be coupled with single use or multiple

use lancing devices. As a nonlimiting example, these devices may be used with a

cartridge 500.

Figure 101 shows a more detailed view ofone embodiment ofan electromagnetic

field generator 1052 coupled to a power source 1054 controlled by a processor 1012.

Figure 102 shows a still further embodiment similar to that shown in Figure 99.

This embodiment includes aii actuator 1010 (shown m this nonlimiting example to be a

spring),adisc 1036 coaxially mounted about a shaft 1040inaferrofluid 1022,andaflag

1032 for monitoring lancet or penetrating member position. The launch device ofFigure

102 may also be ad^ted for use with a radial cartridge (shown in phantom) having a

plurality ofpenetrating members 1020 which may be coupled to tiie coupler 1034.
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Referring still to Figure 102, energy is stored in the conapressed spring used as

actuator 1010 and is released at the time of actuation. In this embodiment, the motion of

the penetrating member 1020 is controlled by an electromagnet 1052 that is arranged to

produce a magnetic field in a fluid consisting of fine iron particles or other material

5 suspended in but not limited to oil, silicone fluid, or other medium. When a magnetic

field is imposed on the fluid, the iron particles align with the field, and resist motion.

Fluid firmness increases with field strength. Such fluid can be purchased as MRF-132AD

Rheonetic Fluid from Lord Coiporation (888) 81 1-5673. A flag is shown attached to the

drive shaft to provide position feedback through an optical position transducer. This

10 feedback allows a processor to modulate the current to the electromagnetic coil to control

the actuation profile ofthe lancet. A disc is shown attached to the drive shaft and

submerged in the rheonetic fluid. Suitable seals are required to contain the fluid while

allowing the shaft to pass through the dashpot chamber. A motor, or other driving device

is shown to move the dashpot and carry the drive shaft back to the cocked position. The

15 motor then resets the dashpot to the desired stop position, and the actuation cycle is ready

to repeat. The advantage ofthis design is that each actuator may be matched to a portion

ofthe actuation cycle. Rapid energy release is provided by the spring to bring the lancet

up to speed. Excess energy stored in the spring allows the actuator to maintain the

desired lancet speed regardless of skin consistency. The rheonetic fluidm the dashpot,

20 controlled by the electromagnet, dissipates the excess energy from the spring. Of course,

other dashpots or dampers as disclosed herein or as known to one ofskill in the art may

also be used. In one embodiment, aDC reset motor can be driven at variable speeds by

controlling the motor drive cuirent. By this motor, the retraction speed ofthe penetrating

member 1020 can be controlled. A second advantage ofthis invention is that power

25 consumption is reduced throu^ the use of a small DC motor instead ofa solenoid. The

motor draws energy from a battery at a much lower rate and over a longer time, resulting

m more efficient battery use. This hybrid device could also be configured to yield a

"smart braking" pattem so that residual pain is minimized.

Referringnow to Figures 103A to 103E, a still fiirther embodiment ofa lancing

30 apparatus relates td the spring actuation of a lancet to pierce the skin of a finger to

produce a drop ofblood for analysis. Blood yield may be increased by causing the lancet

to dwell at the end of its stroke, and tiien retract at a slower rate.
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As seen in Figure 103A, one embodimeat of a simple lancet launcher 1060

comprises a compressed spring 1062 driving a ncioving mass 1064 that is attached to a

lancet or penetrating member 1020 that pierces the skin or a targeted anatomical feature.

When released (as seen in Figure 103B), the spring 1062 accelerates the mass 1064 to a

maximmn speed at, or near, the point ofcontact between the lancet and skin. As the

penetrating member 1020 pierces the skm or anatomical feature, the drive spring 1062 is

extended and begins to slow the penetrating member 1020 ^Figure 103C). The lancet

penetration depth is set approximately by providing an adjustable mechanical stop 1066

for the moving mass. As soon as the mass and lancet are stopped (Figure 103D), the

actuation q)ring 1062, which is extended by the momentum ofthe mass, begins to

withdraw the lancet.

In some embodiments, electronic actuation methods can delay the start ofthe

retraction, providing a dwell of the penetratingmember 1020 in the skin or tissue to allow

some visco-elastic settmg ofthe skin and promotmg blood yield Electronic actuators can

also withdraw the lancet slowly to allow flie blood to fill the wound channel, also

promoting blood yield.

One economical solution to the lancet dwell requirement is to detach the drive

spring 1062 from the actuator housing, preventing extension ofthe spring. As illustrated

m Figure 103A, the drive spring 1062 accelerates the mass 1064 and lancet 1020 to

speed, then travels with the mass as the lancet eaters the skin. At impact ofthe mass

1064 with the travel stop 1066, the spring 1062 continues to move until it is brought to a

stop in a partiaUy compressed state (Figure 103D). The drive spring 1062 then rebounds

and carries the mass 1064 and lancet 1020 with it (Figure 103E). By adjusting the weight

and spring constant ofthe drive spring, the length of dwell produced by the drive spring

rebound can be varied. Some control over the retraction speed can be had through

adjusting the weight and damping ofthe drive spring.

In a still further embodim^t, adding a second, lower spring-constant, return

spring 1070 can provide further control over the retraction speed. This return spring or

return springs 1070 also insures that flie penetrating member 1020 retracts into the

actuator housing instead ofrelying on the kinetic energy ofthe rebounding drive spring

1070. As seen in Figures 104A-104C, a variety ofreturn devices may be used. In Figure

104A, the rebounding drive spring 1070 comprises an elastomeric element. In Figure
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104B, two rebounding springs 1072 and 1074 are used. As seen in Figure 104C, a single

spring 1 076 may be coaxially mounted about the penetrating member 1020. In one

regard, the embodiments shown in Figures 103-104 allow some control over the dwell

and retraction speed ofthe lancet without resorting to expensive electronics. As a

nonlimiting example, these embodiments ofFigures 103-104 may provide a dwell time

for a lancet while piercing skin, a slower retraction rate during lancet withdrawal, and

positive retraction ofthe lancet The mechanism may be purely mechanical and less

costly that electronic solutions.

Referring now to Figure 105, a still further embodiment ofan actuator according

to the present invention will now be described. The embodiment in Figure 105 includes

an inbound drive device 1080 and an outbound retraction deface 1082. As seen in the

Figure 105, the inbound drive device 1080 is in its forward position. The inbound drive

device 1080 includes a plunger 1084 mounted with a spring 1086. PuUmg back on the

plunger 1084 pulls back on the grippCT block 1088 and compresses the spring 1086. In

this embodiment, a piston 1090 that slides mto the damper 1 092 also moves with the

plunger 1084. As the plunger 1084 is pulled back, it will come to a position (not shown)

where the latch 1094 engages the gripper block 1088 and holds the plunger 1084 in a

launch position. A button or other linking device may be coxipled to the latch 1094 to

allow a user to launch the penetrating member 1020.

Moving the latch 1094 will release the gripper block 1088, release the energy in

the compressed spring 1086, and drive the penetrating member 1020 towards the tissue or

anatomical feature. It shouldbe noted that in this embodiment, the open end 1096 ofthe

damper 1092 is cone or funnel shaped. So initially, as the piston 1090 flies into the

damper 1092, it is flying there through air. As the piston 1090 is advanced, it runs into a

narrowed portion ofthe damper 1092 that provides a close fit with the piston 1090. In

some embodiments, there may be an interference fit between the piston 1090 and the

narrowed portion ofthe damper 1092. In other embodiments, elastomeric material, other

damping material, damping structure, or any combination of any ofthese elements may

be used to provide a desired deceleration velocity profile. la this nonlimiting example,

the damper 1092 provides variable damping as it allows the gripper block 1088 to be

accelerated to its terminal velocity, driving the penetrating member 1020 at this high

velocity, before encountering the damper 1092. As flie piston travels finlher into the
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damper, the damping factor may increase and provide further deceleration to the gripper

block 1088, thus also decelerating the penetrating member 1020. In one embodiment, the

gripper block 1088 slows to near a complete stop prior to encountering the hard stop 1098

on the carrier 1100. In some embodiments, the hard stop 1098 may be covered with an

5 elastomeric material, other damping material, damping structure, or any combination of

any ofthese elements to provide a controlled stop ofthe gripper block.

Referring still to the embodiment ofFigure 105, the outbound retraction device

1082 may use a motor 1 102, or motor/gearbox combination, to turn a screw 1 104 and

retract carrier 1 100 housing the inbound drive device 1080. A switch 1 106 positioned at

10 the stop or some other sensor device may be used to indicate when the inbound stroke is

completed. In other embodiments, the motor 1 102 or motor/gear box combination may

be activated prior to the gripper block 1088 impacting the stop or prior to the gripper

block 1088 coming to a complete stop. In such an embodiment, a sensor (not shown)

may be positioned at a location prior to the gripper block 1088 reaching the stop 1098 and

15 activate the motor 1102. This may provide a fiarther method for decelerating or braking

the gripper block 1088. In some embodiments, retraction by the outbound device 1082

may be delayed for a selectable amount oftime such as, but not limited to, 1-200 ms to

allow the penetrating member to come to rest in the tissue. In some further embodiments,

retraction by the outbound device 1082 maybe initiated for a selectable distance such as,

20 but not limited to, about 20-50 microns based on how far the screw 1 104 puUs back on

carrier 1 126, and then stopped. It should be understood ofcourse, that other distances

such as about 50-75 microns, 75-100 microns, 100-125 microns may also be selected.

This may be also used to minimize oscillation ofthe penetrating member 1020 against the

tissue by withdrawing the penetrating member a small amount while the penetrating

25 member 1020 is coming to rest against the stop 1096. After the penetrating member 102O

has come to a stop, it may be held for a selectable amount oftime, such as but not limited

to l-200ms and then withdrawn, or in some embodiments, it may be withdrawii without a

delay period. All ofthe above elements maybe coupled to a chassis 1 108.

The depth ofpenetration by the penetrating member 1020 may also be determined.

30 by using the screw 1 104 to control the position ofthe carrier 1 126. This controls depth

since the protrusion distance by the penetrating member 1020 from the carrier 1 126 is

substantially constant Thus by varying the position ofthe canier 1 126 in this
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embodiment, the penetration depth ofthe member 1020 relative to the front end 1 127 is

selectable. The position of flie carrier 1 126 may be selectable before each lancing evrat

The position of carrier 1 126 may be determined by the user. The position of carrier 1 126

may also be determined by a processor (not shown) which may track the penetration

5 depth ofprevious lancing events and match it with some other variable such as but not

limited to pain feedback number from the user, spontaneous blood generation, user

hydration, or any other variable as described in commonly assigned, copending U.S.

Patent Application Ser. No. 10/335,215 (Attorney Docket No. 38187-2634) filed

December 31, 2002. The screw 1 104 may be controlled to provide varied depth control

10 with resolution such as, but not limited to, about 1-5 microns, about 5-20 microns, other

distance per adjustment In some embodiments, this motor may be a stepper motor. In

other embodiments, it may be an actuator such as but not limited to a pneumatic actuator,

electric motor, or device with a position sensor to provide feedback as to carrier position.

Referring now to Figures 106 to 109 show a still further embodiment ofa device

1 5 having an inbound drive device 1 1 10 and an outbound retraction device 1112. Referring

now the configuration shown in Figure 106, the inboimd drive device 1110 may include a

spring 1086 coupled to a gripper block 1088. A plunger 1 1 14 is provided for use with a

damper 1116 mounted concentrically about the shaft ofthe plunger. A latch 1094 with a

flag portion 1 1 18 is used to hold the gripper block 1088 m a launch position with the

20 spring 1086 compressed. As sem in Figure 106, the penetrating member 1020 may be

guided by a front bearing 1 120 and a rear bearing 1 122. It should be understood, that

some embodiments may use one bearing, while other embodiments, may use two or more

bearings. The type ofclearance and support provided by the bearing may also be

selectable. As a nonlimiting example, the bearings 1 120 and 1 122 may be structures with

25 openings thereflirough and have side-to-side clearance firam about 20-40 microns and a

vertical clearance from about 40-60 microns. Other embodiments may have greater

clearances such as, but not limited to, about 60-100 microns, about 100-300 microns, or

the like.

Referring now to Figure 107, the device isnow shownm a fired configuration

30 with the penetrating member 1020 positioned fiilly forward. As seen, the gripper block

1088 or penetrating member coupler is now resting against the stop 1 126. Prior to the

gripper block 1088 coming to a rest, the damper 1116 (shown more clearly in Figure 1 10)
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will engage the plunger 1 1 14 to slow the gripper block 1088 prior to the block coming to

rest.

Referring now to Figure 108, the device is now shown with the plunger 1 1 16 and

gripper block 1088 in a fired configuration. However, the entire carrier 1 130 having the

gripper block 1088 and plunger 1 1 16 is retracted in the direction indicated by airow 1 132.

As the carrier 1 130 is drawn into the position shown in Figure 108, the reset latch 1 134

coupled to the chassis 1136 will lock into position against the gripper block 1088, With

the reset latch 1 134 in this position, the spring 1086 can be compressed and the gripper

block 1088 moved back into its launch position bymoving the carrier 1126 forward as

shown in Figure 109.

Referring now to Figure 109, carrier 1130 is advanced as indicated by arrow 1140.

As the carrier 1 130 is advanced by the screw 1 104, the latch 1094 will ride over the

gripper block 1088 and then drop into place as shown in Figure 109, The position itx

Figure 109 shows the latch 1094 locked agamst the gripper block 1088. A flag 1 142 or

cam surface offset to the side ofthe latch 1094 will engage a flag 1 144 or cam surface on

the reset latch 1 134. This moves the reset latch 1 134 downward, releasing the latch firom

its locked position against the gripper block 1088. Eventually, the reset latch 1 134 will

ride underneath the gripper block 1088 until the reset latch 1 134 comes to rest in a

position as shown in Figure 106. hi other embodiments, the reset latch 1 124 may be

coupled to a disposable such as a cartridge containing a plurality ofpenetrating members.

In other embodiments, the reset latch 1 134 may be attached to the same fi^e of

reference as that ofthe motor 1 102. It may be part ofthe launcher and not the disposable.

As a nonUmiting example, a cantileverbeam may run from the chassis portion under the

motor 1 102 to hold the reset latch 1 134 in position, as part ofthe launcher and not the

disposable.

Figure 1 10 shows an enlarged view ofone embodiment ofthe damper 1116. The

damper 1116 may have a surface 1 150 that is funnel shaped and a second surfece 1 152

configured to engage the widened portion 1 154 ofthe plunger 1 1 14. It should be

understood that the sh^e ofthe surface 1 152 may be varied to create the desired velocity

deceleration profile. As a nonlimiting example, the surface 1 152 may define an

interference fit with the plunger 1 1 14. In another embodiment, the damper 1 1 1 6 is made

ofan elastomeric material and may function to provide more resistance against motion in
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one direction than another. This may be due in part to the elastomeric quality of the

material which fonns about the penetrating member during withdrawal from the damper

11 16 to hold the penetrating member in. In some embodiments, the damper 1 1 16 is

cylindrical about plunger 1 1 14. In other embodunents, the damper 1116 may simply be

5 two opposing surfaces 1152 and 1153, without fully surround the shaft, that provides

frictional resistance to the travel ofthe plunger 1 1 14.

Referring now to Figure 1 1 1 , a cross sectional view is shown of a spring-based

penetrating member driver according to the present mvention. In the embodiment of

Figure 1 1 1 , a gripper block 1 160 is used to engage a penetrating member 1020. The

10 gripper block 1160 is coupled to a shaft 1162 that has an enlarged end portion 1164, A

drive spring 1 166 is provided about the shaft 1 162 and compresses between tiie gripp er

block 1 160 and ttie protrusion 1 168. Li one embodiment, a second spring 1 170 may also

be provided and coupled to the shaft 1 162 and the protrusion 1168. Jsi such an

embodiment, the second spring 1 170 may be configured as a return spring to urge the

15 penetrating member 1020 back into the cartridge after the member has penetrated tissue.

In some embodiments, a soft stop 1172 may also be used to assist flie return ofthe

penetrating member 1020 into the cartridge 1 173. A plunger 1 174 may be puUed baclc in

the direction indicated by arrow 1 176 to place flie gripper block 1 160 and the penetrating

member 1020 in a launch configuration. Release oftrigger 1 178 will cause the

20 penetrating member 1020 to launch.

Referring now to Figure 1 12, it sliown that m one embodiment where the gripper

block extends into the cartridge 1 173, tke launcher and the cartridge 1 173 maybe

vertically separated as indicatedby arrow 1 180 to allow the cartridge 1 173 whichmay be

but is not limited to a disc shape, to rotate to position an unused penetrating member into

25 contact with llie gripper block 1 160. VerticaUy separating the parts allows the cartridge

1 173 to be rotated witiiout the gripper block 1 160 interfering. M other embodiments, the

gripper block may be designed so fliat th.e penetrating member has a portion that extend

upward to engage the gripper block. In still other embodiments, the separation between

the cartridge and the launcher may bie sach that gripper block remains in the cartridge but

30 travels in a radial groove and is lifted enough to allow an unused lancet to be rotated into

position. Vertical separation as shown in Figure 1 12 may involve the user physically
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pulling the parts away from each other or using cam surfaces such as those shown in

Figure 55A.

Referring now to Figure 1 13, a still further embodiment is shown where a

cartridge 1200 is shown in a cylindrical configuration. A penetrating member driver 1202

5 will be used to engage the penetrating members in the cartridge 1200. As a nonlimiting

example, the driver may be an electromechanical device, a mechanical, spring-based

device, or other actuator as described herein. Each cartridge 1200 may be rotated

clockwise or counterclockwise to position the penetrating members into active aligninent

with the driver 1202. After each cartridge 1200 is ready to be disposed, it may be moved

10 forward as indicated by arrow 1204 and ejected from the sampling device.. Another

cartridge 1206 shown in phantom may be move forward by techniques using, but not

limited to, a stepper motor, mechanical slider, or gravity to replace the used cartridge

1200. Figure 1 14 shows a still fiuther embodiment wherein the penetrating member

driver 1202 is positioned to be within the center opraing ofcartridge 1200 to engage each

15 penetrating member. As a nonlimiting example, the cartridge 1200 may be advanced by a

stepper motor (not shown) or a mechanical slider mechanism to position an unused

penetrating member into alignment with the driver 1202.

Referring now to Figure 1 15, the number ofpenetrating members remaining in the

cartridge 1210 may be determined using a variety of devices. The cartridge 1210 may

20 have markings or notches 1212 detectable by device 1214 which will keep count ofthe

number ofpenetrating members used. In other embodiments, a processor 1216 will track

the number of actuations and use that number to determine flie number ofpenetrating

members that remain unused in the cartridge 12 10. In such a configuration, the processor

1216 may assume that a new cartridge 1210 will containX number ofpenetrating

25 members and each actuation will reduce the number ofunused penetrating members.

Each time a new cartridge 1210 is loaded, the processor will assume that there are a fidl X
number penetrating members available. The processor 1216 may also be coupled to the

device 1214 to determine when the cartridge 1210 is rotated. Figure 115 also shows in

phantom that a display 1218 may also be included to show the number ofpenetrating

30 members remaining or other applicable variables to spring-based penetrating member

driver 1220 as disclosed in commonly assigned, copending U.S. Patent Application Ser.

No. 10/10/335^15 (Attorney Docket No. 38187-2634) filed December 31, 2002. The
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device may include a slider for rotating fee cartridge 1210 as shown in Figure 56A anci/or

buttons to adjust settings on the display. As seen in Figure 1 15, a plunger 1222 (showm in

phantom) may be extended to protrude outward from a rear portion of the housing. In

some embodiment the driver orjust the plunger 1222 may extend above a top surfece of

the housing as seen in Figure 1 16.

Referringnow to Figures 1 17 and 1 18, still further combinations ofmechanical

and electrical actuators are shown. In one embodiment. Figure 117 shows an electric

driver 1230 for advancing a gripper block or coupler 1232 in the direction indicated hy

arrow 1234. A spring 1236 will be extended when the gripper block 1232 is moved. The

spring 1236 will provide the retraction force and draw the gripper block 1232 and

attached penetrating member back. In this embodiment, the electric driver 1230 will be

relaxed or turned off after actuation, thus allowing the spring 1236 to draw flie gripper

block 1232 back.

Figure 1 18 shows another embodiment where, in the launch configuration, the

spring 1236 is extended and the electric driver 1240 is m a forward position. From this

forward position, the driver 1240 may advance the penetratmg member 1020 into targeted

tissue. After reaching desired depth, a trigger 1242 will release the driver 1240 and pull

the entire driver 1240 and penetratmg member 1020 in the direction indicated by arrow

1244. In some embodiments, this withdrawal motion may occur prior to the electric

driver finishing its forward stroke.

Referring now to Figures 119 and 120, ftirther embodiments of the present

invention are shown where the depth ofpenetration into tissue may be set, in part, using a

front end ^aratus 1250. The front end apparatus 1250 is rotated as indicatedby airow^

1252. RotationineitherdirectionAvilladjustthevertical separation 1254. This vertical

separation 1254 will change how close tissue may be placed against the sampling device.

The greater the vertical separation 1254, the less the penetrating member will protrude

outward, and tiie less the penetration depth. Figure 120 shows an embodiment where the

front end apparatus 1250 is recessed. This front end apparatus 1250 may be used with

any ofthe penetrating member drivers described herein.

Referring now to Figure 121, a still fiirfher aspect of a drive mechanism accorduxg

to the present invention will be described. Figure 121 shows a cam groove 1260 that is

followed by penetrating member driver. As a nonlimiting example, the driver may be a
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spring based device. The driver has a protrusion or follower that will follow the path

provided by the cam groove 1260 to provide a desired velocity profile. One known

device which also uses a cam grooye is disclosed in U.S. Patent No. 5,318,584, fully

incorporated herein by reference. The follower 1262 indicated by a circle will follow^ the

5 groove downward on the inbound stroke portion 1264. After reaching maximum

penetration, the follower 1262 will travel along the return portion 1266. This return

portion will provide a slower return velocity as the groove 1260 is configured at a shallow

slope that requires the follower 1262 to follow a longer path that may bring the follows:

around the backside ofthe cylinder as indicated by arrow 1268. This profile can provide

10 a fast-in, slow-out velocity profile desired by some embodiments ofthe present inveation.

As a nonlimiting example, the return velocity may be or any other fiaction,

percentage or portion ofthe inbomid velocity.

In yet another aspect ofthe present invention, the current engine Amotions as a

variable reluctance device and may be composed ofan electronic drive unit or solenoid,

IS an optical position sensor and a mechanism to couple the whole to the lancet. As a

nonlimiting example, the penetrating member actuator may comprise of2 x 6800mF

cq}acitors, a CR 123A 3V lithium primary batt^, and a 5-coil solenoid of30G wire . In

this embodiment, there is one circuit board, which contains a processor (MPS430) fox-

controlling the user interface, and another processor (SX 28) controlling the drive coils.

20 The penetrating member may be driven by a series ofsolenoid coils (ofwhich currently

there are five in this embodiment), which are enclosed in a coil pack and surround the

coupler shaft proximally to the penetrating member. A magnetic bead or "slug*' may be

attached to the coupler shaft and is configured to slide within the axial lumen ofthe driver

coils. The driver coils are made ofwindings ofcopper wire, such as but not limited to

25 about 32 gauge. The coils or "solenoids" drive the penetrating member usmg either

magnetic attraction or repulsion ofthe slug.

Several possibilities exist for modification ofthe current solenoid drive. The

specific advantages to be achieved are a reduction in size, and increase in efSciency, thus

reducing power consumption requirements during the lancing process.

30 In one embodiment ofthe solenoid according to the present invention, a five-coil

configuration was conceived because of a desired stroke distance of8mm determined

&om a displacement range needed to cover the sum ofthick stratum comeum (up to 600
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mm), tenting of about 1 mm or more a maximimi penetration of up to about 3 .5 mm

and acceleration distance enough to reach about 10 m/s. Stroke may be specified as the

total displacement from one end oftravel to the other end, or as a plus/minus (±)

displacement fiom mid-stroke reference. Since these experiments were carried ou.t it has

5 been determined through patient testing in the lab that shallow lancing to about 1 mm

may be sufficient to obtain the volumes ofblood required to fiU a sample chamber of 0.5

/il or less. Stroke distance, in such an embodiment, can therefore be reduced to

(maximum tenting + depth +tMckest stratum comeum = 1mm+ 1mm + 0.6 mm) 2.6mm

without consequence. This could reduce the number of coils in the system, reducing the

10 size of the device and therefore lowering cost. It does require a sUghtly "fetter" set of

coils smce more turns maybe used to maintain the drive power as well as a change in the

slug size (longer) to reach the new spacing distance, but overall size should decrease.

In aaother embodiment of the solenoid, the flat coil embodiment was initially

proposed as the first ^roach for driving the lancet electronicaUy, In one embodiment, it

15 uses a metal flag be attached to the penetrating member shaft to drive the lancet rather

than a metal "slug". This is somewhat disadvantageous to using bare penetrating

members. The motivation for the flat coil configuration was miniaturization ofthe driver

so as to fitm to a handheld glucose spot-monitoring device. Manufecturing ofthe coUs

can be by multi-layer printed circuit board (PCB) so it is straightforward. Such an

20 embodiment isshownincommonlyassigned,copendingU.S.PatentAppUcationSer.No.

38187-2551.

In yet another embodiment ofthe solenoid, the multi-coil penetratingmember

driver with programmable excitation of the various energizing coils acting on amovable

soft-iron "slug" worics by timing the excitation ofthe various coils to provide motion in

25 the desired direction. In some known configurations, there may be a series ofstable

"dead points" where the slug remains stationary unless the local coil is de-energized and

the next coil is energized. This can create an inefficient "bumpy" force profile. The "rail-

gun" approach provides a coil configuration for continuous (as opposed to step-wise)

acceleration ofthe magnetic stag. It creates the required mhomogeneous magnet field to

30 propel the slug and the attached penetratingmember at a progressively increasing speed

towards the target. At no pomt does the magnetic field of the coil oppose the desired

motion ofthe slug. It faciUtates the "fast entry - delay - slow retraction" mode of
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operation forminimmn pain and maximum blood recovery. The coil could be wound

with an increasing number ofturns from the start point to the end point creating the

required non-uniform magnetic field profile. A second coil could be wound in the

remaining "free" space with increasing turns from tiie insertion point to tiie fiiUy retracted

pomt to fanplement retraction of the penetrating member, preferably^ at slow speed, using

a weaker current feed. This economizes on electric drive power demand and uses the

available space to flie best advantage. Any desired time-dependent-profile could be

achieved witii spatially uniform winding geometiy and a progranmLable time-dependent

current feed witii current increasing with time for insertion, but decreasing witii time for

retraction

The excitation coils may also be divided into a set of adjacent smaller coils fed

with increasing currents from start point to end point, either according to position or as an

increasing fimction oftime. Continuous acceleration (as opposed to a step-wise drive wifli

separate coils in the prior-art multi-coU device) may favor long slim coil geometry. One
practical advantage is simplicity: in the basic embodiment no electronic control circuitry

is required, just a simple on-ofifcurrent switching control. However it allows electronic

control to be added to determine penetration depth, using appropriate deptii sensing and

feedback. A fail-safe feature would be to feed the retraction coil with a weak continuous

current to ensure tiiat the penetrating member is returned to the start position (frill

retraction). The soft-iron slug attached to the penetrating member may be replaced by a

small permanent magnet attached to the penetrating member. Additional disclosure can

be found in commonly assigned copending U.S. Patent Application Attorney Docket No.

381 87-255 1, incorporated herein by reference.

In another raibodiment, slug shaping is based on the goal of increasing the force

or efficiency ofthe coils by sculpting or changing the profile ofthe slug. The chisel point

slug also fits in this category. The net result may be to reduce the size ofthe coil driver.

In one oflier embodiment, having two slugs in the field rather than one might

increase flie sensitivity to position and would require halfofthe energy. In addition large

variations in force could be avoided making flie control system more predictable and

stable.

Jn yet another embodiment usmg a high voltage drive, ttiis is a size reduction play

by substituting tiie two-capacitor drive wifli a single smaller capacitor. The rationale for
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the dual capacitor drive is that the resistance drops for the two capacitors in parallel and

the circulating curraits in the coils should be reduced. Substitution ofa single capacitor

will result in an increase in resistance and hence the current requirement goes up and

therefore there is a loss of efGciency of charge storage because of the increase in the

5 voltage drop.

Li a further aspect ofthe present invention, a mechanical inboimd/electric

withdrawal configuration may be used for penetrating member actuation and withdrawal.

Figure 122 shows such an embodiment. Cheap mechanical actuation such as spring or

cam drives 1300 may be supplemented by electronic withdrawal device 1310 for slow out

10 retraction ofthe penetrating member 1020. All ofthe embodunents below can be

hybridized with a mechanical spring or cam driven inbound actuation. The mechanical

inbound drives 1300 xnay be used with a soft braking mechanism such as but not limited

to a soft stop 1312 or any other damping device disclosed herein or known to one of skill

in the art. hi the embodiment shown in Figure 122, the withdrawal device 1310 maybe

15 used to move the entire carrier 1314 havmg the mechanical mbound drive 1300. The use

of electric withdrawal of a penetrating member 1020 firom the anatomical feature at

velocity less than that on the inbound may be used to increase the likelihood spontaneous

fluid generation fix)m a wound created in the feature. These components may all be

contained in a housing 1320 (shown in phantom) that may optionally include an

20 adjustable front end 1 322 for adjusting depth ofpenetrating member penetration.

Referringnow to Figure 123, the device 1310 is not coupled to the carrier 1314. It

maybe used to withdraw the spring launched penetrating member 1020 as indicated by

arrow 1324. This allows the spring device to be pulled back and in some embodiments,

reset for the next lancing event. It should be understood that the soft stop 1312 may also

25 be configured to be on both sides ofthe penetrating member as shown in Figure 122.

In one embodiment ofthe present invention, aDC Gear motor may be used as the

device 1310. In an embodiment similar that shown in Figure 102, spring actuation or

dashpot can be used for the inbound and the spring stays compressed against the dashpot

The motor 1042 drags the dashpot back and compresses the spring on its way. It can even

30 re-KJOck the spring. This is a«mall DC motor with a speed reducing gear head. TheDC

motor can drive ajackscrew such that the withdrawal can be achieved in small stq)S as

required by switching the motor on and off (see 1042). Position feedback may be used for
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better control. These motors are cheap and mass manufactured for cameras, toys and

therefore this would be a cost reduction play.

In yet another embodiment ofthe present invention, a stepper motormay also be

used as the device 1310. The stepper motor can replace the gear motor and tend to run at

a lower speed. It can run open loop so that position feedback would not be required.

These motors are precise and would give amore compact package and better control

method. In yet another embodiment ofthe present invention, a inductive motor may be

used. This was the very first concept investigated for driving the penetrating member due

to its ability to move penetrating members at high speeds and large throw. Unfortunately

it is not very efficient due hysteretic losses, and the control problem is complicated.

In yet another embodiment ofthe present invention, a nanomusclemay be used as

device 1310. Nanomuscle actuators are based on shape memory alloys, that, when

heated, their crystalline structures change and this result in mechanical contraction.

Current is passed through the alloys to heat them. They claim to be over five times more

efficient than aDC micro actuator ofthe equivalent size, faster and lighter. In one

embodiment, they are about the size ofa paperclip and are capable of 1,000,000

actuations. There are also supposed to produce rated force over their entire trajectory and

allow position, speed and force to be controlled. In one embodiment, the extejat ofthe

nanomuscle stroke is about 4.0 mm, which should be enough to cover shallow lancing

depth for a range ofskin types. For a higher displacement or throw, several nano-muscles

could be placed in series, thus raising the cost. Power consumption in the naaomuscle

actuator is much less on the retraction phase than the actuation phase, which is why these

devices were suggested for penetrating manber withdrawal.

In yet another embodiment ofthe present invention, a liquid magnetic coil may be

used as device 1310. Energy stored in a compressed spring, gas, or other means is

released to actuate a paietrating member towards the skin or an anatomical feature. In

one nonlimiting example, the velocity trajectory ofthe penetrating member is controlled

by an iron-loaded fluid that changes viscosity in response to an imposed magnetic field.

The current can be switched on when a desired slowing in the spring withdrawal (or

inboxmd trajectory- see below for details and drawing) to produce a controlled

withdrawal profile. The withdrawal profile could be computer controlled so ttiat

switching on the field occurs in a specified pattern to simulate the best profile.
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In yet another embodiment ofthe present invention, a electromechanical hybrid

may be used. As a nonlimiting example, cheap electronic drive for irLbound (hybrid

spring and magnetic fluid), combined with cheap electronic for withdrawal using the

same hybrid design may be a way to design a cost effective device with performance

5 requirranents to achieve low pain and spontaneity. Alternatively a motor can be used to

control the retraction rate ofthe penetrating member firom the skin if it is more cost

effective or performs better on the withdrawal phase. Many miniaturized motors tested

have been deficient in either the inbound speed or the throw, so itmay be that two

different engine types will have to be contemplated to achieve the speed and throw of the

10 current design.

hi yet another embodiment ofthe present invention, a hybrid liquid magnetic coil

may be used. A version ofthe hybrid electromechancial device for both actuation and

retraction is shown below. The electromagnetic field generator 1052 is coiq)led to a

power source 1054 controlled by a processor 1012.

15 Some embodiments ofthe present invention may also be configured to use a

mechanical inbound with slow mechanical withdrawal or outbound device. As a

nonlimiting e?canq>le similar to that used with a cassette player lid, a dashpot device and

would be coupled with a spring. This is aWYSIWYG system, so withdrawal will be at a

(uncontrolled) uniform rate. No user definable withdrawal profile is tb.e disadvantage of

20 this set up.

In another nonhmiting example, a wax or other material with high thermal

coefGcient ofexpansion could be heated. As it expands and displaces a piston, it is

coupled to a mechanism to withdraw the penetrating member. Similar to nanomuscle in

actuation by heating.

25 In a still fiulfaer nonlimiting example, a piezo electric bending mechanism maybe

used. There are electromechanical transducers that possess high motion and voltage

sensitivity. Generally in motor applications two piezoelectric sheets are bonded together,

one layer expands laterally and the other layer contracts when an electric field is applied.

The opposing strains result in a deflection, which is proportional to the ^plied voltage,

30 generating a displacement at low levels of electrical drive.

In a still fiirther nonlimiting example, a traction drive may be used. A spinning

rubber tire running at constant speed driven byDC motor drives a flat plate in contact
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with its outer circumference to withdraw the penetrating member and compressing the

actuation spring This can be used in the same manner to actuate as well as withdraw the

device.

Figure 124 shows a schematic view ofapenetratmg member driver 1350 where

5 the drive may be, but is not limited to, a nanomuscle, a liquid magnetic coil actuation, a

stepper motor, a micro-clutch device, and an inductive motor. The driver 1350 may be

used to provide both inbound and outbound motion for the penetrating member 1020

attached to a coupler 1034.

Referring now to Figures 125 and 126, embodiments ofthe present invention may

10 comprise kits containing any ofthe penetrating member actuators 1430 disclosed herein.

The kit may further include instructions for use IFU settmg forth any ofthe methods

described above. Optionally, the kit may further comprise a cartridge containing a

plurality ofpenetrating members. The cartridge 1432 maybe ofany ofthe embodiments

disclosed herein. Usually, the kit components wiU be packaged together in a pouch P or

15 other conventional miedical device packagmg, such as a box, tray, tube, or the like. In

many embodiments, the cartridge will be disposable. The cartridge 1432 may itselfbe

contained in a separate pouch or container and then ins^ed into the container P. In some

embodiments, the EFXI may be printed on the container P. In a nonlimiting example, the

container P may only contain an actuator 1430, without the cartridge 1432.

20 Referring now to Figure 125, embodiments ofthe present invention may include

kits that only include a cartridge 1432. IFU may ^so be included. In some embodiments,

a pluraUty ofcartridges 1432 (shown in phantom) may be included. Any of the elements

in these figures or other elements described in this q>plication may be placed in the

container P, singly or in any combination. It should also be understood that the cartridges

25 maybe ofany shape as disclosed herein and are not limited to disc shaped exnbodiments.

Referringaow to Figure 126, a still further embodiment according to the present

invention will now be described. Figure 126 shows an embodiment of a sampling device

1448 having a plurality ofpenetrating members 1450 housing in a cartridge (not shown)

in the housing 1452. The penetrating members 1450 may be operatively coupled to a

30 penetrating member driver 1454 to extend the penetrating member 1450 fix>in a

penetmting member exit 1456. In this embodiment, a test strip 1460 maybe extended

outward from a opening 1462 in a housing 1464. It should be understood that in some
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embodiments, the housing 1452 and housing 1464 may be integrated together into a

single housing. Tn other embodiments, the housings 1452 and 1464 may be separate

devices that are coupled togeflier. They may rotate in tiie same direction or in some

embodiments may rotate in opposite directions. The housing 1464 may liave its own

sBder or actuator for extending the test strip 1460 out from the housing 1464. The test

strip may be of a type known to those ofskill in the art for measuring analytes in a body

fluid. One suitable device suitable for a housing 1464 is described in U.S. Patent

5,854,074 to Charlton et al., fully incorporated herein by references for all purposes.

Although not limited to the following, the penetrating member driver 1454 may be a

spring based launcher or any ofthe driver or combination ofdrivers disclosed herein.

Figure 127 shows that the device ofFigure 126 may also be configured so that

penetrating member 1450 is on top while the test strip 1460 is on the bottom (when held

horizontally). Figure 128 shows that the device 1448 may be used in a vertical

orientation. Figure 129 shovra that the device 1448 may also be used ina horizontal

orientation. As seen in Figure 129, the test strip 1460 may be made of flexible material

such as a polymer or other material as known to those of skfll in the art. This may allow

gravity to bend the strip 1460 as shown in Figure 129 to bring the strip closer to the

woundW on the tissue. Although not limited to the following, some emljodiments ofthe

test strip 1460 may have a c^illary channels, tubes or manbers to draw fluid into flie test

strip 1460. Wicking members, widdng materials, or absori)ait materials may also be

used in other embodiments of&e test strq) or any ofthe above maybe combined in any

order on a test strip. In some embodiments, the test strip 1460 may be oriented to extend

outward at a diagonal, relative to the penetrating member, so that the distal end ofthe

strip 1460 will be brought closer to the wound created by the penetrating member.

Referring now to Figure 130, one embodiment ofa cartridge 1470 according to

the present invention and suitable for use with device 1448. The cartridge 1470may be

rotated as indicated by arrow 1472. One suitable device suitable for cartridge 1470 is

described in U.S. Patent 5,854,074 to Chariton et al., fiiUy incorporated hereinby

references for all purposes. In one embodiment, the test strip 1460 maybe ejected from

the sealed container area 1474 to engage fluid from the wound. After use, the test strip

1460 may be removed from the cartridge or it may be reinsorted into the cartridge. In

some embodiments, the test strip 1460 may be coupled to electrode leads 1476 which
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extend back to contact pads 1478 that allow an analysis device to receive signal from a

test strip. In one embodiment, a penetrating member 1450 (shown in phantom in Figure

130) may be associated with each test strip 1460. In some embodiments, the penetrating

member 1450 may be in the same cartridge 1470 or in a separate cartridge in other

embodiments. It should be understood that the cartridge 1470 maybe modified to include

the features o the device disclosed in U.S. Patent 5,854,074 to Charlton et al. In other

embodiments, the penetrating member 1451 may be aligned to one side or the other of

container 1474.

Refemng now to Figure 131, a still further embodiment of th.e present invention

will now be described. A penetrating member 1480 is housed in a cavity 1482. A
sterility barrier 1484 is used to maintain the penetrating member 1480 and analyte

detecting members 1486 in a sterile environment. In some embodiiaents, these analyte

detecting members 1486 may be coupled to electrode leads to bring signals to an analyte

measurement device. In still further embodiments, one or more fracturable seals 1487

(shown in phantom) may be included with the device.

Figure 132 shows tiie cartridge 1478 with the sterihty banier pealed back

revealing the analyte detecting members 1486 and tiie penetrating member 1480. It

should be understood that some embodiment may use only a single aaialyte detecting

member 1486. Others may use analyte detecting members 1486 that operate in the

optical domain. The analyte detecting members 1486 may be individual elements as seen

in Figure 132. In other embodiments, analyte detecting members 1486 maybe circular in

shape or other shape to take up the entire area 1488, substantially encircling the

penetrating member exit

Referring now to Figure 133, a still further embodiment ofthe present invention is

shown. The cartridge 1500 includes a plurality oftest strips 1502. The test strips 1502

may be oriented as shown or may be configured as indicated by the test strip 1504 (shown

in phantom). A second cartridge 1506 containing a plurality ofpenetrating members may
be placed or lowered about the cartridge 1500. In some embodiments, the cartridges 1500

and 1506 maybe integrated together. The penetrating members in th.e cartridge 1506

may extend outward as indicated by arrows 1508. Jn one embodiment, the penetrating

members extend outward when they are in the active position and are operatively coupled

to the penetrating member driver. The test strips may extend outward in substantiaUy the
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same direction as the arrows 1508. A suitable device for cartridge 1 500 is shoAvn in U.S.

Patent No. 5,510,266 to Bonner, fiilly incorporated herein by reference for all purposes.

Referring now to Figure 134, yet anoflier embodiment ofthe present in-vention is

shown. A cartridge 1500 is shown having a plurality oftest strips 1502. In soxne

5 embodiments, the test strip 1502 is raised so that the strip is brought near but is not

pierced by the paietrating member. In other embodiments, the penetratingmember 1450

may pierce the test strip 1502. A housmg (not shown) may be implemented hold these

devices in the orientations shown.

Referring now to Figure 135, a stiU furflier embodiment ofa cartridge 1 520

10 according to the present invention is shown. There are portions 1522 where a plurality of

penetrating members 1524 are housed. A penetrating member coupler (not shown) may

be moved as indicated by arrows 1526. hi another embodiment, the entire cartaidge is

rotated as indicated by arrow 1528. After the cartridge 1520 has made one complete

revolution, the penetrating member holdermay be moved over one position as indicated

15 by arrow 1526. The entire cartridge 1520 is then rotated again through one revolution,

before the penetrating member coupler is shifted one more position as indicated by arrow

1528.

Referring now to Figure 136, a still further embodiment is shown where a

plurality of analyte detecting members 1502 are shown in a stack configuratioo. After

20 each detecting member 1502 is used, it may be removed and a new one will be revealed.

It may also be pushed up by a biasing member (not shown). The cartridge 1 54-0 may be

integrated with the cartridge 1452. It may also be ^aped to be similar to the sliape of

cartridge 1452. Still fiirther, a housmg may be used to hold a cartridge 1540 in relation to

the cartridge 1452. A user interface 1542 maybe coupled to the device. A processor

25 1544 may be coupled to the device. A position sensor 1546 may be incorporated with the

device so that lancmg performance and/or tracking ofposition ofthe driver (and thus the

penetratmg member) may be monitored. Any ofthe embodiments ofthe present

invention may be modified to include these elements.

The present invention provides a multiple analyte detecting member solution for

30 body fluid sampUng. Specifically; some embodiments ofthe presmt invention provides a

multiple analyte detecting member and multiple penetrating member solutionto

measuring analyte levels in the body. The invention may use a high density penetrating
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member design. It may use penetrating members ofsmaller size, such as but not limited

to diameter or length, than known penetrating members. The device may be used for

multiple lancing events without having to remove a disposable from the device. The

invention may provide improved sensing capabilities. At least some ofthese and other

objectives described herein will be met by embodiments of the present invention.

One embodiment ofthe present inv^tion is directed at penetrating member

actuation using a Unear stepper motor. Specifically, the invention relates to electronic

penetrating member actuation with novel motor concepts.

Stepping motors may be viewed as electric motors without commutators.

Typically, all windings in the motor are part ofthe stator, and the rotor is either a

permanent magnet or, in the case of variable reluctance motors, a toothed block ofsome

magnetically soft material. All ofthe commutation maybe handled externally by the

motor controller, and typically, the motors and controllers are designed so that the motor

may be held in any fixed position as well as being rotated one way or the other. Most

steppers, as they are also known, can be stepped at audio frequencies, allowing them to

spin quite quickly, and with an ^propriate controller, they may be started and stopped

"on a dime" at controlled orientations.

For some £5)plications, there is a choice between using servomotors and stepping

motors. Both types ofmotors offer similar opportunities for precise positioning, but they

differ in a number ofways. Servomotors reqmre analog feedback control systems ofsome

type. Typically, this involves a potentiometer to provide feedback about the rotor

position, and some mix of circuitry to drive a current through the motor inversely

proportional to the difference between the desured position and the current position.

In making a choice between steppers and servos, a number ofissues may be

considered; which ofthese will matter depends on the application. For example, the

repeatabihty ofpositioning done with a stepping motor depends on the geometry ofthe

motor rotor, while the repeatability ofpositioning done with a servomotor generally

depends on the stabihty ofthe potentiometer and other analog components in the

feedback circuit.

Stepping motors can be used in simple open-loop control systems; these are

generally adequate for systems that operate at low accelerations with static loads, but

closed loop control may be essential for high accelerations, particularly ifthey involve
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variable loads. If a stepper in an open-loop control system is overtorqued, all knowledge

ofrotor position is lost and the system may be reinitialized; servomotors are not subject to

this problem.

Stepping motors come in two varieties, peraianent magnet and variable reluctance

5 (there are also hybrid motors, which are indistinguishable from permanent magnet motors

from the controller's point ofview). See for detailed explanation of stepper motors:

http://www.cs.uiowa.edu/~iones/steD/tvpes.html

In a simple form, a linear voice coil actuator is a tubular coU ofwire situated

within a radially oriented magnetic field. The field is produced by permanent magnets

10 embedded on the inside diameter ofa ferromagnetic cylmder, arranged so that the

magnets "facing* the coil ate all ofthe same polarity. An inner core offerromagnetic

material set along the axial centerline ofthe coil, joined at one end to the permanent

magnet assembly, is used to complete the magnetic circuit. The force generated axiaUy

upon the coil when current flows through the coU will produce relative motion between

15 the field assembly and the coU, provided the force is large enough to overcome Motion,

inertia, and any other forces fi:om loads attached to the coil.

The cost ofvoice coil actuators is generally expected to be higher than that ofthe

solenoid because ofthe need for magnets (all other materials expected to be comparable).

The relatively large air gaps ofthe voice coil actuators (resulting from the presence of the

20 coils in air) tend to increase the power consumption for a given force compared to a

solenoid. The overaU dimensions proposed are dictated by the amount of travel desired

and the space allocated for the ampere-tums. It maybe that the round linear voice coil

actuator has the highest suitabiUty of all voice coil actuator as it is linear in motion, and

has low movmg mass.

25 Figure 137 shows a cross-section of a Mnear (moving coil) voice coil embodiment.

hi one embodiment, the voice coil has 64 turns inlhat 2 milluneter gap, at 30 gauge US.

The magnet has a south pole against steel and the north pole is adjacent the steel central

core. The flux lines cross straight flirough the steel central core and the steel casing. The

flux lines then move radially away fi^om flie steel caitral core.

30 Figure 138 shows another embodiment ofthe present invention. Figure 138

shows one embodiment of a Imear stq>per motor 2050 in a flattened out configuration.

This present embodiment relates to using a linear stepper motor concept flattened out to
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drive a penetrating member or penetrating member. This is a moving magnet

implementation. It should be understood that the present linear stepper motor device

2050 may be used for a variety ofpurposes in addition to driving a penetrating member or

penetrating member.

5 In the embodiment ofFig;ure 138, four coils 2052, 2054, 2056, and 2058 are

aligned with a magnet 2060 passing through them. As a nonlimiting example, the coils

may be interconnected such as 52 to 56 and 54 to 58, and the current direction may be

reversed in the pairs of coils. There is good control ofthe drive mechanism because of

the four coils. Ofcourse, other nimiber of coils may also be used with the drive device

10 and the current invention is not lixnited to four coil embodiments. In some embodiments,

flie stepper motor 2050 may have micro stepping capability. Micro stepping could be

used as the motor 2050 could step 1/8 ofa step and hold, and therefore the feedback

circuit may be dropped altogether for positioning ofthe shaft 2062. However, even

without a position sensor, the motor 2050 may still use a processor (not shown) to control

15 the positioning.

Normally, linear and rotary potentiometers may be used to sense position in servo

systems utilizing voice coil technology. Other devices may be used when special

considerations such as hig^ resolution or space limitations preclude the use of

potentiometers, as is the case for the present lancing device. Rotary feedback devices

20 include optical encoders, resolveirs, inductosyns, or RVDTs (rotary variable differential

transformers). Linear feed-inductosyns, magneto-resistive sensors (cohtactless pots), or

LVDTs (linear variable differential transformers) are also used. An LVDT system was

initially proposed for encoding position on the present lancing device. The current

penetrating member actuator uses an optical encoder, as this provides an off-the-shelf

25 solution with high enough resolution for our needs.

Some embodiments ofthe present invention may increase the flux density through

an increase in mass. There maybe a limit to how large you would want to make the

magnet to get enougji flux density to achieve the acceleration desired for our lancing

qjplications. The flux goes between the outer shell and the center magnet. The.

30 advantage is good control due to the microstepper qualities ofthe present device.

Referring to now to Figure 139, a still further embodiment ofthe present invention

will now be described. In this embodiment, the planar moving coil/voice coil driver 2080
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implementation is shown. The present invention may be a planar voice coil configuration

used to actuate the penetratmg member. It should be understood of course that the voice

coil driver 2080 may also be used for other purposes in addition to actuating the

penetrating member or penetrating member. The embodiment shown in Figure 139 uses

two magnets 2082 and 2084. Other number ofmagnets (both fewer or more magnets)

may be used of course. The size and shape ofthe magnet may also be altered. As a

nonlimiting example, the magnets could be extended in length. The device 2080 may be

simple to machine, however the amount of copper used in. the coil 2086 is outside ofthe

casing 2088 and magnetic field, so that the return path for the flux is also outside ofthe

field. The copper is cheap but heavier than iron because it is more dense. This would be

the conventional way to approach non-axis synmietric voice coil actuation design. This

flattened moving coil voice coil implementation may be ased for penetrating member

actuation.

As seen in Figure 1 39, the magnets 2082 and 2084 maybe in one plane and the

voice coil 2086 is sitting above it. The support structurehas been moved out ofthe g^

between the magnets and the top piece of steel. The shaft may be in a slot between the

top piece of steel. This reduces the g^ and increases the efficiency. In one embodiment,

the design ofthis device may be non-symmetrical and thas is not symmetrical about the

axis ofthe drive shaft.

Referring to Figure 140, a still further embodiment ofan actuator 2100 will now

be described. This embodiment uses a linear voice coil actuator 2100 having a flux

concentrator. Taking a linear (moving coil) voice coil, the present invention shapes the

core 21 10 to act as a flux concentrator to double the flux density and therefore reduce the

size ofthe coil. The core 2110 may be shaped and the outer castmg may also be shi^ed

to assist with flux concentration. In one embodiment, the size ofthe central core 21 10

has been reduced &om about 12 x 12 mm to 10mm x 6 mm (Figure 140). The central

core 2110 may be made firom a variety ofmaterials mclude, but not limited to, steel.

Referring still to Figure 140, one embodiment ofthe invention is to double the

flux density through the coil 2102. This may reduce the siirface area ofthe central core

21 10, and therefore reducing the size ofthe coil and the former. As seen in Figure 140,

the core 21 10 may have a fiinnel shsped configuration. Although not limited to the
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following, the core 2110 may also be shaped as a cone, pyramid, or other wide to narrow

shape to concentrate the flux so that the coil may be of a reduced weight.

In one embodiment where the core 21 10 is sized at 10 mm at one end and 6 mm at

another end, the field is almost at saturation. Hence the moving mass has been minimized

5 and the maximum force (flux density) is achieved. In this embodiment, the clearance

around the back end ofthe magnet 21 12 is to discourage the flux path from forming

anywhere other than through the coil 2102. Thepresent embodiment may therefore

flatter, reducing the width and should resultm a smaller size. The aspect ofthis present

invention is to maximizing the flux concentration through the coil by shaping the casing

10 results in a smaller size device for the same efiBciency. The shying ofthe casing may

also result in shaping ofthe central core 21 10 to concentrate the flux through the coil.

As seen in the embodiment ofFigure 140, the device 2100 is designed to

concentrate the flux in tiie minimum dimension ofsteel, iron, or other material used for

the core. The mass ofthe coil 2102 is minimized. Flux density is much higher due in

15 part to the shape ofthe core 2110. As a nonlimiting example, the 6 mm diameter while

having a 10mm diameter at the wide end. Minimize the moving mass will provide

improved acceleration. It would also make coil smaller. The present invention would

increase flux density to maximize force. Through the same g^ and everything else. The

present invention may optimize flux in the moving area. Some embodiments ofthe

20 present invention may also reduce concentration offlux at sharp comers.

In yet another embodiment ofthe present invention, a linear moving coil voice

coil may be used as an actuator. In a linear moving coil configuration, flie actuator

consists ofa cylindrical coil that is fi:ee to move axially in air gap. The air gap is formed

between a cylindrical center pole and a permanent magnet that surrounds it. A soft iron

25 shell houses both the magnet and the pole.

In another embodimmt ofthe present invention, a flat voice coil may be used. In

one embodiment, the flat voice coil design uses a flat coil between strong permanent

magnets. The coil may be a wound coil on a plastic support firame or a multi-layerPC

board design. . The electronics should be simpler; the voice coil design goal is to operate

30 the coil directly 6om the battery. In one embodiment, no DC-DC converter would be

required to boost to the high voltage (which the present solenoid actuator requires). The

charge storage on the capacitors is more efGicient, and it does not require a higjh voltage
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drive. Hence theremay be a lower electronics cost -since the DC-DC converter circuitry

may be avoided in some instances. The voice coil should offer simpler microprocessor

control, as it should be able to span the entire stroke of activation without switching from

coil to coil as the movement progresses. Reversing ttie current in the coil reverses the

5 direction of force.

In a still further embodiment, a rotary voice coil may be used. Ifone were to

"flatten" the linear voice coil actuator from a round tube to a flat tube, then bend the two

ends to form a planar arc; such as a sector ofan annulus, one would have a rotary voice

coil actuator. Its principle of operation and force generation is analogous to that ofthe

10 linear counterpart. Rotary voice coils require that their motion be transferred to linear by

some mechanical means resulting also m higher manufactuxing cost and lower speeds due

to the weight and complexity ofthe conversion mechanism. They are less energy efficient

than circular designs but their advantage lies in the fact that only the dimensions ofthe

magnetic path limit the throw distance.

15 In yet another embodiment, an unrolled rotary voice coil may be used. This is a

multi-segmented coil and can be thought of as equivalent to the solenoid coil usmg a

permanent magnet instead ofa metal slug. The magnet caa be formed. This is a size

reduction play. However a large area is used to maintain the stroke and has a series of

coils rather than a disk. The control problem becomes more con^lex but the subsections

20 behave more Unearly. In one embodiment, only one small coil is needed so the moving

mass is smaller. The problem is that the device acts more as a very efficient brake since

the flux lines end up being cut with both ends ofthe magnet. In some still further

alternative embodiments, rotary or linear moving magnet voice coil may be used. A

linear stepper motor wifli a moving magnet in a flattened configuration has been

25 suggested.

In one a^ect ofthe present mvention, a linear stepper motor is described

comprising a plurality of coils and a shaft slidably mounted through an opening through

the plurality of coils. A magnetmay be mounted about the shaft and at least one metallic

core mounted about the shaft. In some embodhnents, the plurality of coils may comprise

30 ofa first coil that is coupled to a third coil and a second coil that is coupled to a fourth

coil. The shaft, magnet, and at least one metaUic coremay be slidably movable through

the coils. The coils may be cylindrical in shape with an opening therethrough.
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In another embodiment of the present invention, a voice coil device is provided

that comprises at least one magnet located in a plane and not symmetric about a drive

shaft. The device may include a movable coil mounted adjacent to the magnet and in a

single plane, the coil is not symmetric about the drive shaft. A metallic shell may also be

S coupled to the magnets.

In a still further embodiment, a voice coil device is provided comprising a

movable coil and a metallic core shaped to increase flux througih the coil, wherein the coil

is movable relative to the core, the core having a smaller transverse dimension in portions

that travel through the coil and a larger transverse dimension for those portions outside

10 the coil. An outer casing may be shaped to direct flux through the core passing toough

the coil. The shaft may be slidably mounted in the core. In some embodim^ts, an outer

casing may be shaped to direct flux through the core passing through the coil.

As discussed above, tissue penetration devices which employ spring or cam

driving methods have a symmetrical or nearly synunetrical actuation displacement and

IS velocity profiles on the advancement and retraction ofthe penetrating member as shown

in Figures 141 and 142. In most of the available penetrating member devices, once the

launch is initiated, the stored energy determines the velocity profile until the energy is

dissipated. Controlling impact, retraction velocity, and dwell time ofthe penetrating

member within the tissue can be tiseful.in ord^ to achieve a high success rate while

20 accommodating variations in skin properties and minimize pain. Advantages can be

achieved by taking into account that tissue dwell time is related to the amount of skin

deformation as the penetrating member tries to puncture the surface ofthe skin and

variance in skin deformation from patient to patient based on skin hydration.

The ability to control velocity and depth ofpenetration can be achieved by use of

25 a controllable force driver where feedback is an integral part of driver control. Such

drivers can control either metal or polymeric penetrating members or any other type of

tissue penetration element. The dynamic control ofsuch a driver is illusfrated in Figure

143 which illustrates an embodiment ofa controlled displacement profile and Figure 144

which illustrates an embodiment ofa the controlled velocity profile. These are compared

30 to Figures 141 and 142, which illustrate embodiments of displacement and velocity

profiles, respectively, ofa hatmoxric spring/mass powered driver.
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Reduced paiu can be achieved by using impact velocities of greater thian 2 m/s

entry of a tissue penetrating element, such as a penetrating member, into tissue.

Retraction ofthe penetrating member at a low velocity following the sectioning of

flie venuole/cq)illaiy mesh allows the blood to flood the wound tract and flow freely to

the surface, thus using the penetrating member to keep the channel open during retraction.

Low-velocity retraction ofthe penetrating member near the wound flap prevents the

wound flap from sealing offtbe channel. Thus, the ability to slow Ihe penetrating

member retraction directly contributes to increasing the success rate ofobtaining blood,

hicreasing the sampling success rate to near 100% can be important to the combination of

sampling and acquisition into an integrated sampling module such as an integrated

glucose-sampling module, which incorporates a glucose test strip.

Figure 145 shows an embodiment ofthe characteristic phases ofpenetrating

member advancement and retraction on a gr^h of force versus time illustrating the force

exerted by the penetratingmember driver on the penetrating member to achieve the

desired displacement and velocity profile. The characteristic phases are flie penetrating

member mtroduction phase A-C where the penetrating member is longitudinally

advanced into the skin, the penetratingmember rest phaseD where flie penetratmg

member terminates its longitudinal movement reaching its maximum depth and becoming

relatively stationary, and the penetrating member retraction phase E-G where tho

penetrating member is longitudinally retracted out ofthe skin. The duration ofthe

penetratmg member retraction phase E-G is longer than the duration of flie penetrating

member introduction phase A-C, which in turn is longer than the duration of tfcie

penetrating member rest phase D.

The introduction phase further comprises a penetrating member launch phase prior

to A when the penetrating member is longitudinally moving through air toward the skin, a

tissue contact phase at the beginning ofA when the distal end ofthe penetrating member

makes initial contact witii the skin, a tissue deformation phaseA when the skin bends

depending on its elastic prop^es which are related to hydration and thickness, a tissue

lancing phase which comprises when the penetrating member hits the inflection point on

the skin and begins to cut the skin B and the penetrating member continues cutting the

skm C. The penetrating mraaber rest phaseD is the limit ofthe penetration ofthe

penetrating member into the skin. Pain is reduced by niiiiimizing the duration ofthe
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penetrating member introduction phase A-C so that there is a fast incision to a certain

penetration depth regardless ofthe duration ofthe deformation phaseA and inflection

point cutting B which will vary from user to user. Success rate is increased by measuring

the exact depth ofpenetration from mflection point B to the limit ofpenetration in the

5 penetrating member rest phase D. This measurement allows the penetrating member to

always, or at least reliably, hit the capillary beds which are a known distance underneath

the surface ofthe skin.

The penetrating member retraction phase further comprises a primary retraction

phase E when the skin pushes the penetrating member out ofthe wound tract, a secondary

10 retraction phase F when the penetrating member starts to become dislodged and pulls in

the opposite direction ofthe skin, and penetrating member exit phaseG when the

penetrating member becomes free ofthe skin. Primary retraction is the result of ex:erting

a decreasing force to pull the penetrating member out ofthe skm as the penetrating

member pulls away from the jSnger. Secondary retraction is the result of exerting a force

IS in the opposite direction to dislodge the penetrating member Control is necessary to

keep the woimd tract open as blood flows up the wound tract. Blood volume is increased

by using a uniform velocity to retract the penetrating member during the penetratiag

member retraction phase E-G regardless ofthe force required for the primary retraction

phase E or secondary retraction phase F, either ofwhich may vary from user to user

20 depending on the properties ofthe user's skin.

Figure 146 shows another embodiment ofdisplacement versus time profile ofa

penetrating member for a coatroUed penetrating member retraction- Figure 147 shows

the velocity vs. time profile ofthe penetrating member for the controlled retractioa of

Figure 146. The penetrating member driver controls penetrating member displacechent

25 and velocity at several steps in the lancing cycle, including when the penetrating member

cuts the blood vessels to allow blood to pool 2130, and as the p^etrating member

retracts, regulating the retraction rate to allow the blood to flood the wound tract while

keeping the wound flap from sealing the channel 2132 to permit blood to exit the wound.

The tenting process and retrograde motion ofthe penetrating member duriixg the

30 lancing cycle is illustrated graphically in Figure 148 which shows both a velocity versus

time graph and a position versus time graph of a penetrating meniber tip during a lancing

cycle that includes elastic and inelastic tenting. In Figure 148, from point 0 to point A,
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the penetrating member is being accelerated from the initialization position or zero

position. From point A to point B, the penetrating member is in ballistic or coastmg

mode, with no additional power bemg delivered. At point B, the penetratingmember tip

contacts the tissue and begfais to tent the skm until it reaches a displacementC. As the

penetrating member tip approaches maximum displacement, braking force is applied to

the penetrating member until the penetrating member comes to a stop at point D. The

penetrating member then recoils in a retrograde direction during the settling pliase ofthe

lancmg cycle indicated betweenD and E. Note that the magnitude ofinelastic tenting

indicated in Figure 148 is exaggerated for purposes ofillustration.

The amount of inelastic tenting indicated by Z tends to be fairly consistent and

small compared to the magnitude of Ihe elastic tentmg. Generally, the amount of inelastic

tentmg Z can be about 120 to about 140 microns. As the magnitude ofthe inelastic

tenting has a fairly constant value and is small compared to the magnitude ofthe elastic

tentmg for most patients and skin types, the value for the total amount oftentfcng for the

penetration stroke ofthe penetrating member is effectively equal to the rearward

displacement ofthe penetrating member during the settling phase as measured by the

processor 193 plus a predetermined value for tiie inelastic recoil, such as 130 microns.

Inelastic recoil for some embodiments can be about 100 to about 200 microns . The

ability to measure the magnitude of skin tenting for a patient is unportant to controlling

the depth ofpenetration ofthe penetrating member tip as the skin is generaUy known to

vary in elasticity and other parameters due to age, time ofday, level ofhydration, gender

and pathological state.

This value for total tenting for the lancing cycle can then be used to determine the

various characteristics ofthe patient's skin. Once abody oftenting data is obtained for a

given patient, this data can be analyzedm order to predict the total penetrating member

displacement, from the point of skin contact, necessary for a successful lancin-g

procedure. This enables the tissue penetration device to achieve a high success rate and

mimmize pain for the user. A rolling average table can be used to collect and store the

tenting data for a patient with a pointer to the last entry in the table. When anew entry is

mput, it can replace the entry at the pointer and the pointer advances to the necxX value.

When an average is desired, all flie values are added and the sum divided by the total
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number of entries by the processor 193. Similar techniques involving exponential decay

(multiply by .95, add 0.05 times current value, etc.) are also possible.

With regard to tenting of skin generally, some typical values relating to

penetration depth are now discussed. Figure 149 shows a cross sectional vie^ ofthe

5 layers ofthe skin. In order to reliably obtain a useable sample ofblood fioia the skin, it is

desirable to have the penetrating member tip reach the venuolar plexus ofthe skin. The

stratum comeum is typically about 0. 1 to about 0.6 mm thick and the distance from the

top ofthe dermis to the venuole plexus can be from about 0.3 to about 1.4 nun. Elastic

tenting can have a magnitude ofup to about 2 mm or so, specifially, about 0.2 to about

10 2.0 mm, with an average magnitude of about 1 mm. This means that the amount of

penetrating member displacement necessary to overcome the tenting can hav^e a

magnitude greater than the thickness ofskin necessary to penetrate in order to reach the

venuolar plexus. The total penetrating member displacement from point ofixiitial skin

contact may have an average value ofabout 1.7 to about 2.1 mm. In some embodiments,

1 5 penetration depth and maximum penetration depth may be about 0.5 mm to about 5 mm,

specifically, about 1 mm to about 3 mm. In some embodiments, a maximuiri penetration

depth of iabout 0.5 to about 3 mm is usefrd.

In some embodiments, the penetrating member is withdrawn with less force and a

lower speed than the force and speed during the penetration portion ofthe operation

20 cycle. Withdrawal speed ofthe penetrating member in some embodiments can be about

0.004 to about 0.5 m/s, specifically, about 0.006 to about 0,01 m/s. In other

embodiments, useful withdrawal velocities can be about 0.001 to about 0.02 meters per

second, specifically, about 0.001 to about 0.01 meters per second. For embodiments that

use a relatively slow withdrawal velocity compared to the penetration velocity, the

25 withdriawal velocity may up to about 0.02 meters per second. For such embodiments, a

ratio ofthe average penetration velocity relative to the average withdrawal v^elocity can

be about 100 to about 1000. In embodiments where a relatively slow withdrawal velocity

is not important, a withdrawal velocity of about 2 to about 10 meters per sec^ond may be

used.

30 Another example of an embodiment of a velocity profile for a penetrating member

can be se^m Figures 150 and 151, which illustrates a penetrating member profile with a

fast entry velocity and a slow withdrawal velocity. Figure 150 illustrates an embodiment
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ofa laacing profile showing velocity ofthe penetrating member versus position. The

lancing profile starts at zero time and position and shows acceleration ofthe penetrating

member towards the tissue fix>m the electromagnetic force generated firom the

electromagnetic driver. At point A, the power is shut offand the penetrating member

S begins to coast until it reaches the skin indicated byB at which point, the velocity begms

to decrease. At point C, the penetrating member has reached maximum displacement and

settles momentarily, typically for a time of about 8 milliseconds.

A retrograde withdrawal force is then imposed on the penetratmg member by the

controllable driver, which is controlled by the processor to nwintain a withdrawal velocity

10 ofno more than about 0.006 to about 0.01 meters/second. The same cycle is illustrated in

the velocity versus time plot ofFigure 151 where the penetrating member is accelerated

firom the start point to point A. The penetrating member coasts firomA to B where the

penetrating member tip contacts tissue 233. The penetrating member tip then penetrates

the tissue and slows with braking force eventually applied as the maximum penetration

15 depth is approached. The penetrating member is stopped and settling between C and D.

At D, the withdrawal phase begms and the penetrating member is slowly withdrawn until

it returns to the initialization point shown by E in Figure 151 . Note that retrograde recoil

fi:om elastic and inelastic tenting was not shown in the lancing profiles ofFigures 150 and

15 1 for purpose of illustration and clarity.

20 Li another embodiment, the withdrawal phase may use a dual speed profile, with

the slow .006 to .01 meter per second speed used until the penetrating member is

withdrawn past the contact point with the tissue, then a faster speed of .01 to 1 meters per

second may be used to shorten the complete cycle.

While the invention has been described and illustrated with reference to certain

25 particular embodiments thereof those skilled in the art will appreciate that various

adaptations, changes, modifications, substitutions, deletions, or additions ofprocedures

and protocols may be made without departing firom the spirit and scope ofthe invention.

For example, with any ofthe above embodiments, the location ofthe penetrating member

drive device maybe varied, relative to the penetrating members or the cartridge. With

30 any ofthe above embodimmts, the penetrating "member tips may be uncovered during

actuation (i.e. penetrating members do not pierce the penetrating member enclosure or

protective foil during launch). With any ofthe above embodiments, the penetrating
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members may be a bare penetrating member during lamich. With any ofthe above

embodiments, the penetrating members may be bare penetrating members prior to launch

as this may allow for significantly tighter densities ofpenetrating members. In some

embodiments, the penetrating members may be bent, curved, textured, shaped, or

5 otherwise treated at a proximal end or area to facilitate handling by an actuator. The

penetrating member may be configured to have a notch or groove to facilitate coupling to

a gripper. The notch or groove may be formed aloag an elongate portion ofthe

penetrating member. With any ofthe above embodiments, the cavity may be on the

bottom or the top ofthe cartridge, with the gripper on the other side. In some

10 embodiments, analyte detecting members may be printed on the top, bottom, or side of

the cavities. The firont end ofthe cartridge maybe in contact with a user during lancing.

The same driver may be used for advancing and retraction ofthe penetrating member.

The penetrating member may have a diameters and length suitable for obtaining the blood

voliunes described herein. The penetrating member driver may also be in substantially

IS the same plane as the cartridge. The driver may use.a through hole or other opening to

engage a proximal end ofa penetrating member to actuate the penetrating member along

a path into and out ofthe tissue.

Any ofthe features described in this £^plication or any reference disclosed herein

may be adapted for use with any embodiment ofthe present inventioiL For example, the

20 devices ofthe present invention may also be combined for use with injection penetrating

members or needles as described in commonly assigned, copending U.S. Patent

Application Ser. No. 10/127,395 (Attorney Docket No. 38187-2551) filed April 19, 2002.

An analyte detecting member to detect the presence of foil may also be included in the

lancing apparatus. For example,' if a cavity has been used before, the foil or sterility

25 barrier will be punched. The analyte detecting member can detect ifthe cavity is firesh or

not based on the status ofthe barrier. It should be imderstood that in optional

embodiments, the sterility barrier may be designed to pierce a sterility barrier of

thickness that does not dull a tip of the penetrating member. The lancing apparatus may

also use improved drive mechanisms. For example, a solenoid force generator may be

30 improved to try to inorease the amount of force the solenoid can generate for a given

current A solenoid for use with the present invention may have five coils and in the

present embodiment the slug is roiighly the size of two coils. One change is to increase
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the thickness ofthe outer metal shell or windings sunound the coils. By increasing the

thickness, the flux will also be increased. The slug may be split; two smaller slugs may

also be used and ofifeet by Vi of a coil pitch. This allows more slugs to be approaching a

coil where it could be accelerated. This creates more events where a slug is preaching

a coil, creatmg a more ef&cient system.

In another optional alternative embodiment, a gripper in the inner end ofthe

protective cavity may hold the penetrating member during shipment and after use,

eliminating the feature ofusmg the foil, protective end, or other part to retain the used

penetrating member. Some other advantages ofthe disclosed embodiments and features

of additional embodiments include: same mechanism for transferring the used penetrating

members to a storage area; a high number ofpenetrating members such as 25, 50, 75,

100, 500, or more penetrating members may be put on a disk or cartridge; molded body

about a lancet becomes unnecessary; manufacturing ofmultiple penetrating member

devices is shnplified through the use ofcartridges; handling is possible ofbare rods metal

wires, without any additional structural features, to actuate them into tissue; maintaining

extreme (better than 50 micron -lateral- and better than 20 micron vertical) precision in

guiding; and storage system fornew and used penetrating members, with individual

cavities/slots is provided. The housing ofthe lancing device may also be sized to be

ergonomically pleasing. In one embodiment, tiie device has a width of about 56 mm, a

length of about 105 mm and a thickness of about 15 mm. Additionally, some

embodiments ofthe present invention may be used wifli non-electrical force generators or

drive mechanism. For example, the punch device and methods for releasing the

penetrating members from sterile enclosures could be ad^ted for use with spring based

launchers. The gripper using a ftictional coupling may also be ad^ted for use with other

drive technologies.

Still further optional features may be included with flie present invention. For

example, with any ofthe above embodiments, the location ofthe penetrating member

drive device may be varied, relative to the penetrating members or the cartridge. With

any ofthe above embodnnents, the penetratingmember tips may be uncovered during

actuation (i.e. penetrating members do not pierce the penetrating member enclosure or

protective foil during launch). The penetrating members may be a bare penetrating

member during launch. In some embodiments, the penetrating membermay be a patent
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needle. The same driver may be used for advancing and retraction ofthe penetrating

member. Different analyte detecting members detecting different ranges ofglucose

concentration, different analytes, or the like may be combined for use with each

penetrating member. Non-potentiometric measurement techniques may also be used for

5 analyte detection. For example, direct electron transfer of glucose oxidase molecules

adsorbed onto carbon nanotube powder microelectrode may be used to measure glucose

levels. In some embodiments, the analyte detecting members may formed to flush with

the cartridge so that a 'Sveir is not formed. In some other embodiments, the analyte

detectingmemb^s may formed to be substantially flush (within 200 microns or 100

10 microns) with the cartridge surfaces. In all methods, nanoscopic wire growth can be

carried out via chemical vapor deposition (CYD). In all ofthe embodiments ofthe

invention, preferred nanoscopic wires maybe nanotubes. Any method useful for

depositing a glucose oxidase or other analyte detection material on a nanowire or

nanotube may be used with the preset invention. Additionally, for some embodiments,

15 any ofthe cartridge shown above may be configured without any ofthe penetrating

members, so that the cartridge is simply an anslyte detecting device. Still further, the

indexing ofthe cartridge may be such that adjacent cavities may not necessarily be used

serially or sequentially. As a nonlimiting CTcample, every second cavity may be used

sequentially, which means that the cartridge will go through two rotations before every ox

20 substantially all ofthe cavities are used. As another nonlimiting example, a cavity that is

3 cavities away, 4 cavities away, orN cavities away may be the next one used. This may

allow for greater separation between cavities contaming penetrating members that were

just used and a firesh penetrating member to l^e used next. It should be understood that tbue

^rinig-based drivers shown in the present iavention (Figures 98-1 12) may be adapted for

25 use with any ofthe cartridges sho\yn herein such as, but not limited to, those shown in

Figures 61 and 62. These spring-based drivers may also be paired with gripper blocks

that are configured to penetrate into cartridges that fully seal penetratingmemb^ therein^,

in orderengage those penetrating members. The start and end positions ofthe penetratuxg

members may also be the same. The penetrating members may be parked in a holder

30 before actuation, and in some embodiments, into a holder after actuation (as seen in

cartridge 500 or any other cartridge herem). Embodiments ofthe present invention may

also include guides which provide lateral constraints and/or vertical constraints about
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penetrating member. These constraints may be positioned about the shaft portions ofthe

penetratingmember. For any ofthe embodhnents herein, tiiey may be configured to

provide the various velocity profiles described.

This application cross-refermces commonly assigned copending U.S. Patent

5 AppUcations Ser. No. 10/323,622 (Attorney Docket No. 38187-2606) filed December 18.

2002; commonly assigned copending U.S. Patent Applications Ser. No. 10/323,623

(Attorney DocketNo. 38187-2607) filed December 18, 2002; and commonly assigned

copending U.S. Patent AppUcations Ser. No. 10/323,624 (Attorney Docket No. 38187-

2608) filed December 18, 2002. This ^Kcation is also related to commonly assigned

10 copending U.S. Patent AppUcations Ser. Nos. 10/335,142, 10/335,215, 10/335,258,

10/335,099, 10/335,219, 10/335,052. 10/335,073, 10/335,220. 10/335.252. 10/335.218,

10/335,211, 10/335.257, 10/335.217, 10/335,212, and 10/335,241, 10/335,183,

(Attorney Docket Nos. 38187-2633 through 38187-2652) filed December 31, 2002. This

appUcationis also a continuation-m-part of commonly assigned, copoiding U.S. Patent

15 AppUcation Ser. No. 10/425.815 (Attorney Docket No. 38187-2663) filedMay3 0, 2003.

This application is a continuation-in-part ofcommonly assigned, copending U.S. Patent

^Ucation Ser. No. 10/323,622 (Attorney Docket No. 38187-2606) filed onDecember

18, 2002, which is a continuation-in-part ofcommonly assigned, copending U.S. Patent

i^Ucation Ser. No. 10/127,395 (Attorney Docket No. 38187-2551) filed April 19, 2002.

20 This appUcation is also a continuation-in-part ofcommonly assigned, copaiding "U.S.

Patent AppUcation Ser. No. 10/237,261 (Attomey Docket No. 38187-2595) filed

September 5, 2002. This appUcation is fijrfher a continuation-in-part ofcommonly

assigned, copending U.S. Patent AppUcation Ser. No. 10/420,535 (Attomey Docket No.

38187-2664) jSled April 21, 2003. This appUcation is fijrther a continuation-in-part of

25 commonly assigned, copending U.S. Patent AppUcation Ser. No. 10/335,142 (Attomey

Docket No. 38187-2633) filed Deceanber 31, 2002. This s^jpUcation is fittther a

continuation-in-part ofcommonly assigned, copending U.S. Patent AppUcation Ser. No.

10/423,851 (Attomey Docket No. 38187-2657) filed April 24, 2003. This ^Ucation

also claims the benefit ofpriority fiiom commonly assigned, copending U.S. Provisional

30 Patent AppUcation Ser. No. 60/422,988 (Attomey Docket No. 381 87-2601) filed

Novembw 1, 2002; commonly assigned, copending U.S. Provisional Patent Application

Sct. No. 60/424.429 (Attomey Docket No. 38187-2602) filedNovember 6. 2002; and
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commonly assigned, copending U.S. Provisional Patent Application Ser. No. 60/424,429

(Attorney Docket No. 381 87-2604) filed November 20. 2002. All applications listed

above are incorporated herein by reference for all purposes.

The publications discussed or cited herein are provided solely for their disclosure

5 prior to the filing date ofthe present application. Nothing herein is to be construed as an

admission that the present invention is not entitled to antedate such publication by virtue

ofprior invention. Further, the dates ofpublication provided may be different from the

actual publication dates which may need to be independently confirmed. All publications

mentioned herein are incorporated herein by reference to disclose and describe the

10 stractures and/or methods in connection with which the pubUcations are cited.

Expected variations or differences in the results are contemplated in accordance

with the objects and practices ofthe present invention. It is intended, therefore, that the

invention be defined by the scope ofthe claims which foUow and that such claims be

interpreted as broadly as is reasonable.
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1 1 . A body fluid sampling system for use on a tissue site, the system

2 comprising:

3 a cartridge;

4 at least one penetrating member in said cartridge; and

5 a penetrating member driver structured to engage said penetrating member.

1 2. A body fluid sampling system for use on a tissue site, the system

2 comprising:

3

4 a cartridge;

5 a penetrating member driver,

6 a plurality ofpenetrating members arranged in a radial configuration on

7 the cartridge wherein sharpened distal tips of the penetrating members point radially

8 outward;

9 wherein an active one of said penetrating members may be operatively

10 coupled to said penetrating member driver, said penetratmg member driver moving said

11 active one along a path out of a housing havmg a penetratmg member exit, into said tissue

12 site, stopping in said tissue site, and withdrawing out of said tissue site; and

13 a pluraUty of analyte detectmg members, wherem at least one of said

14 analyte detecting members is positioned to receive fluid from a wound created by said

15 active one of said penetrating members, wherein said detecting members are not pierced

16 by the active one ofthe penetrating members.

1 3. A systan as in claim 1 wherein at least one of said detecting

2 members is mounted about a penetratmg member exit.

1 4, A system as in claim 1 wherein said detecting member is not

2 pierced by the penetrating member and is within 2 mm of a front end ofthe housing.
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1 5. A system as in claim 1 wherein said cartridge has a plurality of

2 penetrating member exits, and wherein at least one of said detecting members is mounted

3 about each of said penetrating member exits.

1 6. A system as m claim 1 wherein said analyte detecting members

2 comprise test strips.

1 7. A systan as in claim 1 wherein said analyte detecting members are

2 housing a second cartridge.

1 8. A system as in claim 7 wherein the second cartridge is integrated

2 with the cartridge housing the penetrating members.

1 9. A system as in claim 7 wherein the second cartridge may rotate

2 relative to the penetrating member driver.

1 10. A system as in claim 1 wherein detecting members are mounted in

2 a radial configuration on said cartridge.

1 11 . A system as in claim 1 wherein said penetrating member driver

2 comprises a spring based launching device.

1 12. A system as in claim 1 wherein said analyte detecting member

2 comprises a test strip individually movable relative to said housing.

1 13. A system as in claim 1 wherein said detecting member is

2 configured to determine a concentration of an analyte in the fluid losing a sample of less

3 than 1 ^1 of the fluid.

1 14. A system as in claim 1 fiirther comprising a penetrating member

2 sensor positioned to monitor a penetrating member coupled to said penetratmg member

3 driver, the penetrating member sensor configured to provide information relative to a

4 depth ofpenetration of a penetrating member through a skin sur&ce.

1 15. The system ofclaim 14, wherein the depth ofpenetration is about

2 100 to 2500 microns.
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1 16. The system ofclaim 14, wherein the depth ofpenetration is 500 to

2 750 microns.

1 17. The system ofclaim 14, wherein fee depth ofpenetration is no

2 more than about lOOO microns beyond a stratum comeum ttiickness ofa skin surface.

1 18. The system ofclaim 14, wherein the depth ofpenetration is no

2 more than about 50O microns beyond a stratum comeum thickness of a skin surface.

1 19. The system of claim 14, wherem the penetrating xnember sensor is

2 further configured to provide an indication of velocity of a penetrating member.

1 20. The system ofclaim 1 , wherein one of said analyte detecting

2 members is movable outward towards said wound to more easily engage said fluid.

1 21 . The system ofclaim 1, wherein said analyte detecting members are

2 individually actuatable to extend outward from said housing.

1 22. The system ofclaim 1, wherein the driver is selected from one of

2 the following: a voice coil, a rotary voice coil, a solenoid, a motor and gear box, a

3 nanomuscle, or a combination ofany offlie above.

1 23. The system ofclaim 14, wherein the penetratmg xnember sensor is

2 coupled to a processor with control instructions for the penetrating mraiber driver.

1 24. The system ofclaim 23, wherein the processor includes amemory

2 for storage and retrieval of a set ofpenetrating member profiles utilized with the

3 penetrating member driver.

1 25. The system ofclaim 23, wherem the processor is utilized to

2 monitor position and speed ofa penetrating member as the penetrating member moves in

3 a first direction.

1 26. The system of claim 23, wherein the processor is utilized to adjust

2 an application of force to a penetrating member to achieve a desired speed of the

3 penetrating member.
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1 27. The system ofclaim 23, wherein the processor is utiHzed to adjust

2 an application offeree to a penetrating member when the penetrating member contacts a

3 target tissue so that the penetrating member penetrates the target tissue so that the

4 penetrating member penetrates the target tissue within a desired range of speed.

1 28. The system ofclaim 23, wherein the processor is utilized to

2 monitor position and speed of a penetrating member as the penetrating member moves in

3 the first direction toward a target tissue, wherein the application ofa launching force to

4 the penetrating member is controlled based on position and speed ofthe penetrating

5 member.

1 29. The system ofclaim 28, wherein the processor is utilized to control

2 a withdraw force to the penetrating member so that the penetrating member moves in a

3 second direction away from the target tissue.

1 30. The system of claim 29, wherein in the first direction the

2 penetrating member moves toward the target tissue at a speed that is different than a

3 speed at which the penetrating member moves away from the target tissue.

1 31. . The system ofclaim 29, wherein in the first direction the

2 penetrating member moves toward the target tissue at a speed that is greater than a speed

3 at which the penetrating member moves away &om the target tissue.

1 32. The system of claim 28, wherein a speed of a penetrating member

2 in the first direction is the. range ofabout 2.0 to 1 0.0 m/sec.

1 33. ThesystemofcIaim28, wherein a speed ofa penetrating member

2 in the first direction is the range of 1 .0 to 10.0 m/sec.

1 34. The systan of claim 28, wherein a speed of a penetrating member

2 in the first direction is the range of3.0 to 8.0 m/sec.

1 35. The system ofclaim 28, wherein a dwell time ofthe penetrating

2 member in the target tissue below a skin surface is in the range of 1 microsecond to 2

3 seconds.
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1 36. The system of claim 1 , wherein a dwell time of the penetrating

2 member in the target tissue below a skin surface is in the range of500 milliseconds to 1 .5

3 second.

1 37. The system ofclaim 1, wherein a dwell time ofthe penetrating

2 member in the target tissue below a skin surface is in flie range of 100 milliseconds to 1

3 second.

1 38. The system ofclaim 29, wherein the average velocity ofthe

2 penetratmg member during a tissue penetration stroke in the first direction is about 100 to

3 about 1000 times greater than the average velocity ofthe penetrating member during a

4 withdrawal stroke in a second direction.

1 39. The system of claim 14, wherem the penetrating member sensor is

2 selected from one of the following: a capacitive incremental encoder, an incremental

3 encoder, an optical encoder, or interference encoder.

1 40. The system of claim 1 further comprising a plurality of analyte

2 detecting members positioned to receive body fluid fromi said wound.

1 41. The system ofclaiml,ftirther comprising:

2 a sample chamber with an opening for transport of a body fluid into the

3 sample chamber, the sample chamber being sized to receive no more than about 1 .0 fil of

4 the body fluid.

1 42. The system ofclaim 1, further comprising:

2 a sample chamber with an opening for transport ofa body fluid into the

3 sample chambCT, the sample chamber being sized to receive no more than about 0.75 pi

4 ofthe body fluid.

1 43. The system ofclaim 1, further comprising:

2 a sample chamber with an opening for transport ofa body fluid into the

3 sample chamber, the sample chamber being sized to receive no more than about 0.5 pi of

4 the body fluid.

1 44. The system ofclaim 1 , further comprising:
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2 a sample chamber with an opening for transport ofa body fluid into the

3 sample chamber, the sample chamber being sized to receive no more than about 0.25 fd of

4 the body fluid.

1 45. The system of claim 1, further comprising:

2 a sample chamber with an opening for transport ofa body fluid into the

3 sample chamber, the sample chamber being sized to receive no more than about 0. 1 fil of

4 the body fluid.

1 46; The system ofclaim 1, further comprising:

2 an analyte detecting member coupled to a sample chamber, the analyte

3 detecting member being configured to determine a concentration ofan analyte in a body

4 fluid using a sample that does not exceed a volume of about 1 /il ofa body fluid disposed

5 in the sample chamber.

1 47. The system ofclaim 1, fiirfher comprising:

2 an analyte detecting member coupled to a sample chamber, the analyte

3 detecting member being configured to determine a concentration ofan analyte in a body

4 fluid using a sample that does not exceed a volume ofabout 0.75 ill of a body flmd

5 disposed in the sample chamber.

1 48. The system ofclaim 1, further comprising:

2 an analyte detecting member coupled to a sample chamber, the analyte

3 detecting member being configured to determine a concentration of an analyte in a body

4 fluid using a sample that does not exceed a volume ofabout 0.5 nl ofa body fluid

5 disposed in the sample chamber.

1 49. The system ofclaim 1, further comprising:

2 an analyte detectmg member coupled to a sample chamber, the analyte

3 detecting member being configured to determine a concentration ofan analyte in a body

4 fluid using a sample that does not exceed a volume of about 0.25 iil of a body fluid

5 disposed in the sample chamber.

1 50. The system ofclaim 1, further comprising:

2 an analyte detecting memba: coupled to a sample chamber, the analyte

3 detecting member being configured to determine a concentration of an analyte in a body
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4 fluid using a sample that does not exceed a volinne ofabout 0. 1 /il of a body fluid

5 disposed in the sample chamber.

1 51. The system ofclaim 1 , fiirther comprising:

2 a tissue stabilizer device coupled to the housing.

1 52. The system ofclaim 5 1 , wherein the tissue stabilizer device applies

2 a vacuum to a target tissue.

1 53. The system ofclaim 51, wherein the tissue stabilizer device is

2 configured to apply a force to a target tissue and cause the target tissue to.press in an

3 inward direction relative to the housing mmnber.

1 54. The system ofclaim 1, further comprising:

2 a seal formed by a fracturable material between the penetrating member

3 and the cartridge, the seal being positioned at least one ofa distal port or a,proximal port

4 of the cartridge.

1 55. The system ofclaim 5 1 , fiirther comprising

2 a second fracturable seal located at least one ofthe distal port or proximal

3 port of cartridge.

1 56. The system of claim 5 1 , further comprising

2 at least three fracturable seal between the penetrating member and the

3 cartridge.

1 57. The system of claim 1 further comprising a vacuum source to

2 provide a low pressure environment to draw fluid from a wound created by the

3 penetratingm^ber in the tissue.

1 58. The system of claim 1, wherein each penetrating member each

2 penetrating m^bers is an elongate member without molded attachments.

1 59. The system ofclaim 1 , wherein each penetrating member each

2 penetrating members comprises a needle having a lumen therein.

1 60. The system ofclaim 1 , wherein each penetrating member each

2 penetrating members comprises a microneedle having a lumen fhereiiL
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1 61. The system ofclaim 1 fiirther comprising a resilient member

2 coupled to said penetrating member, said penetrating member driver aligned to move said

3 resilient member which in turn moves the penetrating member.

1 62. The system ofclaim 1 wherein:

2 the penetrating member comprises a spring based device and at one ofthe

3 foUowing: a motor and gear box, a nanomuscle, pneumatic device, a liquid magnetic coil

4 actuation device, a stepper motor, a micro-clutch device, and an inductive motor,

1 63. The system ofclaim 1 wherein the penetrating member exit is

2 conjSgured to be positioned against the tissue when the penetrating member contacts the

3 tissue.

1 64. A body fluid sampling system for use on a tissue site, the system

2 comprising:

3 acartridge;

4 a penetrating member driver;

5 a plurality ofpenetrating members, each having a proximal end, an

6 elongate portion, and a sharpened distal end, said members arranged in a radial

7 configuration on the cartridge wherein sharpened distal tips ofthe penetrating members

8 point radially outward;

9 wherein an active one of said penetrating members may be operatively

10 coupled to said penetrating member driver, said penetrating member driver moving said

1 1 active one along a path out of a housing having a penetrating member exit, into said tissue

12 site, stopping in said tissue site, and withdrawing out ofsaid tissue site; and

13 a plurality of analyte detecting members, wherein at least one of said

14 analyte detecting members is positioned to receive fluid from a wound created by said

15 active one of said penetrating members;

16 wherein said unused analyte detecting members are arranged in a stack.

17 said penetrating member driver configured to be controlled to follow a

18 velocity trajectory into the tissue and out of said tissue, wherein said velocity into said

19 tissue is at an average speed greater than an average speed of the penetrating member on

20 the withdrawal.
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1 65 . A body fluid sampling system for use on a tissue site, the systenn

2 comprising:

3 a cartridge;

4 a penetrating member driver,

5 a plurality ofpenetrating members arranged in a radial configuration on.

6 the cartridge wherein sharpened distal tips ofthe penetrating members point radially

7 outward;

8 wherem ant active one of said penetrating members may be operatively

9 coupled to said penetrating member driver, said penetrating member driver moving said

10 active one along a path out ofa housing having a penetrating member exit, into said tissue

1 1 site, stoppingm said tissue site, and withdrawing out of said tissue site; and

12 2L plurality of analyte detecting members, wherein at least one of said

13 analyte detectmg members is positioned to receive fluid from a wound created by said

14 active one of said penetrating members, wherein said detecting members are not pierced

15 by the active one of the penetrating members;

16 a position sensor positioned to provide an indication of a position ofthe

17 penetrating mraiber during actuation.
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1 66. A body fluid sampling system for use on a tissue site, the system

2 comprising:

3 a cartridge;

4 a penetrating member driver;

5 a plurality ofpenetrating members arranged in a radial configuration on

6 the cartridge wherein sharpened distal tips of the penetrating members point radially

7 outward;

8 wherein an active one of said penetrating members may be operatively

9 coupled to said penetrating member driver, said penetrating member drivermoving said

10 active one along a path out of a housing having a penetrating meniber exit, into said tissue

1 1 site, stopping in said tissue site, and withdrawing out of said tissue site; and

12 a plurality of analyte detecting members, wherein at least one of said

1 3 analyte detecting members is positioned to receive fluid fi-om a wound created "by said

14 active one of said penetrating members, wherein said detecting members are not pierced

15 by the active one ofthe penetrating members;

16 a coupler on said penetrating member driver configured to engage at least

17 a portion of said elongate portion ofthe penetrating member and drive said member along

18 a path into a tissue site and withdrawn J&om a tissue site. 67. A body fluid sampling

19 system for use on a tissue site, the system comprising:

20 a cartridge;

21 a penetrating member driver;

22 a pluraUty ofpenetrating members arranged in a radial cotifiguration on

23 the cartridge wherein sharpened distal tips ofthe penetrating members point radially

24 outward;

25 wherein an active one of said penetrating members may be operatively

26 coupled to said penetrating member driver, said penetrating member driver moving said

27 active one along a path out of a housing having a penetrating member exit, into said tissue

28 site, stopping in said tissue site, and withdrawing out ofsaid tissue site; and

29 a pluraUty of analyte detecting members, wherein at least one of said

30 analyte detecting members is positioned to receive fluid from a wound created "by said

3 1 active one of said penetrating members, wherein said detecting members are not pierced

32 by the active one ofthe penetrating members;
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33 a sterility enclosure covering at least a tip of said penetrating member, said

34 sterility enclosure removed fix)m said penetrating member prior to actuation ofthe

35 member and positioned so that the penetrating member will not contact said enclosure

36 during actuation68. A body fluid sampling system for use on a tissue site, the system

37 comprising:

38 a cartridge;

39 a penetrating member driver;

40 a plurality ofpenetrating members arranged in a radial configuration on

41 the cartridge wherein sharpened distal tips ofthe penetrating members point radially

42 outward;

43 wherein an active one of said penetrating members may be operatively

44 coupled to said penetrating member driver, said penetrating member driver moving said

45 active one along a path out ofa housing having a penetrating member exit, into said tissue

46 site, stopping in said tissue site, and withdrawing out of said tissue site; and

47 a plurality of analyte detecting members, >yherein at least one of said

48 analyte detecting members is positioned to receive fluid firom a wound created by said

49 active one of said penetrating members, wherem said detectmg members are not pierced

50 by the active one ofthe penetrating members;

51 a user interface for transmitting at least one input between a user.

1 69. A body fluid sampling device using a penetrating member to

2 extract fluid firom an anatomical feature, said device comprising:

3 a penetrating member actuator for moving the penetrating member

4 inbound towards the anatomical feature; and

5 a non-spring based, penetrating member retractor for moving said

6 penetrating member outbound away from the anatomical feature;

7 wherein said penetrating member actuator is adapted to move said

8 • p^etrating member at a velocity greater than a velocity achieved by tiie penetrating

9 member retractor.

1 70. The device of claim 69 wherein the penetrating member actuator

2 uses a spring to move said penetrating member.

1 71 . The device of claim 69 wherein the pmetrating member retractor

2 uses one ofthe following to move said paietratingmember a motor and gear box, a
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3 nanomuscle, pneumatic device, a liquid magnetic coil actuation, a stepper motor, a micro-

* 4 clutch device, and an inductive motor.

1 72. The device of claim 69 further comprising a plurality ofpenetrating

2 members arranged in a radial configuration.

1 73. The device ofclaim 69 further comprising a plurality ofpenetrating

2 members arranged in a radial configuration on a disc, v^ith distal tips of said penetrating

3 members pointed radially outward.

^ <^ 74. The device ofclaim 69 wherein said penetrating member actuator

2 include a gripper block shqjed to extend mto a cartridge containing said penetrating

3 member in order to engage said penetrating member.

1 75. The device of claim 69 wherein said penetrating member actuator

2 includes a portion for breaking a seal on a cartridge containing said penetrating members,

3 said portion breaking said seal to allow the actuator to engage the penetrating member.

1 76. The device ofclaim 69 further comprising at least one guide

2 bearing in said cartridge for providing support in at least one ofthe following: lateral

3 guidance or vertical guidance.

1 77. The device of claim 69 further comprising a slidable cutter for

2 removing a seal on a cartridge prior to penetrating meniber actuation.

1 78. The device ofclaim 69 further comprising a damper coupled to a

2 coupler attaching the penetrating member to a penetrating member actuator.

1 79. The device ofclaim 69 further comprising a damper for slowing

2 said penetrating member prior to said penetrating member reaching a hard stop.

1 80. The device of claim 69 further comprising a damper coupled to a

2 drive shaft of the penetrating member actuator.

1 81. The device ofclaim 69 furflier comprising a damper for slowing

2 the penetrating member on the inbound direction, said damper selected fi-om one ofthe

3 following: a pneumatic damper, a fluid piston, a rubber stop, a fiictional surfece, a

4 magnetic fluid based damper, or a rheonetic fluid based damper.
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1 82. The device ofclaim 69 further comprising an optically reflective

2 member coupled to a drive shaft ofthe penetratmg member actuator, said optically

3 reflective member used for deteraiiiiing the positioning.

1 83 . The device of claim 69 further comprising a penetrating member

2 coTipler attached to the actuator and the retractor.

1 84. The device ofclaim 69 further comprising a cartridge containing a

2 plurality ofpenetrating members.

1 85. The device ofclaim 69 further comprising a cartridge containing a

2 plurality ofpenetrating members.

1 86. The device ofclaim 69 further comprising a drive shaft coupled to

2 the penetrating member actuator and a penetrating member coupler.

1 87. The device ofclaim 69furthCT comprising a carrier coupled to said

2 retractor and movable between a first position and a second position, said praietratmg

3 member actuator mounted on the carrier and movable with the carrier.

1 88. The device ofclaim 69 further comprising a friction damper having

2 a plunger, said damper having a lumen with a fimnel shaped portion and an elongate

3 portion, said plunger sized to engage said elongate portion to provide damping.

1 89. The device ofclaim 69 further comprising a friction damper on

2 said carrier for slowing said penetrating member, said friction damper shsqped to provide

3 variable resistance based on the position of a penetrating member coupler.

1 90. The device of claim 69 further comprising a reset latch coupled to

2 said carrier, said reset latch holding a penetrating member coupler in place while the drive

3 is compressed.

1 91. A body fluid sampling device for extracting bodily fluid from an

2 anatomical feature, said device comprising:

3 a cartridge having a plurality of cavities;
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4 a plurality ofpenetrating members, each slidably movable between a first

5 position and a second position to extend outward from said cartridge to penetrate the

6 anatomical feature; and

7 a penetrating member driver structured to selectively and independently

8 engage said penetrating members, said driver comprising a first resilient member for

9 moving an active one ofthe penetrating members on an inbound path toward the

10 anatomical feature to create a wound, and a second resilient member for moving the

1 1 active one ofthe penetrating members on an outbound path away firam the wound.

1 92. The device ofclaim 91 wherein said cartridge is disc sh^ed.

1 93. The device ofclaim 91 wherein the first resilient member

2 comprises a spring.

1 94. The device ofclaim 91 wherein the second resilient member

2 comprises a spring.

1 95. The device ofclaim 91 fiirther comprising a damper coupled to

2 said penetrating member driver.

1 96. The device ofclaim 91 finiher comprising a plurality ofsample

2 chambers on said cartridge.

1 97. The device ofclaim 95 wherein said sample chiamber is sized to

2 hold no more than 1 microliter.

1 98. A body fluid sampling device using a penetrating member to

2 extract fluid firom an anatomical feature, said device comprising:

3 a penetrating member driver, said driver selected from one ofthe

4 following: a motor and gear box, a nanomuscle, pneumatic device, a liquid magnetic coil

5 actuation device, a stepper motor, a micro-clutch device, and an inductive motor;

6 a penetrating coupler attached to said driver, said coupler for releasably

7 connecting the penetrating member to the driver.

1
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